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ABSTRACT 

LAUREN KATRINA CAVANAUGH 

AN EXPLORATION OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF A SURF CAMP CURRICULUM 
ON SOCIAL COMPETENCE, SOCIAL SKILLS, AND SELF-CONCEPT CHANGES 

OF CHILDREN WITH AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER 

DECEMBER 2010 

It is estimated that in 2006, an average of 1 in 100 children in the United States of 

America (USA) were born with autism spectrum disorder (ASD). In addition to 

impairments in social interaction, those with ASD are reported to demonstrate poor social 

competence and a lowered self-esteem. Currently, there is no cure for ASD. However, 

early intervention can improve academic and social development. 

Alternative therapy interventions, such as hippotherapy, dolphin therapy, aquatic 

therapy, and surfing therapy have previously reported increased success and 

independence. However, these results are mainly through anecdotal evidence and small 

sample sizes. There is a need to determine the effectiveness of alternative therapies on 

ASD impairments through standardized instruments, in addition to instruments specific to 

the curriculum being implemented. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to determine 

the benefits and outcomes of a two-day surf camp curriculum on social competence, 

social skills, and self-concept changes of campers with ASD. 
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The sample for this study consisted of 11 campers, 18 parents, and 26 volunteer 

staff from a combination of two surf camps. Campers took part in a surf camp 

curriculum entitled "Learning Through Sun Sand and SURF". The curriculum included 

four components: the surf camp family social, a classroom camper orientation during 

which campers learned the "SURF Camp Social Skills for Group Activities", the two-day 

surf camp that consisted of surfing and group activities, and a follow-up surf camp family 

social. 

Data were collected one week prior to surf camp (pre), at the completion of surf 

camp (post), then again two weeks following surf camp (retention). The study employed 

a quasi-experimental design using various instruments. These instruments were used to 

address social competence, social skills, self-concept, parent demographics and 

perceptions of the surf camp curriculum, and curriculum activity implementation. 

Findings from the study indicated that through quantitative analysis in the area of 

social competence, camper results revealed significance in assertion, responsibility, and 

engagement. In general, both campers and parents perceived that the curriculum 

improved the camper's social competence. "Positive interaction" and "positive 

friendship" were the two major themes in quantitative analysis of social competence. 

Quantitatively, campers felt they improved in their overall social skills from the first to 

the last activity at surf camp. Volunteers of the campers; however, did not agree with the 

overall improvement of social skills from one activity to the next. Rather than seeing an 
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improvement in each activity, social skill usage fluctuated. One explanation for this 

could be the level of self-awareness of the campers, and their physical and mental states 

after two days of surfing. 

Parents perceptions on the quantitative portion of the questionnaire revealed out 

of the five activities presented at surf camp, those with significance included the paddle 

relay and sandcastle activities. Qualitatively, parent perceptions responses indicated: 

"positive interactions" as the most common theme emerging in the social competence 

question, "positive interaction" as the social skills question, and "positive confidence" in 

the self-concept question. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

It is estimated that in 2006, 1 in 110 children in the United States of America 

(USA) were born with autism spectrum disorder (ASD). In the US, out of every 4 

million children born per year, approximately 36,500 will be diagnosed with ASD, and 

boys are 4 to 5 times more likely to be diagnosed than girls (Centers for Disease Control 

and Prevention, 2010). 

Individuals with ASD are affected in different ways. The spectrum can range 

from mild to severe, and is comprised of three different forms of autism. These types 

include autistic disorder, Asperger syndrome, and pervasive developmental disorder- not 

otherwise specified (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2010). In addition to 

impairments in social interaction, including peer relationships, those with ASD are 

reported to demonstrate poor social competence and a lowered self-esteem (Chamberlain, 

Kasari, & Rotheram-Fuller, 2007; Williamson, Craig, & Slinger, 2008). 

There is currently no cure for ASD. However, early intervention treatments can 

improve one's academic and social development. For example, once diagnosed, 

individuals with ASD can receive school-related interventions such as speech and 

language therapy, social skills instruction, and/or music therapy. 

In addition to school-related interventions, some alternative therapies are 

emerging (Denning, 2007; Epp, 2008). Alternative therapies include hippotherapy, 
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dolphin therapy, aquatic therapy, and surfing. These therapies have become increasingly 

popular in recent years, revealing participant improvements in both the physical and 

social domains of learning. Specifically, social skills, self-esteem, language skills, and 

overall confidence may improve as a result of these therapies (Cawley, Cawley, & Retter, 

1994; Fields-Meyer & Clark, 2004; Manning, 2005; Marino & Lilenfeld, 1998; Pan, 

2010; Scott, 2005; Yonder Hulls, Walker, & Powell, 2006). 

Statement of the Problem 

The most prevalent deficits for those with ASD are known to be in the area of 

social interaction (Chamberlain et al., 2007; Denning, 2007; Hauck, Fein, Waterhouse, & 

Feinstein, 1995; Sutherland & Stroot, 2009). Individuals diagnosed with ASD have 

difficulty communicating with others, generating and maintaining social relationships, 

and adjusting to new environments (Bellini, Peters, Benner, & Hopf, 2007). Previous 

scientific studies focused on various types of social skill interventions, the settings in 

which they were implemented, as well as the variability in their duration. Most of these 

studies used parent or teacher surveys and questionnaires, or a qualitative interview 

format to assess intervention effectiveness (Oriel, George, & Blatt, 2008). 

Although there are many forms of social skill interventions, few children with 

autism receive adequate social skill curriculum programming. Effective social skill 

interventions are critical to the successful development of social, emotional, and 

cognitive development. A lack of social skill development could lead to a life of social 

isolation or withdrawal (Bellini et al., 2007). 
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When teaching children social skills, self-monitoring can increase the 

maintenance of the newly taught skills. Self-monitoring is helpful to increase the desired 

behavior both short and long term, as the individual is required to pay attention to his or 

her own behavior (Loftin, Odom, & Lantz, 2008). 

In order to improve social skills for those with ASD, therapy techniques are 

typically implemented both in and out of school. Surfing therapy has revealed positive 

outcomes in the psychosocial domains for individuals with ASD. However, no empirical 

research confirms the effectiveness of surfing therapy. Statements like, "When he was in 

the water, his bad behavior got a little better ... I know that it balances the kids out. I 

know it's more than just fun and extreme sport" (Mask, 2008, p. 1 ), and ''the smile my 

child had today is the biggest smile I've seen in his 10 years" (p. 07d) are commonly 

provided by both surf camp staff and parents of the campers with ASD (Manning, 2005). 

Therefore, there is a need to investigate possible psychosocial outcomes of surf therapy 

that are experienced by individuals with ASD. Specifically, there is a need to determine 

the effectiveness/outcomes of surfing through validated assessment instruments. 

Social competence, social skills, and self-concept are factors influencing those 

with ASD. "General and special educators, administrators, parents, and support service 

personal agree that identification and intervention for social skill deficits must be a focus 

of instruction if students with ASD are expected to achieve increased success and 

independence." (Stichter, Randolph, Gage, & Schmidt, 2007, p. 220) Alternative therapy 

intervention outcomes have previously reported increased success and independence, 
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mainly through anecdotal data. For this reason, there is a need to provide evidence based 

data to support these conclusions. 

Purpose of the Study 

Due to limited empirical research supporting the effects of surfing therapy, a need 

exists to determine evidence-based outcomes. The purpose of this study was to 

determine the benefits and outcomes of a two-day surf camp curriculum on social 

competence, social skills, and self-concept changes of children with ASD. 

Theoretical Frameworks 

The theoretical frameworks guiding this research are Bandura' s Social Learning 

Theory (Bandura, 1977) and Michenbaum' s Self-Regulated Learning Theory (Slavin, 

2009). Bandura' s theory can be defined as how individuals learn by observing the 

behaviors of others. Bandura explained observational learning as being governed by four 

component processes that includes attention, retention, motor reproduction and 

motivation (Bandura, 1977). 

Meichenbaum's Self-Regulated Learning Theory (Slavin, 2009) is often referred 

to as cognitive behavior modification, where changes in one's own behavior are achieved 

through means of self-talk and self-instruction. Individuals observe their own behavior 

and then judge and reinforce themselves positively or negatively based on their own 

standards. Each individual has his/her own expectations of his/herself and of his/her 

own performance. Self-regulation is also known to be situation specific, as the individual 

sets small goals and reflects on each situation differently (Slavin, 2009). 
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Research Questions 

The following research questions guided this study: 

1. How do children with ASD and their parents perceive changes in social competence 

as a result of the child's participation in the two-day surf camp curriculum? 

2. How do children with ASD perceive changes in their self-concept as a result of their 

participation in the two-day surf camp curriculum? 

3. How do children and their surf camp staff/volunteer members perceive changes in 

social skills as a result of camper participation in the two-day surf camp 

curriculum? 

4. What are participating parents' perceptions relative to the components and outcomes 

of the two-day surf camp curriculum? 

5. How consistently are surf camp staff/volunteer members able to adhere to the surf 

camp curriculum protocol that includes social skill expectations for campers with 

ASD? 

6. To what degree do children apply the SURF Steps as part of their surf camp 

curriculum? 

Assumptions 

Assumptions for this study included: 

1. All participants completing the surveys and questionnaires were trustworthy and 

honest. 
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2. Surf camp staff delivered curriculum components across both surf camps with 

fidelity according to the surf camp protocol. 

3. The ability of campers, their parents, and surf camp volunteer staff to comprehend 

the questions/statements asked on the various instruments administered. 

Delimitations 

Delimitations associated with this study were: 

1. Children diagnosed with ASD were only enrolled in school districts in Texas. 

2. Only two school districts were purposively selected and received permission to 

attend the two-day surf camp. These school districts were the only ones in the 

state that participated in this surf camp. 

3. A limited number of campers, parents, teachers, and surf camp staff participated 

in the two-day surf camp. 

4. Scores produced by each assessment may not be an exact reflection of the 

participants true social competence and self-concept functioning, but were viewed 

as a general indicator. 

5. Participant sampling was determined based on those already enrolled in the two

day surf camp. This sampling technique limits the generalizability of findings to 

other children with ASD. 

6. The length of the intervention was short in duration. 
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Definition of Terms 

The following definitions are used throughout this investigation. 

Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD): Autism Spectrum Disorder refers to 

individuals who exhibit a range of neurological disorders characterized by significant 

impairment in several areas of development. These pervasive developmental disorders 

include autism, Asperger's syndrome, childhood disintegrative disorder, pervasive 

developmental disorder not otherwise specified, and Rett disorder (Centers for Disease 

Control and Prevention, 2010). 

Autism or Autistic Disorder (AU): Autism refers to individuals who often have 

significant language delays, social and communication challenges, and unusual behaviors 

and interests (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2010). 

Asperger's Syndrome (AS): Asperger's Syndrome refers to individuals who 

display milder symptoms compared to those with AU. Most do not have problems with 

language or intellectual disability, but some experience social challenges and unusual 

behaviors or interests (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2010). 

Pervasive Developmental Disorder- Not Otherwise Specified (PDD-NOS): 

Pervasive Developmental Disorder-Not Otherwise Specified refers to individuals who 

meet some, but not all of the criteria for AU, displaying fewer and milder symptoms 

(Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2010). 
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Social Learning Theory: Social Learning Theory emphasizes how people learn 

by observing the behaviors of others. Individuals are more likely to model, imitate, and 

adopt behaviors if they observe positive, desired behavior in others (Kretchmar, 2008; 

Slavin, 2009). 

Self-Regulated Learning: Self-regulated learning refers to "learning that results 

from students' self-generated thoughts and behaviors that are systematically oriented 

toward the attainment of their learning goals" (Schunk, 2001, p. 125). 

Social Competence: Social competence is an evaluative term that indicates an 

individual has performed a social task adequately. Social competence incorporates the 

following: possession of appropriate use of social skills, successful social interaction, and 

maintenance of social relationships (Elliott, Gresham, Frank, & Beddow, 2008; 

Vickerstaff, Heroit, Wong, Lopes, & Dossetor, 2007). 

Social Skills: "Social skills represent learned behaviors that promote positive 

interactions while simultaneously discouraging negative interactions when applied to 

appropriate social situations" (Gresham & Elliott, 2008, p. 1 ). 

Self-Concept: Self-concept is a somewhat stable set of attributes reflecting both 

description and evaluation of one's own behavior and attributes. It represents the way 

someone feels about his or herself (Piers & Herzberg, 2002). 

Curriculum: "Curriculum is an organized description of a body of content, 

assessment procedures for selecting goals for instruction, and methods for teaching 

selected skills" (Wolery & Winterling, 1997, p. 88). 
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Social Skills Improvement System (SSIS): The Social Skills Improvement 

System is an instrument used to evaluate social skills through communication, 

cooperation, assertion, responsibility, empathy, engagement, and self control; problem 

behaviors through internalizing, bullying, hyperactivity/inattention, internalizing, autism 

spectrum; and academic competence through reading and math achievement, and 

motivation to learn (Gresham & Elliott, 2008). 

Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept Scale, 2nd Edition (PH2): The PH2 is a 60-

item instrument to measure self-concept through the child's and adolescents' own 

perceptions. This test covers 6 subscales including physical appearance and attributes, 

intellectual and school status, happiness and satisfaction, freedom from anxiety, 

behavioral adjustment, and popularity (Piers & Herzberg, 2002). 

Hippotherapy: Hippotherapy is a form of therapy where the movements of a 

horse provide carefully graded motor and sensory input. Horseback riding treatment is 

used to improve posture, balance, and mobility while developing a bond with the horse 

(Bass, Duchowny, & Llabre, 2009). 

Dolphin Therapy: Dolphin therapy is a form of therapy where individuals swim 

with the dolphins and have on-land lessons. This therapy employs three theoretical bases 

including the attention deficit hypothesis, operant conditioning, and the interdisciplinary 

team model. Sessions are conducted using a one-to-one therapist to child ratio, with at 

least one intern assisting and one dolphin trainer controlling the movement of the dolphin 

(Nathanson, 1998). 
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Aquatic Therapy: Aquatic therapy is a therapy using water for rehabilitation. Its 

primary purpose is to improve physical function; however, a sense of accomplishment, 

greater confidence, and improved self-esteem have also been reported as benefits 

(V onder Hulls et al., 2006). 

Surfing Therapy: Surfing therapy is a therapy where individuals are exposed to 

the experience of surfing. This is a relatively new therapeutic intervention. Through 

surfing, children report both physical and psychological changes. Behavior changes are 

also improved for individuals with autism through this therapy. However, no empirical 

research exists at this time. Surfing therapy can be conducted using a one-to-one or 

two-to-one volunteer to child ratio (Santich, 2009; Surfers Healing, 2010). 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The purpose of this research was threefold: a) to determine the benefits and 

outcomes of a two-day surf camp curriculum on social competence for children with 

ASD, b) to determine the benefits of a two-day surf camp curriculum on social skills for 

children with ASD c) to determine the benefits and outcomes of a two-day surf camp 

curriculum on self-concept for children with ASD. The review of literature is presented 

under the following headings: (a) Theoretical Frameworks, (b) Social Competence, (c) 

Social Skill Instruction, ( d) Self-Concept, and ( e) Alternative Therapies. 

Theoretical Frameworks 

The theoretical frameworks guiding this study are Bandura' s Social Learning 

Theory (Bandura, 1977) and Meichenbaum's Self-Regulated Learning Theory (Slavin, 

2009). Bandura' s theory focuses on changes in behavior that result from observing 

others, whereas Meichenbaum's theory is the practice of accepting responsibility for and 

taking control of an individual's own learning. Both of these theories work well together, 

as a child can learn the correct behavior from the model, and then self-regulate their own 

learning by identifying goals, developing strategies, and then monitoring their own 

progress in order to attain the intended outcome (Eggen & Kauchak, 2007). 
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Bandura's Social Learning Theory 

Bandura' s theory is defined simply as how individuals learn by observing the 

behaviors of others, and it is divided in four component processes of observational 

learning involving attention, retention, motor reproduction and motivation. During the 

attention component, individuals pay attention to a model. This model is generally 

someone who is a role model to the observing individuals exhibiting confidence, 

attractiveness, and success. Observational learning is achieved in the classroom through 

a teacher's clarity of instruction (i.e., concrete examples, providing an outline, repeating 

difficult information, and signaling transitions from one area to another), motivating 

children to learn, as well as teacher creativity in lesson execution. The individual 

observing the model must want to learn and perceive the outcome accurately, in order for 

the modeled behavior to be later executed effectively (Kretchmar, 2008; Slavin, 2009). 

Some forms of modeling can hold the learners' attention for long periods of time. 

Television modeling is a great example of this. Models presented in television form can 

capture the attention of its viewers, and need no incentives to keep the viewers' attention 

(Bandura, 1977). 

During the retention process, the observer has gained interest of the model and 

mimics the intended outcome behavior. Individuals need to remember/retain the 

information provided by the model. In order to achieve success in this phase, delivery of 

the intended outcome is attained through two different systems. These systems include 

behavior representation through an image and verbal form. When the image and verbal 
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form are highly correlated, like a name to a given person, it is difficult to hear a name 

without experiencing the image of that person (Bandura, 1977; Kretchmar, 2008; Slavin, 

2009). 

The observer is then provided a chance to practice a behavior or outcome. 

Rehearsal serves as an important memory aid. Individuals are less likely to forget 

modeled response patterns when they both mentally rehearse or actually perform the 

modeled response pattern (Bandura, 1977). 

During the motor reproduction process, observers attempt to match the behavior 

of their model. Generally, assessment of the observer's behavior is conducted in this 

phase (Kretchmar, 2008; Slavin, 2009). "Skills are not perfected through observation 

alone, nor are they developed solely by trial-and-error fumbling." (Bandura, 1977, p. 28) 

Observers believe that in the fourth motivation process, their model imitation will 

result in reinforcement. Reinforcements come in the form of verbal or physical praise, or 

good grades based on the proper matching behavior of the model (Slavin, 2009). Bandura 

(1977) noted that the anticipation of reinforcement could impact what is being observed 

by others and what goes unnoticed. The observer uses the reward as an antecedent rather 

than a subsequent influence. 

According to Slavin (2009), learning is also achieved through the observation of 

others being reinforced or punished for certain behaviors. Observational learning is 

influenced not only through the expectation of reinforcement of the observer's correct 
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imitating of the model, but also through vicarious learning that occurs by observing the 

behaviors of others. 

Meichenbaum's Self-Regulated Leaming Theory 

Meichenbaum's Self-Regulated Learning Theory is often referred to as cognitive 

behavior modification, where changes in one's own behavior are achieved through means 

of self-talk and self-instruction. Through self-talk and self instruction, children can be 

taught to monitor and regulate their own behavior (Slavin, 2009). 

Self-Regulated Learning is an aspect of Social Learning Theory. During self

regulation, individuals observe their own behavior and then judge and reinforce 

themselves positively or negatively based on their own standards. Individuals have their 

own expectations of themselves and of their own performance. Self-regulation is known 

to be situation specific, where the individual sets small goals and reflects on each 

situation differently (Slavin, 2009). 

The following steps are involved in self talk: 1) the model performs a task while 

talking aloud to self, 2) the observer performs the same modeled task under the direction 

of the model's instructions, 3) the observer performs the task while instructing 

him/herself aloud, 4) the observer then whispers the instruction while proceeding through 

the task, and 5) the observer performs the task while guiding his/her performance through 

private speech (Slavin, 2009). 

Within Self-Regulated Learning, individuals think about their own learning. 

Completion forms to monitor their progress are often provided to the learners to 
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self-monitor their progress. The larger task or outcome is broken down into smaller 

components, encouraging one to view progress towards the final goal (Slavin, 2009). 

Theoretical Framework Studies 

Dereli (2009) investigated the permanence or continuity effect of a social skills 

training program for children in increasing skills relating to solving social problems and 

understanding others' feelings. Bandura's Social Learning Theory focusing on modeling, 

imitating, observing, and reinforcing behaviors, were included in the social skills training 

program. A total of 3 5 children in the experimental group and 20 in the control group 

participated in this research. The social skills training program was taught for 2 hrs over 

a 22-week period. Measurement instruments included the Wally Child Social Problem

Solving Detective Game Test consisting of the Preschool Problem-Solving Test and the 

Child Social Problem-Solving Test. Results found the training program significantly 

affected the participant's social problem-solving skills and understanding of others' 

feelings. Even after a 1-year period, retention of the effects was achieved. 

Deeming and Johnson (2009) looked at a new approach to deafblind support 

groups using Bandura' s Social Leaming Theory. This article reviewed the 

implementation of a pilot project to provide culturally appropriate and linguistically 

accessible support groups to deafblind individuals. Observational learning with the 

assumption of direct communication from one deafblind individual to another could have 

a powerful effect. In the second year of this program, four original members were joined 
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by an additional two. Participants felt they benefited greatly from the program, and 

generated new levels of empathy and peer support. 

Disalvo and Oswald (2002) reviewed peer-mediated interventions to increase the 

social interaction of children with autism. Some of these techniques included creating 

situations to promote optimal peer effort, teaching peers methods for reinforcing target 

skills in children with autism, strategies for initiating interaction with children with 

autism, and teaching social skills to the children with autism. Peer-related approaches 

can be understood through the Social Learning Theory as learning occurs when a 

behavior is modeled and reinforced. When working with children who have ASD, 

Disalvo and Oswald noted that there are several reasons why children with autism may 

not model the social behaviors of their peers. Individuals with ASD might not observe 

the relevant activities, inadequately code the modeled events, fail to retain what was 

learned, have insufficient incentives, or might have a physical inability to perform the 

modeled skill. 

Social Competence 

Social Competence Defined 

Social competence is an evaluative term that indicates an individual has 

performed a social task adequately. Social competence requires a combination of skills, 

incorporating the following: possession of appropriate use of social skills, successful 

social interaction, and maintenance of social relationships (Elliott et al., 2008; Vickerstaff 

et al., 2007). In order to achieve success, individuals are required to understand how and 
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when to use these skills, and have the ability to adapt these learned skills across multiple 

environments. The combinations of these two factors are more often regarded as 

weaknesses for those diagnosed with ASD. 

Social skills represent the ability to perform behaviors that are necessary for an 

individual to achieve social competence. In general, individuals with ASD lack the 

ability to adjust the quality and quantity of eye-contact, facial expression, posture, social 

distance and use of gestures dependent upon their current social situation. Other factors 

influencing social competence include the tone of voice, volume, rate, and clarity of 

speech. These factors can influence the impression one makes on others and their 

reaction to the speaker (Spence, 2003). 

Similarly Morrison and Blackbum (2008) indicated social competence as the 

" ... ability to initiate and maintain friendships, to interact successfully and collaboratively 

within small groups, and to find a comfort level in public settings." (p. 4) For lifelong 

future success, early interventions are necessary for social skills development and 

improvement in social competence. 

The Social Skills Improvement System (SSIS) as a Measure of Social Competence 

The SSIS, once called the Social Skills Rating System (SSRS), is a rating scale, 

used to evaluate social skills, problem behaviors, and academic competence. The rating 

scale can be provided to campers, their parents, and teachers. This SSIS is a broad, 

multi-rater assessment of student social behavior that can measure teacher-student and 
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parent-child relations, peer acceptance, and academic performance (Gresham & Elliott, 

2008). 

The SSIS consists of standardized, norm-referenced scales used with preschool, 

elementary, and secondary students. Administration time is generally 15 to 20 mins, with 

a reading level of 2nd grade for the student version, and 5th grade for the parent and 

teacher version (Gresham & Elliott, 2008). 

The SSIS can be administered to teachers, parents and students, providing a 

comprehensive view across the home, school, and community settings (Elliott et al., 

2008). The student and parent versions of the SSIS are used to assess two domains: 

social skills and problem behaviors. An overview of the two behavior domains and the 

subdomains that are measured through the SSIS is provided in Table 1. The "Autism 

Spectrum" subdomain is not a component in the student version of the SSIS (see 

Table 1). 
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Table 1 

Overview of the Domains and Subdomains as Measures on the Social Skill Improvement System 

Domain 1 
Social Skills 

Communication 

Cooperation 

Assertion 

Responsibi I ity 

Empathy 

Engagement 

Sel f-Contro I 

Domain 2 
Problem Behaviors 

Externalizing 

Bullying 

Hyperactivity /Inattention 

I ntemal izing 

Social skills represent learned behaviors that promote positive 
interactions while simultaneously discouraging negative interaction 
when applied to appropriate social situations. 

Taking turns and making eye contact during a conversation, using 
appropriate tone of voice and gestures, and being polite by saying 
''thank you" and "please." 

Helping others, sharing materials, and complying with rules and 
directions. 

Initiating behaviors, such as asking others for information, introducing 
oneself, and responding to the actions of others. 

Showing regard for property or work and demonstrating the ability to 
communicate with adults. 

Showing concern and respect for others' feelings and viewpoints. 

Joining activities in progress and inviting others to join, initiating 
conversations, making friends, and interacting well with others. 

Responding appropriately in conflict (i.e., disagreeing, teasing) and 
nonconflict situations (taking turns and compromising). 

Problem behaviors interfere with either the acquisition or performance 
of socially skilled behaviors. 

Being verbally or physically aggressive, failing to control temper, and 
arguing. 

Forcing others to do something, hurting people physically or 
emotionally, and not letting others to join an activity. 

Moving about excessively, having impulsive in reactions, and becoming 
easily distracted. 

Feeling anxious, sad, and lonely; exhibiting poor self-esteem. 

Autism Spectrum Interacting poorly, not taking part in conversations, or not making eye 
contact; making odd gestures; becoming upset at changes in routine or 
having nonfunctional routines. 

Note: Domain and subdomain cited directly from the SSIS Rating Scales Manual (Gresham & Elliott, 
2008, pp. 1-2). 
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General Social Competence Studies 

Elliott et al. (2008) examined the intervention validity of social behavior rating 

scales. They listed the attributes of rating scales, distinguishing them from other 

assessment tools, looked at the assumptions of the use of rating scales to measure social 

behaviors, and features of rating scales that promote validity. Specifically, they reviewed 

the SSIS, and the empirical approach used to develop this tool. The SSIS is known to be 

a balanced assessment of pro-social and problem behaviors which are critical to the 

assessment of social functioning. They concluded that users of social skills assessments 

must have a clear understanding of what the scales measure. The users should also know 

the proper interventions to implement based on the rating scale results. In order to get a 

complete view of the person being assessed, there needs to be multiple measures of 

assessment. Data should also be collected in multiple settings, as well as completed by 

multiple individuals. 

Van Hom, Atkins-Burnett, Karlin, Ramey, and Snyder (2007) used the parent 

rating of the Social Skills Rating System (SSRS) in kindergarten through third grades. 

This study looked at differences between boys and girls of African American, Cuacasian, 

and Hispanic ethnicities across time. Participants in this study included a longitudinal 

sample of 4,345 children in over 600 schools in 30 states. Results support the use of the 

SSRS to assess problem behavior and social skills of elementary students. However, they 

suggested that this tool be refined, and since this earlier research, a new version had been 

created. 
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Macintosh and Dissanayake (2006) compared social skills and problem behaviors 

using parent and teacher reports through the SSRS. Participants included 20 children 

with high functioning autism (HF A), 19 with AS, and 17 typically developing children, 

between the ages of 4 and 10 years. Parents were provided the SSRS when they brought 

their children to have their cognitive abilities assessed at a Child Development Unit. 

Upon consent, children's teachers were also provided with a version of the SSRS. 

The SSRS allows the "level" of each social skill and problem behavior to be 

determined. Children in this study were clarified by having "fewer," an "average" or 

"more" number of behaviors in relation to their social skills or problem behavior. The 

typically developing peers in this study produced average results on each of the social 

skills. Results by parent responders indicated that primary school-aged children with 

HF A and AS demonstrated deficits, or fewer social skills in co-operation, assertion, and 

self-control in comparison to their typically developing peers. However, teachers rated 

children with HF A and AS to have average cooperation skills and rated children with AS 

to have average self-control skills. Both teacher and parent forms also indicated children 

with HF A and AS demonstrated problems with hyperactivity and internalizing 

symptoms. Lastly, no evidence reported children with AS displaying an increase in 

problem behaviors than those with HF A. 

Social Competence Studies Conducted with Children with ASD 

Social competence is the outcome of an individual's interaction with others and 

can result sometimes in friendship (Knott, Dunlop, & Mackay, 2006). Two criteria that 
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contribute for the formation of friendships include: reciprocal and stable social 

interactions with a peer, and the ability to possess companionship capabilities. 

Interpersonal and social cognitive skills are the formation and maintenance of friendships 

(Bauminger et al., 2008). 

Bauminger, Shulman, and Agam (2003) investigated peer interaction and 

loneliness in 18 high functioning children with autism between the ages of 8 and 17 years 

of age. A comparison group comprised of 17 typically developing children was matched 

for IQ, age, gender, and maternal education. It was hypothesized that children with 

autism would demonstrate lower frequencies and quality of social interaction. The 

largest difference was hypothesized to be complex integrated social behavior, such as the 

combination of eye gaze and smile. The assessment instruments included: a picture card 

for social interaction understanding; social interaction observations; a loneliness

understanding interview; and the loneliness self-report scale. Results revealed that 

children with autism have a good understanding of both social interaction and loneliness. 

Further, participants demonstrated a high level of social initiation. Compared to their 

matched counterparts, participants with autism spent only half the time in social 

interactions with their peers. Children with autism also interacted more often with 

typically developing children, rather than another peer in special education. Despite their 

high levels of social initiation, children with autism still reported higher degrees of 

loneliness and demonstrated a proper understanding of the relationship between 

loneliness and social interaction (Bauminger et al., 2003). 
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Bauminger et al., (2008) examined social competence through friendship in high 

functioning children with ASD. Two groups were used, 1) where friendships contained a 

child with autism and a friend with typical development ("mixed" friendships), and 2) a 

child with autism and a friend with a disability ("non-mixed" friendships). These two 

groups were then contrasted to friendships of typically developing children and their 

friends. 

Dyadic interaction samples and interview and questionnaire data were collected 

from participants, their friends, and their parents in order to measure the similarities, 

differences, and friendship development between the groups of friends. Compared to the 

non-mixed group, the mixed group containing a child with autism and one with typical 

development was more responsive to one another. Results revealed the first group had 

stronger receptive language skills, exhibited greater positive social interaction and 

cohesion, and displayed more complex coordinated play. It was concluded that 

friendships with typical peers had significant effects on friendship behaviors (Bauminger 

et al., 2008). 

Social interaction is a limiting factor in those with ASD. Knott et al. (2006) 

studied how children and their parents assess difficulties with social interaction and 

understanding. Two structured questionnaires, the Spence Social Skills Questionnaire, 

and the Social Competence with Peers Questionnaire were used. Both the children and 

the parents of 19 families completed the forms. All participants completed the 

questionnaires either at home or by mail. In addition to the questionnaires, parents were 
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instructed to identify three key social skills that are difficult for their child. Results 

revealed difficulties in social engagement, temper management, and social competence, 

each affecting peer relationships. Compared to their children, parents also rated their 

child's social skills and competence significantly worse. However, parent and children 

were in agreement on the problematic areas. Since some children with ASD have more 

success in developing friendships in middle childhood, it was recommended that early 

intervention should be implemented, as some lack the skills to sustain friendships made 

in adolescence. 

Stichter et al. (2007) performed a literature review to define key behaviors related 

to social competence targeted by intervention, and to identify the core components 

necessary for effective social competency programs for children with ASD. Eight 

reviews were chosen. Targeted behaviors commonly represented across the eight reviews 

include: (1) functional communication, (2) social initiation, (3) cognitive development, 

( 4) play or group skills, ( 5) response and engagement, ( 6) challenging behaviors, (7) self

related behaviors, and (8) physical/motor skills. 

In order to sum up the relevant components of social competence, Stichter et al. 

(2007) generated key features of effective social competency programs. From the eight 

reviews, they generated 11 social competency program components. These components 

include: 1) individualized goals/plan; 2) specific evaluation/assessment; 3) interactions 

with adults; 4) interactions with peers; 5) interactions within the community; 

6) maintenance of skills is addressed; 7) generalization of skills is addressed; 8) skills 
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targeted within natural environments; 9) regulatory challenges addressed; 10) supports 

for environment, target children, and/or typical peers; and 11) family support. These 

researchers suggested that program designs needed to accommodate to the individual 

needs of those with ASD, including the instructional delivery and focus. 

Self-monitoring, described by Morrison and Blackburn (2008), is also an effective 

tool for behavior change. When implemented as part of a curriculum, children self

monitor their behavior for eye contact, adequate responding to others, proper social cues, 

etc. Morrison and Blackbum also suggested using reinforcements. Both the child and 

teacher record the child's behavior. If the student results match that of the teacher, 

reinforcement is provided to the student. 

Social Skill Instruction 

Social Skill Instruction Defined 

Social skill instruction is an intervention to teach children socially rewarding 

ways to behave. An effective social skill programs is comprised of two essential 

elements. These elements include a teaching process using a behavioral/social learning 

approach and a universal language or set of steps that facilitates the learning of new 

behaviors. Environmental and individual factors should be assessed as each individual 

learns differently and instruction needs to be modified to ensure success (National 

Association of School Psychologists, 2002). 
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Social Skills Checklist 

The use of social skills checklists are a good method of monitoring progression in 

social skills training (SST) and/or a social skills curriculum. Instruction of social skills is 

aimed at correcting false patterns of behavior and thinking. Through proper instruction, 

individuals are taught to identify verbal and non-verbal social cues. Social skills 

checklists can be used both to test an individual as well as for self-monitoring. These 

checklists can also be designed to fit the goals and objectives of individual curriculums 

(Comish & Ross, 2004). 

Skillstreaming is a social skills training program designed to target early 

childhood, elementary school children, and adolescents. Within this training program, 

individuals are taught social skills through lesson plans and activities, student manuals, 

skills cards and posters, and skills videos. To monitor student progress, there is both a 

student and teacher/staff Skillstreaming checklist. Similarly, both the student and the 

teacher/staff versions are SO-question Likert surveys (Goldstein & McGinnis, 2010). 

Social Skills Studies Conducted with Children with ASD 

Social skills are the core abilities, such as eye contact, that allow individuals to 

engage in interactions (Knott et al., 2006). Individuals diagnosed with autism can 

struggle with pragmatic language skills that impact social interaction. These language 

skills include: tum taking, maintaining eye contact, initiating and ending conversations, 

and picking up on social cues that the listener might not be engaged (Denning, 2007). 
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With proper interventions, individuals with autism can improve their social skills. 

Improvement can impact their 'social dysfunction,' the single most defining feature of 

autism (Rogers, 2000). 

There are many social skills interventions that can be implemented in school, at 

home, and in the community. Lacking social skills can have a detrimental effect for 

some individuals. Individuals with higher functioning autism may show signs of 

depression and withdrawal. These individuals are aware of their differences, are 

sometimes picked on by others, experience a lack of friendships through failed attempts, 

and can be rejected by their peers (Denning, 2007). 

Denning (2007) summarized various interventions available for individuals with 

ASD. These include social stories, cue cards/written scripts, social skills groups, peer 

coaching/tutoring, and parent training. Of these interventions, the following are common 

components of successful interventions: "1) teaching specific skills ... , 2) modeling skills 

demonstrated by the interventionist ... , 3) practicing the skills after observing a 

demonstration, 4) using positive reinforcements ... , 5) involving parents in the 

intervention and giving specific responsibilities so that the student can continue to 

practice the skills at home, 6) involving peers as the intervention agents or in the practice 

and play sessions, and 7) including written information and pictures to create a readily 

accessible and more concrete format." (p. 21) 

Bock (2007) examined the effect of a social behavioral learning strategy 

intervention on the social interaction skills of four children, aged 9 and 10 years, with 
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AS. The purpose was to investigate the effect of stop, observe, deliberate, and act 

(SODA), a social-behavioral learning strategy developed for children. SODA was used 

while participants were engaged in cooperative learning activities, played organized sport 

games, and visited their peers during lunch. The steps in SODA stand for Stop, Observe, 

Deliberate, and ACT. A multiple-baseline-across settings design was used to analyze the 

results. Results revealed all four participants benefited from SODA and maintained the 

benefits of the intervention after the study discontinued. 

Rogers (2000) reviewed a variety of social interventions designed to improve 

social functioning in the autism literature. These interventions are available from 

diagnoses to adulthood and can vary from the number of individuals involved in the 

group, the target behavior intended in the intervention, the kind of social partner, the 

characteristics of the instructor, and the nature of the intervention strategy. 

A number of interventions were reviewed for facilitating social interaction in 

preschoolers and school-aged children with their parents, other adults, and peers. The list 

of intervention techniques used for both preschoolers and school-aged children included: 

peer-mediated techniques for increasing interaction responses to peers, peer tutoring 

using incidental learning, adult instruction in social games, self-management techniques, 

pivotal response training, video-modeling techniques, direct instruction, adult instruction, 

social stories, peer-mediated approaches, peers as tutors, social skills groups, visual 

cuing, object-initiated interactions, and Circle of Friends (Rogers, 2000). Circle of 

Friends is a social skills group where individuals learn about social skills through peer 
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relationships and direct instruction by understanding, acceptance, and friendship. Circle 

of Friends is a group made up of people with and without disabilities, with an emphasis 

on pure and simple friendship (Perske, 1988). 

Rogers (2000) indicated that children with autism were more responsive to a wide 

variety of interventions. Some of the most successful interventions involve peer

mediated approaches and peer tutoring by typically developing peers. It was also 

concluded that social engagement of children with ASD affects other behaviors including 

language, which is needed for socialization skills. 

Attwood (2000) also reviewed strategies for improving the social integration of 

children with AS. These strategies include: opportunities to interact with normal 

children, knowledge of the nature of Asperger syndrome, teaching theory of mind skills, 

social stories, comic strip conversations, encouraging friendship skills, social skills 

groups, and project on specific emotions and imitation. Although no clear understanding 

on the success and outcomes of the strategies are provided, these strategies were widely 

used and should be further researched. In order to encourage social interaction, Attwood 

(2000) indicated the importance of children with AS to interact with normal children. 

Parents, teachers, and other professionals should have an understanding of AS, and 

practical guides and materials of the disorder should be readily available. Teaching 

theory of mind using social stories or comic strip conversations, encouraging friendship 

skills, conducting social skills groups, designing projects on specific emotions, using 

imitation and modeling, and accommodating to the child's cognitive skills are all of high 
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importance to the child with AS. It was concluded that although strategies exist to 

improve social aspects of individuals with AS, limited research is available to support the 

findings and should be further reviewed. 

Social skills can also be taught using the SCORE Skills Strategy (Vernon, 

Schimaker, & Deshler, 1996). This strategy teaches individuals five social skills that 

include: share ideas, compliment others, off er help or encouragement, recommend 

changes nicely, and exercise self control. In addition to the five social skills, each skill 

has three body language expectations: voice sound, facial expression, and eye contact. 

Webb, Miller, Pierce, Strawser, and Jones (2004), investigated the effectiveness of the 

SCORE Skills Strategy to teach high-functioning adolescents with ASD. Ten male 

participants, aged 12 to 17 years, took part in a 10-week program. Results of the Score 

Skills Strategy were positive, as the participants made significant gains in performance of 

each of the five social skills. 

Self-Concept 

Self-Concept Defined 

Piers and Herzberg (2002) define self-concept as "a relatively stable set of 

attributes reflecting both description and evaluation of one's own behavior and 

attributes." (p. 3) Compared to normally achieving children, those with learning and 

physical disabilities are commonly assumed to have a lower self-concept in school 

(Cooley & Ayres, 1988; Gans, Kenny, & Ghany, 2003). In addition to low self-concept 
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in school, individuals with disabilities could also experience a negative self-concept due 

to a lack of participation in physical activities (Oriel, George, & Blatt, 2008). 

The Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept Scale, 2nd Edition, as a Measure of Self

Concept 

The PH2 is a 60-item instrument used to measure the self-concept strengths and 

weaknesses in children and adolescents between the ages of 7 and 18 years of age. 

Rather than observations through parents and/or teachers, the PH2 assesses self-concept 

through the child's own perceptions (Piers & Herzberg, 2002). The PH2 was recently 

revised from the original Pier-Harris Children's Self-Concept Scale (PH). 

The PH2 is intended for use with participants in grades two through twelve and 

can be administered individually or in small groups of children with no time limit of 

completion. However, it is advised that one read the items aloud to children in grades 

two through four to ensure understanding. In order to eliminate a response bias, the PH2 

contains 25 items phrased in a way so that a "yes" response is scored in the direction of 

positive self-concept, and 35 items phrased in a way so that the yes response is scored in 

a negative self-concept direction (Piers & Herzberg, 2002). The six different domain 

scales are important as children are not characterized solely by a global self-concept. 

(Gans et al., 2003). For example, children may see themselves differently in one area 

than another. Therefore, these domain scales are useful in identifying strengths and 

weaknesses in the child's self-concept. Table 2 provides an overview of the six behavior 

domains that are measured through the PH2. 
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Table 2 

Overview of the Behavioral Subdomains as a Measure on the P H2 

Behavioral 
Adjustment (BEH) 

Intellectual and 
School Status (INT) 

Physical 
Appearance and 
Attributes (PHY) 

Freedom from 
Anxiety (FRE) 

Popularity (POP) 

Happiness and 
Satisfaction (HAP) 

Measures admission or denial of problematic behaviors. Item 
content ranges from specific behaviors ( e.g., Item 45, "I get into a 
lot of fights") to more general statements concerning problem 
situations in the home or at school ( e.g. Item 14, "I cause trouble 
to my family"). 

Reflects a child's assessment of his or her abilities with respect to 
intellectual and academic tasks. The items also cover general 
satisfaction with school and future expectations about 
achievement. Some items appear to address how a child's 
intellectual capabilities affect key relationships ( e.g., Item 16, "I 
am an important member of my family"; Item 26, "My friends like 
my ideas"). 

Measures a youngster's appraisal of his or her physical 
appearance, as well as attributes such as leadership and the ability 
to express ideas. 

Reflects anxiety and dysphoric mood. Individual items tap a 
variety of specific emotional, including worry, nervousness, 
shyness, sadness, fear, and a general feeling of being left out of 
things. 

Represents a child's evaluation of his or her social functioning. 
The item content covers perceived popularity, ability to make 
friends, and feeling of inclusion in activities such as games and 
sports. 

Reflects on feelings of happiness and satisfaction with life. Most 
items on the HAP scale are general and broadly phrased; only one 
item refers to a specific personal attribute (Item 49, "I have a 
pleasant face"). 

Note: Subdomain descriptions obtained directly from the P H2 Manual (Piers & 
Herzberg, 2002, pp. 24-26) 
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Currently few studies have used the PH2 for individuals with ASD. The PH2 is 

widely used for children with language disorders, children with learning disabilities, as 

well as a wide range of physical and/or cognitive disabilities. 

General Self-Concept Studies 

Recently, Oriel et al. (2008) conducted a pilot study focusing on the impact of a 

community-based exercise program for children and adolescents with disabilities. The 

goal of this study was to determine whether participation in an eight-week afterschool 

community-based exercise program would improve self-concept and social skills of 18 

participants with physical and/or cognitive disabilities. Of the 18 participants, seven 

were diagnosed with ASD. Other disabilities included mental retardation, cerebral palsy, 

Down syndrome, spinal bifida, mental attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, asthma, 

verbal apraxia, hearing loss, and retinopathy. Results of the PH2 were not statistically 

observed pre to post, p = . 706. However, parents of the children reported improvements 

in both self-concept and social skills through qualitative anecdotal data by college 

students assisting with the fitness program and the participating parents. Although these 

improvements were reported in the study, the authors did not include them. 

Gans et al. (2003) compared 50 middle school participants with learning 

disabilities (LD) and 70 of their peers without LD. They hypothesized that children with 

LD would score lower on the Intellectual and School Status scale than their peers without 

LD as measured through the PH. It was also hypothesized that children with LD would 

not differ in their global self-concept from children in general education classes. Results 
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found no global difference in the self-concept of participants. However, results supported 

their hypothesis. Results revealed that children with LD scored lower (11.36) on the 

intellectual and school status behavior subscales, than students without LD (12.85). 

Additionally, no difference was found between boys and girls with LD on the global self

concept score. 

Cooley and Ayres (1988) examined self-concept and success-failure attributions 

of nonhandicapped students and students with learning disabilities. The goals of the 

study were to 1) investigate differences in self-concept between students with LD and 

nonhandicapped students, 2) investigate differences between attributions made by 

students with LD and those made by nonhandicapped students, and 3) examine the 

relationship between self-concept and the attributions used by the students. Participants 

included 46 students with LD, and 4 7 who were normally achieving. Results from the 

PH indicated that lower overall self-concepts in the students with LD were primarily due 

to differences in self-concept regarding intellectual and school status. 

The relationship between self-esteem and language disordered children was 

investigated by McAndrew ( 1999). The purpose was to determine whether the high level 

of emotional and behavioral problems in language disordered children was due to low 

self-esteem. The school form of the PH and the Eysenck Personality Questionnaire 

(EPQ) were administered and read aloud to 14 children between the ages of 8 and 14 

years. Both questionnaires are used to measure self-esteem in language disordered 

children. Results revealed that neither of the questionnaires produced significant results 
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when comparing the mean scores of the language-disabled children and the mean of the 

standardization sample scores. McAndrew provided the following factors to consider in 

this study's conclusions: the sample size in this study was small, some questions used 

may have been difficult for the participants to understand, and both questionnaires were 

provided to students in one session, causing a possible loss of concentration (McAndrew, 

1999). 

Lastly, focusing on 130 typically developing fifth graders, Emmanouel, Zervas, 

and Vagenas ( 1 992) used the PH to measure self-concept based on four experimental 

groups. Each group was taught physical education through direct, indirect, combined, or 

game-oriented instruction on the development of motor skill, self-concept, and social 

attitudes of Greek children in the 5th grade three times a week for 20 weeks. Results 

indicated that both the indirect and game-oriented methods contributed to improvements 

in self-concept and social attitudes in both boys and girls. The PH self-concept 

multivariate analysis of covariance of self-concept gave no significant differences 

between teaching methods. However, there was significance between the intermediate 

and final experimental treatments. 

Self-Concept Studies Associated with Children with ASD 

Although the PH2 is rarely used specifically to measure self-concept of children 

with ASD, there have been many studies where the PH2 was implemented to the siblings 

of those with ASD. Bagenholm and Gillberg (1991) researched the effects on siblings of 

children with ASD, as well as those with mental retardation. There were 60 participants, 
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between the ages of 5 and 20 years of age, divided into three groups: 1) 20 had siblings 

with autism, 2) 20 had siblings with mental retardation, and 3) 20 had siblings who were 

free from handicap. These participants completed an interview with a researcher who 

came to their home. Children also completed the Piers-Harris Children Self-Concept 

Scale. The interview consisted of questions dealing with their siblings relationships and 

about other problems they face concerning their siblings and themselves. One of the 

parents also completed an interview concerning the healthy child's behavior and social 

adjustment. If the parents agreed, teachers were provided with the Rutter teacher 

questionnaire. 

Results of the Bagenholm and Gillberg (1991) study were that the siblings of the 

handicapped children and siblings of children with autism were concerned about the 

future. Loneliness and peer problems were also apparent in these siblings. Other results 

were more behavior disturbances of the siblings with handicapped children, and 'stressful 

events' for families with autism. 

Smith and Perry (2005) examined the effectiveness of a sibling support group for 

children with autism. The Achenbach Child Behavior Checklist, Piers-Harris Children's 

Self-Concept Scale, Autism Knowledge Measure for Young Children, and the What It's 

Like to Have a Brother of Sister with a Developmental Disorder Coping/ Adjustment 

Scale were administered to 26 siblings of children with autism, aged 6 to 16 years of age. 

Participants completed the questionnaires before (pre-test) and after (post-test) the group 
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intervention. The support group met weekly for eight consecutive weeks. Results were 

positive, suggesting that the sibling support group was successful in its goals, which 

included: 

... increasing knowledge and understanding of autism and related 

developmental disorders; providing the opportunity for siblings to discuss 

their feelings in an accepting atmosphere; helping siblings to share ways 

of coping with difficult situations unique to having a sibling with 

autism ... ; enhancing siblings' self-concepts; and encouraging siblings to 

have fun in a supportive environment. (Smith & Perry, 2005, pp. 82-83) 

More recently, Macks and Reeve (2006) focused on the psychosocial and 

emotional adjustment of non-disabled siblings of children with autism. Similar to the 

study ofBagenholm and Gillberg (1991), the current study had more than one group. 

Fifty-one siblings of children with ASD, and 35 siblings of non-disabled children, along 

with their parents participated. All children completed the Children's Depression 

Inventory-Short Form and the Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept Scale. All parents 

completed the Behavior Assessment System for Children-Parent Rating Scales. Results 

of the Piers-Harris revealed that siblings of children with autism had more positive self

concept than the siblings of the non-disabled peers. 
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Alternative Therapies 

When a child is diagnosed with ASD, their parents should determine the best 

intervention (Denning, 2007). Treatment techniques range from conventional medicine, 

complementary and alternative medicine, drug therapies, dietary restrictions, dietary 

supplements, and other therapies (Harrington, Patrick, Edwards, & Brand, 2006). Some 

common related services in school include speech/language therapy, occupational 

therapy, social skills training, physical therapy, adapted physical education, and music 

therapy. Both in and outside of school, one of the most popular therapies is social skills 

training. These services have been well researched and proven to be beneficial for its 

participants (Denning, 2007; Thomas, Morrissey, & MaLaurin, 2007). 

In addition to these traditional services, alternative therapy options are emerging 

that may provide benefits for individuals with ASD. These therapies include 

hippotherapy, also known as equine or horse therapy, dolphin therapy, aquatoc therapy, 

and surfing therapy. Typically these therapies target individuals with ASD with 

expectations to reduce stereotypic behaviors, increase social skills, and/or self-esteem 

(Dingman, 2008) 

Hippotherapy 

Hippotherapy is a form of therapy where the movements of a horse provide 

carefully graded motor and sensory input. Hippotherapy has had therapeutic benefits 

dating back to 1943 (Cawley et al., 1994). Liz Hartel, a lifetime horseback rider, 
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contracted polio, making her unable to use her legs for mobility. Hartel used riding as a 

form of therapy, and eventually was able to return to competitive riding as well as the 

Olympics. 

The observation that animals have a positive effect on people guided the 

conceptual framework for a therapeutic horseback riding study focusing on the self

concept of adolescents with special needs. The PH was administered in a group 

classroom setting both pre and post intervention to 29 adolescents aged 11 to 1 7 years of 

age. This study used a convenience sample, due to the limited amount of individuals in 

the program. A quasi-experimental design was implemented, as there was no control 

group. Participants were involved in an eight-week therapeutic riding program 

intervention. Results of all participants indicated a small increase in self-concept, with 

the mean total pre-test percentage score of 52%, and a post-test score of 55%. These 

scores were within an average range. It was also reported that younger children, 13 years 

and below, showed more improvement than the older children. According to the 

researchers, these results could be due to the adaptability of the younger riders. (Cawley 

et al., 1994). 

Dingman (2008) concluded, "Horseback riding for children, particularly those 

with autism, is therapeutic." (p. 12) The increase in confidence, patience, and self-esteem 

is believed to be the relationship between the horse and the rider. Results from bonds 

between the horse and the rider included alleviating loneliness, depression, and isolation. 
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In addition to the experienced bond, therapeutic riders can also experience impacts on 

social, emotional, mental, and physical well being. 

Individual profiles of children with ASD provide parental reports indicating that 

riding had a calming effect on their child with ASD. For example, one parent reported 

that prior to horseback riding, nothing interested their child, but after the first riding 

experience, parents had to pry the child loose from the saddle and carry him away kicking 

and screaming. His parents also reported he was more relaxed and calm after riding, but 

it still took some time to achieve these benefits: 

I think it helps him here, now he pays attention, and listens to instruction, 

but I don't know ifit's carrying over in the classroom. I don't think it's 

improved his articulation, but it just affects him in a positive way overall. 

Because he's calmer, he's more in tune with us after his ride than he 

normally is. (Scott, 2005, p. 186) 

Dolphin Assisted Therapy (DAT) 

Dolphin therapy is a form of therapy where individuals swim with the dolphins 

and have on-land lessons where they interact, but do not swim, with the dolphins. 

Similar to hippotherapy, DAT is another alternative therapy using animals to achieve 

short and long term effectiveness of its participants of various disabilities. Controversies 

exist in this therapeutic method because conservation societies are attempting to increase 

awareness of the negative or harmful effects DAT can have on participants and the 

dolphins such as: aggressive behavior by the dolphins; transmission of diseases from the 
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dolphins; and adverse sea conditions. Harmful effects to the dolphins can include: stress, 

and the transmission of disease from humans (Brakes & Williamson, 2007; Marino & 

Lilienfeld, 1998; Williamson, 2008). 

Nathanson (1980) has conducted research on DAT for the past 30 years. 

Specifically he investigated the short- and long-term effects that animatronic and real 

dolphins have on children with and without disabilities worldwide. The purpose of his 

first investigation was to determine whether interaction with dolphins on the poolside 

could increase attention span and language skills. Two children with Down syndrome 

participated in this study. Results indicated the nonverbal participant was four times 

more likely to respond to the dolphin than to his mother. The participant who was verbal 

remembered 13% more vocabulary words when working with the dolphin. 

In the water, Nathanson (1993) compared the use of in-water therapy with 

dolphins versus the in-water therapy without dolphins (using the participant's favorite 

toys). Nathanson wanted to determine whether rewarding the children with interactions 

with a dolphin or their favorite toy would produce greater outcomes. Three children with 

Down syndrome, three with cerebral palsy, and one with brain damage participated in the 

study. There were 18 research trials both at the Dolphin Research Center and the 

Gulfview Motel. The researcher asked the participant to say a shape on a board. The 

participant looked at, touched, or said the name of the figure on the board. If the 

participant produced a correct response, he/she was then able to touch, kiss, or take a 

short ride on the dolphin. The same protocol occurred at the motel pool. However, 
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correct responses were rewarded through play with their favorite toy for 15 secs. Results 

through video analysis revealed significant participant improvements in their cognitive 

responses while working with the dolphins compared to their toys. 

Goff-Lafontaine (1994) reviewed success stories of children with various 

disabilities through the use of dolphin therapy. The first report was that of a 5-year old 

shy, withdrawn, nonverbal boy with Down syndrome. Through dolphin therapy, the boy 

said his first word as result from a dolphin kiss used as a reward. The motivation of 

rewards, sometimes dolphin kisses or rides while holding onto their dorsal fins are 

extremely powerful. These rewards sometimes break through to the participants in ways 

traditional therapies are unable to reach due to a fascination with the dolphins. 

The second report involved a 5-year old boy with Cerebral Palsy, also nonverbal, 

withdrawn and who rarely smiled; he swam with Anna the dolphin. After making eye 

contact with Anna, rubbing the snout and body, the boy still showed no progress. Later, 

in the locker room while his mother changed him, the boy spoke his first word "Anna." 

The conclusion was that dolphins can increase participants language production and 

attention (Goff-LaFontaine, 1994). 

Nathanson, de Castro, Friend, and McMahon (1997) completed a study to 

determine whether two-weeks of DAT program could achieve the same or better results 

compared to 6 months of physical or speech therapy. This study comprised of 47 

children, all of which had severe disabilities, and four of which had autism. Participants 

were placed in two groups. Group 1 had an independent motor activity, and Group 2 had 
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independent language as a treatment goal. A series of single subject multiple baseline 

design across settings was used. Trained dolphin human therapy interns recorded all 

results on a standardized charting sheet. Results of this study demonstrated positive 

results, as DAT achieved faster results and was more effective than the conventional 

therapies. In Group 1, 12 of the 17 of participants were able to independently reach for 

and touch an object or place a ring on a peg, whereas 0 of the 17 children reached an 

independent level with traditional therapy. In Group 2, 17 of the 30 participant were able 

to say their first word or phrase at the completion of dolphin therapy. In traditional 

therapy 0 of the 30 participants were able to independently say their first word. 

Additionally, Nathanson (1998) collected research from 1995-1997. The long 

term effectiveness of dolphin therapy on children with severe disabilities was measured 

through 71 sets of parents from eight countries. Children received either one or 

two-weeks of therapy. Their parents were then provided with a 15-item closed form, 

ratio scaled questionnaire. Parents reported that after being away from DAT for 12 

months, 50% of their children maintained their improved skill. However, 2 weeks of 

therapy, compared to one, produced significantly better long term results. 

Although Nathanson reported on the many benefits of dolphin assisted therapy, 

Marino and Lilenfeld ( 1998), claim that the effectiveness of this type of therapy are 

flawed because Nathanson's research display threats to both internal and external 

validity, as well as a failure to control other variables that could impact his results. Some 

of these flaws include being in the water,. 6wimming outdoors or in other environments, 
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and the interaction between the children and therapists. Given that he is the leading 

researcher in DAT, Marino and Lilenfeld (1998) warned both practitioners and parents 

that this treatment was yet to have adequate empirical testing. 

The greatest criticism to outcomes of dolphin therapy is the small sample sizes. 

Although the studies include a wide range of disabilities, the number of participants 

remains small. Thus, conclusions drawn from these studies make it difficult to provide 

evidence for the effectiveness of this method of therapy. 

Aquatic Therapy 

Aquatic therapy, similar to dolphin therapy, provides another alternative 

therapeutic technique that uses water for rehabilitative purposes. The water acts as a 

constant somatosensory input through its resistance, viscosity, relative density, buoyancy 

and temperature, all of which can affect the arousal levels of individuals with autism. 

Resembling hippotherapy, the primary purpose of this therapy has been to improve 

physical function. In addition, a sense of accomplishment, greater confidence, and 

improved self-esteem has also been reported as benefits (V onder Hulls et al., 2006). 

Vonder Hulls et al. (2006) conducted a study to identify perceptions of the 

benefits of children 4 to 10 years of age with autism. This was done through a a survey 

that the researcher developed and mailed to occupational therapists. The survey included 

three sections: 1) occupational therapist eligibility, 2) four open-ended questions relating 

to the children with autism they served through aquatic therapy, and 3) 24 questions 

relating to the therapists perceived outcomes of aquatic therapy for children with autism. 
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Of the 24 questions, 21 in this third section used a 5-point scale. The final three 

questions were more open-ended and did not fit the 5-point scale (V onder Hulls et al., 

2006). Results of the survey completed by the occupational therapists indicated the 

benefits of aquatic therapy on children. These benefits included increased swim skills, 

attention, muscle strength, balance, tolerance to touch, initiating/maintaining eye contact, 

and water safety. This research provided a foundation for further research on the effect 

of aquatic therapy on children with autism (V onder Hulls et al., 2006). 

Pan (2010) took another approach to aquatic therapy research. This research 

focused on water exercise on aquatic skills and social behaviors in children with autism. 

The purpose of this study was to look at the effectiveness of a 10-week program on 16 

boys with autism. The study consisted of two phases and two groups. Eight boys (Group 

1) received treatment for 10 weeks, and the other eight boys (Group 2) did not. At the 

completion of the 10 weeks phase, the two groups rotated. The Humphries Assessment 

of Aquatic Readiness checklist was used to assess the participant's aquatic skills. Social 

behaviors were rated by the child's classroom teacher through the School Social Behavior 

Scales. Results indicated positive outcomes in both aquatic skills and a potential for 

social improvements specifically, there was a decrease in antisocial behavior problems, 

but not an increase in social competence behaviors. 

Surfing Therapy 

Surfing is a sport where one stands or lies on a surfboard and rides toward the 

shore on the crest of an ocean wave. Unlike the previous three therapies, surfing therapy 
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is a popular, yet unexplored intervention for individuals with autism. Similar to dolphin 

and aquatic therapies, there is a water component, and similar to all three, there have been 

reports of positive benefits through the implementation of surfing for individuals with 

ASD. In spite of the fact that surfing can only be completed in oceans, there are 

numerous camps and organizations year-round that provide this therapeutic technique. 

Even though the benefits of surf therapy are yet to be reported in scholarly 

articles, there have been many reports online, in magazines, as well as in newspapers and 

on television networks. For example, in USA Today there was a report on a popular surf 

camp called Surfers Healing. The reporter followed a 10-year old, while interviewing 

parents, campers, and the founders, Israel and Danielle Paskowitz. Danielle reported that 

children with autism like to be in water," ... they like the way it surrounds and hugs 

them." (p. 07d) A parent also told the reporter "The smile my child had today is the 

biggest smile I've seen in his 10 years." (p. 07d) Unlike typical camps, autism surf 

camps are a place where autism is accepted (Manning, 2005). 

Fields-Meyer and Clark (2004) provided the rationale for the creation of surf 

camps. The Paskowitz family has a son with autism, and they found one of the only 

ways to make him stop crying and become more relaxed was in the ocean on a surfboard. 

"Water was the only thing that calmed him down." (p. 6) Parents reported that for some 

children with autism, the water can be extremely soothing. Initially the children with 

autism might go out surfing while kicking and screaming during their first surfing 
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experience. Then, after surfing for a period of time, they come back proud and not 

wanting to get off the surfboard. 

The Capitol Broadcasting Company recently reported that surfing therapy is 

helping children with autism through Surfers Healing. In a report, Mr. Paskowitz said the 

following about his son: "When he was in the water, his bad behavior got a little 

better ... I know that it balances the kids out. I know it's more than just fun and extreme 

sport." They reported that surfing is not a cure for autism, but the outcomes experienced 

by children are repeated over and over again (Mask, 2008). 

Presently, surfing therapy provides positive participant outcomes. However, these 

results are anecdotal with no existing empirical data. With the positive reports of surf 

therapy there is a need to investigate possible outcomes experienced by individuals with 

autism. 

Until recently, surf camps for kids with autism provided these camps without an 

indicated curricular background. The Miami Beach Parks and Recreation Department 

worked in cooperation with the University of Miami and Nova Southeastern University 

Center for Autism to create a "special curriculum" ("Popular Surfing Camp for Children 

with Autism will be April 6-1 0," 2009). This curriculum was provide campers with an 

educational experience focusing on each child's ability to have fun and learn. Based on 

what was reported on their website, swimming skills, basic oceanography and 

meteorology, and the fundamentals of open water surfing was learned ("Popular Surfing 

Camp for Children with Autism will be April 6-1 0," 2009). 
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Summary 

Social competence, social skills, and self-concept are deficits affecting those with 

ASD (Attwood, 2000; Knott et al., 2006; Rogers, 2000; Spence, 2003). Curriculum and 

therapy interventions are commonly employed to improve social interaction deficits of 

children with ASD. There are many theories and implications for choosing between 

different interventions, but typically, most of these interventions have both a model and a 

way to assess a child's progress. 

In Bandura's Social Leaming Theory, the individual learns by observing the 

behavior of their instructor (Bandura, 1977, Slavin, 2009). A second component to social 

skill interventions is using an assessment instrument to monitor the individual's progress. 

Changes in a child's own behavior are achieved through means of self-talk and self

instruction. These components allow the child to monitor and regulate their own 

behavior (Slavin, 2009). 

Outside of school there are many alternative therapy intervention techniques to 

choose from. Some of these therapies include hippotherapy, dolphin therapy, aquatic 

therapy, and surfing therapy. Although most of these therapies report increases in social 

interaction, peer relationships, and self-esteem, few, if any provide empirical research to 

support these claims. 

Intervention techniques are not definite from one intervention to another, but can 

include the following for school-aged children: 1) peer mediated techniques for 

increasing interaction responses to peers, 2) peer tutoring using incidental learning, 3) 
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adult instruction in social games, 4) self-management techniques, 5) pivotal response 

training, 6) video-modeling techniques, 7) direct instruction, 8) adult instruction, 9) social 

stories, 10) peer-mediated approaches, 11) peers as tutors, 12) social skills groups, 13) 

visual cueing, 14) object-initiated interactions, and 15) circle of friends (Rogers, 2000). 

In addition to the number of intervention techniques to choose from, researchers 

need to determine the best instruments to measure improvement on various 

characteristics of these instruments. The SSIS, previously known as the SSRS, has been 

supported to assess social competence, social skills and problem behavior (Macintosh & 

Dissanayake, 2006; Van Hom et al., 2007). The use of checklists in social skill 

instruction is also commonly used to assess one's social skill improvements and 

individual perception of their own performance (Attwood, 2000; Comish & Ross, 2004; 

Denning, 2007; Rogers, 2000). The PH2, although commonly used for siblings of 

children with ASD, can be used to identify the strengths and weaknesses in the child's 

self-concept (Piers & Herzberg, 2002). 

There is a need to further look at alternative therapy technique interventions that 

use a structured, replicable curriculum that impact social competence, social skills, and 

self-concept. Assessment instruments for these interventions also need to be established 

for support in the affected deficit areas for those with ASD. Therefore, the purpose of 

this study was to determine the perceived benefits and outcomes of a two-day surf camp 

curriculum on social competence, social skills, and self-concept changes of campers with 

ASD. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHOD 

The purpose of this study was to determine the perceived benefits and outcomes 

of a two-day surf camp curriculum on social competence, social skills, and self-concept 

changes of campers with ASD. This study answered the following questions: 

1. How do children with ASD and their parents perceive changes in social competence 

as a result of the child's participation in the two-day surf camp curriculum? 

2. How do children with ASD perceive changes in their self-concept as a result of their 

participation in the two-day surf camp curriculum? 

3. How do children and their surf camp staff/volunteer members perceive changes in 

social skills as a result of camper participation in the two-day surf camp 

curriculum? 

4. What are participating parents' perceptions relative to the components and outcomes 

of the two-day surf camp curriculum? 

5. How consistently are surf camp staff/volunteer members able to follow the surf 

camp curriculum protocol that includes social skill expectations for children with 

ASD? 

6. To what degree do children apply the SURF Steps as part of their surf camp 

curriculum? 
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The methods are presented under the following headings: (a) Research 

Methodology, (b) Surf Camp Curriculum, (e) Instrumentation, (e) Data Collection, and 

(f) Data Analysis. 

Research Methodology 

Research Design 

A quasi-experimental research design was employed using survey methodology to 

address each of the surf camp research questions. In addition, a qualitative approach was 

used to answer the fourth research question. 

Independent Variables 

The independent variables were participant demographics and classification. 

These include age, gender, ethnicity, level of education and school district. Campers, 

parents, and volunteer staff members are part of the participant classification. 

Dependent Variables 

The dependent variables were the various components of the instruments used 

throughout the study. These instruments measured social competence, social skills, and 

self-concept. Instruments included: the Social Skills Improvement System (SSIS), 

provided to both campers and their parents; the Piers-Harris 2 Children's Self-Concept 

Scale (PH2) provided only to the campers; the Parent Perceptions of the Surf Camp 

Curriculum (PPSCC) provided to parents; the SURF Steps Checklist completed by both 
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the campers and their volunteers; and, the SURF Camp Curriculum Activity Observation 

Checklists completed by volunteers. Table 3 indicates the dependent variables for each 

of the measurement instruments. 

Table 3 

Dependent Variables 

Social Competence 
(SSIS, PPSCC) 

Social Skills 
Communication 
Assertion 
Responsibility 
Empathy 
Engagement 
Self-Control 
Problem Behaviors 
Externalizing 
Bullying 
Hyperactivity/Inattention 
Internalizing 
Autism Spectrum 

Social Skills 
(SURF Camp Curriculum, 

PPSCC) 

SURF Camp Social Skills 
Arts & Crafts (I) 
Paddle Relay 
Sandcastle 
Arts & Crafts (2) 
T-shirts 

Self-Concept 
(PH2, PPSCC) 

Behavioral Adjustment 
Intellectual and School Status 
Physical Appearance and Attributes 
Freedom from Anxiety 
Popularity 
Happiness and Satisfaction 

Note: SSIS = Social Skills Improvement System; P PSCC = Parent Perceptions of the Surf 
Camp Curriculum; PH2=Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept Scale, 2nd Edition 
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Participants 

Prior to the selection of participants, the investigator obtained approval from the 

superintendents of two separate independent school districts (SD 1 and SD2) in order to 

use their students in a research study. SDl is located in a rural city in North Texas, and 

SD2 is located in another rural city 30 mins Southwest of SD 1. Special Education 

students in both school districts receive services through a local education cooperative. 

During the initial meeting each superintendent was provided with a one-page flyer that 

explained the purpose of the study, a description of research procedures, and the selection 

and expectations of participants (see Appendix A: SDl and SD2 Surf Camp 

Informational Flyers). 

Once permission was granted, a formal letter of approval was signed by each 

superintendent. Permission to conduct the study was also granted by the two surf camp 

directors (see Appendix B: SDl and SD2 Superintendents, and Surf Camp Directors 

Approval Letters). Following school district consent, approval was obtained from the 

Texas Woman's University Institutional Review Board [IRB] (see Appendix C: 

Institutional Review Board Approval Letter). 

Campers. The participating campers were recruited through the advertisement of 

a two-day surf camp for children with ASD in both school districts. The selection criteria 

required that children have a diagnosis of ASD and be enrolled in either SD 1 or SD2. 

The principal investigator provided the parents of the campers enrolled in both surf 

camps with a camper consent form (see Appendix D: Camper Consent Forms). 
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Participants from SDI included 6 campers (n = 1 female, 5 males), ages 10-16 

years (M= 13.17). Those from SD2 included 5 campers (n = 1 female, 4 males), ages 

11-15 years [M= 12.6] (see Table 4). 

Table 4 

Sur/Camp Camper Demographics (n = 11) 

Camper Age Gender Ethnicity Grade Camp 

1 14 M Caucasian 9 1 

2 14 M Hispanic/Caucasian 7 1 

3 10 M Caucasian 5 1 

4 14 F Caucasian 9 1 
5 11 M Caucasian 6 1 

6 16 M African American 11 1 

7 11 M Caucasian 6 2 

8 11 M Caucasian 6 2 

9 14 M Caucasian 8 2 

10 15 F Caucasian 9 2 

11 12 M Hispanic/Caucasian 7 2 

Parents. Participating parents in this study were those of the campers attending 

surf camp. To participate in this research, parents were required to attend two family 

socials, an orientation session, and the two days of surf camp with their child. A total of 

eight parents from SD 1, and 10 from the SD2 participated in this research. After IRB 
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approval, and following the initial surf camp family social, the principal investigator 

provided parents of the campers with a cover letter, informational sheet describing the 

research component of surf camp, a camper consent form, and parent consent forms. 

These documents were sent through email to all families of the campers previously 

signed up for the two-day surf camp ( see Appendix E: Parent Cover Letter and Consent 

Forms). 

Surf camp volunteer staff. Volunteers of the surf camp included occupational, 

physical, and speech therapists, teachers, and university students who either worked in 

the attending school districts or had affiliations to them through work assignments or 

university courses. The surf camp curriculum design required two volunteers per camper. 

This 2 or 3: 1 ratio allowed for proper safety supervision, adequate surf skill instruction, 

and improved camper surf camp experience. There were 13 volunteers in the first camp, 

and 11 volunteers in the second camp. In addition to being paired with a camper, some 

volunteers were also in charge of a surf camp activity. These activities included arts and 

crafts, relay races, sandcastle building, bonfire games, and T-shirt signing. Volunteers 

from SDI or SD2 were emailed their school district's surf camp information sheet, cover 

letter, and consent form. Copies of the volunteer documents appear in Appendix F 

(Volunteer Cover Letter and Consent Forms). 

Surf Camp Curriculum 

The surf camp curriculum used in this study was entitled "Learning Through Sun 

Sand and SURF". The curriculum included four components: the surf camp family 
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social, a classroom camper orientation during which campers learn the "SURF Camp 

Social Skills for Group Activities," the two-day surf camp that consists of surfing and 

group activities, and a follow-up surf camp family social. 

Surf Camp Family Social 

Surf camp family socials for SDl and SD2 occurred on two separate 

afternoons/evenings at a local lake 1 month prior to the two-day surf camp. All campers 

and their parents were required to attend. 

Surf camp directors reviewed water safety rules, followed by yoga stretching, and 

a preliminary surf paddling lesson. The main goal for this surf lesson was for campers to 

feel comfortable and confident in the lake water, which is a calmer environment than the 

ocean water where campers were to surf during the actual two-day surf camp. 

Additionally, the orientation session included a cookout. During the cookout 

campers, parents, and staff were able to interact with one another and discuss future 

expectations, comments, and concerns about the upcoming surf camp. 

The "SURF Camp Social Skills for Group Activities" Classroom Orientation 

Session 

The second component of the curriculum is the SURF Camp Social Skills for 

Group Activities. The SURF camp social skills were taught 1 week prior to surf camp at 

each SDI and SD2 campus. The SURF Camp Social Skills for Group Activities is an 

instructional routine modified from, "The SCORE Skills: Social Skills for Cooperative 

Groups" (Vernon, Schumaker, & Deshler, 1996). The skills were previously determined 
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by the surf camp directors and other staff/volunteers because they were deemed to be 

important for campers to learn in order to be successful during camp activities. 

The SURF Steps include: .S.tay in the group, Use my SEE steps (sound, 

expression, and eye contact), Remember to ask questions, and Eorm a friendship. The 

acronym 'SURF,' comprises the first letters of each skill in order to help campers 

remember them (see Appendix G: SURF Steps Checklist). The SURF Steps provide a 

structure for campers to interact with their peers at surf camp. At the completion of the 

lesson, campers, and their parents completed the pre surf camp surveys. 

One of the surf camp directors, an occupational therapist, used a Power Point 

presentation and a written script to teach the SURF Steps to the campers ( see Appendix 

H: SURF Camp Social Skills for Group Activities Presentation Protocol). The written 

script included the following parts: 1) Present the SEE steps for body language, 2) 

Present each of the SURF Steps, and 3) Conduct verbal practice of the SURF Steps (see 

Table 5). 
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Table 5. 

Parts of the SURF Camp Social Skills for Group Activities Presentation Protocol 

Part 1 
Present the SEE Steps 

Part2 
Present the SURF Steps 

Part3 
Conduct Verbal Practice 
of the SURF Steps 

Give an Advanced Organizer 
• State the purpose and expectations 
Introduce and Describe "Social Skills" 
• Define and explain parts of"Social Skills" 
Describe the SEE Steps 
• Define body language and introduce the SEE Steps 
Show Live Models of the SEE Steps 
• Review each social skill accompanied with non-examples and 

examples 

Give an Advanced Organizer 
• Review previous learning, state the purpose and expectations 
Describe the "SURF Steps" 
• Present the "SURF Steps" and the components within it 

Give an Advanced Organizer 
• Review previous learning, state the purpose and expectations 
Conduct Rapid Fire Rehearsal Drill 

The PowerPoint presentation, and all other materials provided to each camper 

were intended to help them remember each of the social skills, as well as learn how to 

properly use them. 

Prior to teaching campers the SURF Steps, campers were provided with 

individual folders. These folders were used in this lesson as well as at surf camp. 

Contents of these folders can be seen in Appendix I: Learning Through Sun Sand and 

SURF Camper Folders. 

Similar to Rogers (2003) and Charlop and Milstein (1989), video modeling was 

used to teach campers proper social skills. Actors, similar to the ages of campers were 
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used to socialize in scenes using a non example followed by the appropriate way to 

communicate using designated SURF Steps in the given situation. Written scripts acted 

out by the actors can be seen in Appendix J: Surf Camp Social Skills Video Scripts. 

In order to properly teach the campers correct social skills, a non example is 

taught prior to showing the campers the proper skills for each of the SEE Steps and the 

SURF Steps. Prior to reviewing the videos, on the PowerPoint presentation a narration 

clip reviewed the particular step and indicated to campers what they will be observing in 

the following video clips. 

Surf Camp Volunteer Staff Orientation 

Volunteer staff orientation for SD 1 and SD2 occurred on the morning prior to the 

first surf camp. All volunteer staff were required to attend this training session. The first 

part of the training occurred on the beach where the two-day surf camp occurred. 

Volunteers were instructed on the activities that would be occurring during the surf camp, 

as well as how to properly push and receive campers while surfing. 

Each camper was paired with two volunteers. A 2 or 3:1 ratio was necessary to 

ensure safety of each camper. During orientation, volunteers were shown the PowerPoint 

presentation on the SURF Camp Social Skills for Group Activities that was used during 

the camper classroom orientation to learn the SURF Steps. 
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Two-Day Surf Camp 

The two-day surf camp was held at a semi-private ocean beach in South Texas. 

The following table lists the events and activities of the two-day surf camp. Both SD 1 

and SD2 followed the same curriculum as depicted below (see Table 6). 

Table 6. 

Components of the Two-Day Sur/Camp 

Meet and greet one another and take pictures. 

Learn beach and water safety rules. 

Participate in yoga stretching. 

Partake in an on-land surfing lesson. 

Surf for two hours. 

LUNCH ( one hour) 

Da I 

Participate in arts and crafts while using the SURF Steps. 

Surf for one and a half hours. 

Participate in the paddle relay while using the SURF Steps. 

BREAK (two and a half hours) 

Participate in sandcastle building while using the SURF Steps. 

Campfire cookout. 
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Table 6 Cont. 

Review beach and water safety rules. 

Participate in yoga stretching. 

Partake in an on-land surfing lesson. 

Surf for two hours. 

LUNCH ( one hour) 

Day2 

Participate in arts and crafts while using the SURF Steps 

Surf for one and a half hours. 

Participate int-shirt signing while using the SURF Steps. 

Complete the post camp surveys. 

Follow-Up Surf Camp Family Social 

This event occurred on two separate afternoons/evenings at SDI or SD2 2 weeks 

following the completion of the surf camp. Once all families had arrived, the 2010 surf 

camp DVD was shown. The DVD consisted of pictures taken throughout the first family 

social and the two-day surf camp. Prior to coming to surf camp, the surf camp directors 

asked parents to sign a photo/video release form. The video was approximately 10 mins 

in length. Campers were presented with a copy of the DVD, his/her picture frame they 

created at surf camp, and a surf camp trophy. The individual trophies were donated by a 

volunteer staff member of the surf camp. These were presented to campers as a keepsake 

of the 2010 surf camp. The trophy was a figurine of a surfer. Each camper had his/her 
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name, the name of the camp, "Learning Through Sun Sand and SURF," and the year 

attended on his/her trophy. 

Surf Camp Activities 

Throughout surf camp there were five activities where the campers were required 

to reflect on the use of their SURF camp social skill steps. The five activities were arts 

and crafts (1), paddle relay, sandcastle building, arts and crafts (2), and T-shirt signing 

(see Table 7). 

Table 7. 

A Description of the Five Surf Camp Activities for Self-Monitoring of the SURF Steps 

Activity 
I .Arts and Crafts (I) 

2.Paddle Relay 

3 .Sandcastle Building 

4.Arts and Crafts (2) 

S.T-shirt Signing 

Purpose 
To paint the picture frames blue 

To work with other surf camp campers to succeed in a paddle relay. 
Campers used their SURF steps when asking one another what color the 
volunteer in the relay told them 

To interact in the sandcastle presentation and work as a group and build 
their own sandcastle which was part of the larger group sandcastle 

To decorate their picture frames with stickers and seashells 

To use their SURF Steps and ask for signatures of other campers and/or 
surf camp volunteer staff 

Prior to surf camp, staff/volunteers of each activity were provided with a lesson 

protocol to follow as they led each activity. Lesson protocols were used to ensure 

identical curriculum delivery across both surf camps (see Appendix K: SURF Camp 
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Activity Lesson Protocols). To ensure proper delivery of the five surf camp activities, 

two volunteers used an activity observation checklist to monitor instructional delivery 

across both camps ( see Appendix L: Surf Camp Curriculum Activity Observation 

Checklists). 

At the completion of each activity, campers were required to complete a SURF 

Steps Checklist. Each camper's staff/volunteers were also present during each activity, 

and completed the same checklist to evaluate the camper's performance. 

Instrumentation 

Five instruments were used to measure the outcomes of the two-day surf camp 

curriculum. They include: the Social Skills Improvement System (SSIS), the Piers-Harris 

Children's Self-Concept Scale, 2nd Edition (PH2), the Parent Perceptions of the Surf 

Camp Curriculum (PPSCC), the SURF Steps Checklist, and the SURF Camp Curriculum 

Activity Observation Checklist. 

Social Skills Improvement System (SSIS) 

The SSIS, recently revised from the original Social Skills Rating System, is a tool 

used to evaluate social skills and problem behaviors. This scale is a broad, multi-rater 

assessment of student social behavior that can affect teacher-student and parent-child 

relations, peer acceptance, and academic performance. This instrument was chosen due 

to the fact that it is readily used in both school districts participating in the surf camp. 

The student version of the SSIS is targeted for those aged 3 to 18 years, and at a 

second grade reading level. The parent version is created at a fifth grade reading level. 
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Administration time is generally 15 to 20 mins, with a reading level of second grade for 

the student version, and fifth grade for the parent version. On both the student and parent 

version there is a social skills and problem behavior domain. 

The first domain, social skills, includes the following subdomains: 

communication, cooperation, assertion, responsibility, empathy, engagement, and self

control. The second domain, problem behaviors, includes the following subdomains: 

internalizing, bullying, hyperactivity/innatention, internalizing, and autism spectrum. 

The subdomain of autism spectrum is not on the student version of the SSIS. The SSIS 

can be administered to teachers, parents and the student, providing a comprehensive view 

across the home, school, and community settings (Elliott, Gresham, Frank, & Beddow, 

2008). 

Internal consistency reliability of the SSIS on the two domains of the scale, the 

Social Skills and Problem Behaviors, are in the mid- to upper .90s for every age group on 

each form. Coefficient alpha is also in the upper .90s for the Academic Competence 

scale and are regarded as high values. Median subscale reliabilities are in the high .80s 

for the Teacher Form, then mid- .80s for the Parent Form, and near .80 for the Student 

Form. All alpha coefficients for each form are equal to or exceed .70 (Gresham & Elliott, 

2008). 
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Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept Scale, 2nd Edition (PH2) 

Similar to the SSIS, the PH2 was chosen because it is used by the psychologist in 

both SD 1 and SD2. The PH2 is an instrument to measure self-concept in children and 

adolescents' strengths and weaknesses between the ages of 7 and 18 years. 

This PH2 is one of the most widely used instruments of psychological health in 

children and adolescents. Rather than observations through parents and/or teachers, the 

PH2 assesses self-concept through the child's own perceptions. 

The recommended reading level required for completion is third grade for this 

hand or software scorable instrument. In total, there are 60-items, and it usually takes 10-

15 min to complete. 

This instrument is widely used in schools and clinics, as children indicate whether 

the simple descriptive statement apply to them by selecting a yes or no answer. Scores 

are calculated for both the 6 subscales as well as a total score of self-concept. The 6 

subscales include: behavioral adjustment, intellectual and school status, physical 

appearance and attributes, freedom from anxiety, popularity, and happiness and 

satisfaction. 

Alpha and standard error of measurement for the PH2 in each subscale is as 

follows: TOT= .91, 3.07, BEH = .81, 1.27, INT= .81, 1.50, PHY= .75, 1.29, FRE = .81, 

1.46, POP= .74, 1.37, and HAP= .77, 1.05. A test-retest reliability using the PH2 for 

students with special needs reported reliability coefficients of .86, .96, and .83 

respectively for the overall self-concept score of third and fourth grade students with 
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normal speech, mild articulation disorders, and moderate articulation disorders. There 

were small sample sizes in these groups, with a total of IO participants (Piers & 

Herzberg, 2002). 

Validity of the PH2 is based on existing literature. The latest edition of this scale 

has 20 fewer items than its original measure. Interscale correlations of the PH2 exhibit 

correlations with each other in the moderate to high range, and each scale shares items 

with at least two other scales. Each domain scale correlates strongly with the TOT score 

compared with any of the other scales (Piers & Herzberg, 2002). 

Parent Perceptions of the Surf Camp Curriculum (PPSCC) 

The PPSCC questionnaire was designed specifically for this research. It was 

created to further measure parent perceptions of their child's social competence, social 

skills, and self-concept in relation to the surf camp curriculum. 

Specifically, a 5-point Likert scale measure was used to determine parent 

perceptions of their child's social competence, SURF camp social skills, and self

concept. Parents answered each question by circling the appropriate level of agreement 

as shown on the following 5-point scale: 1 = Strongly Disagree, 2= Disagree, 3= Neither 

Agree or Disagree, 4= Agree, 5= Strongly Agree. 

The survey was divided into 5 sections. The first page was a demographics 

section. The second section began with a definition of social competence, followed by 12 

statements that directly related to the domains and subdomains on the SSIS. 
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The third section began with a list and purpose of the five surf camp curriculum 

activities where campers were to practice their SURF Steps. Then, a definition of surf 

camp social skills was provided, followed by 5 statements that related to each of the five 

surf camp activities. 

The fourth section of the PPSCC began with a definition of self-concept, followed 

by six statements that directly related to the domains on the PH2. Finally, parents were 

asked to write responses to three open-ended questions. These were: 1) How do you 

believe the surf camp curriculum will impact your child's overall social competence? 2) 

How do you believe the surf camp curriculum will impact your child's overall social 

skills? and 3) How do you believe the surf camp curriculum will impact your child's 

overall self-concept? (see Appendix M: Parent Perceptions of the Surf Camp Curriculum 

Questionnaire). 

Because the PPS CC was created for the purpose of this research, a pilot study was 

conducted to determine content validity and reliability. Content validity and reliability of 

this survey was achieved through input and completion of the survey by a total of 4 7 

parents, teachers, therapists, and university students. This population was chosen as it 

was intended to be suitable for the participants who would be completing it at surf camp. 

Cronbach's Alpha reliability was calculated within each of the three clusters within the 

survey. Factor analyses of the social competence construct yielded communality 

measures of .838 and .859 for questions 2 and 3. Eigenvalues for this construct was 

52.96%. Component matrix for the social skills construct was .781 for question 13, while 
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the Eigenvalue was 55.24%. Lastly, the self-concept construct resulted in a component 

matrix of .809 in question 20, and an Eigenvalue of 54.38%. Results of the pilot study 

yielded an overall reliability coefficient of .935 for the 22 items. The 12 social 

competency items yielded a reliability of .90. The 5 social skills reliability items yielded 

a reliability of .790. The 5 self-concept items yielded a reliability of .825. 

The SURF Steps Checklist 

The SURF Steps Checklist was created as part of the surf camp curriculum to 

measure camper and volunteer perceptions of the campers' use of each social skill that 

had previously been taught at the classroom orientation session. The SURF Steps 

Checklist was provided to each camper at the completion of the five activities. The 

checklist was comprised of 7 questions, addressing each component of the SURF Steps. 

Questions included the following: Did I ... (1) = Stay in the group? (2) = Use my SEE 

Steps? [(3) = Sound, (4) = Expression, (5) = Eye Contact] (6) = Remember to Ask 

Questions? and (7) = Form a Friendship? Campers rated themselves on a 3-point scale, 

where 1 = Yes, 2 = Sometimes, and 3 = No, to determine how they felt his/her SURF 

Steps outcome were throughout the activity. In addition to the campers completing their 

own checklist, the two surf camp volunteers assigned to each camper also completed the 

checklist based on their camper's performance. 
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SURF Camp Curriculum Activity Observation Checklist 

The SURF Camp Curriculum Activity Observation Checklist was created as part 

of the surf camp curriculum to monitor implementation of the five surf camp activities 

during which campers and volunteers were to rate campers use of the SURF Steps. These 

monitored activities occurred when the camper and their volunteers completed their 

SURF Steps Checklist. The activity checklists included approximately 10 questions to 

represent each step of a lesson protocol provided to the instructor of each activity. Two 

volunteers completed the activity observation checklists to ensure reliability (see 

Appendix L: Surf Camp Curriculum Activity Observation Checklists). 

Data Collection 

Data were collected one week prior to surf camp (pre), at the completion of surf 

camp (post), then again two weeks following surf camp (retention). On all occasions, the 

SSIS, PH2, and parent perception surveys were administered by the same psychologist 

and then were provided to the researcher in a sealed envelope. The SURF Steps 

Checklist was provided at the completion of each designated surf camp activity. Each 

instrument administered, and the timeline in which it was completed by different 

participants is presented in Table 8. 
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Table 8 

Data Collection Schedule 

Instrument Participant Pre Surf Post Retention 
Camp 

SSIS Cam~ers/Parents X X X 
PH2 CamQers X X X 
Parent Perceptions of the Parents X X X 
Surf Camp Curriculum 
SURF Steps Checklist Cam:eersN olunteers X 
Curriculum Activity 
Observation Checklists 

• Arts & Crafts ( 1) Volunteers X 

• Paddle Relay Volunteers X 

• Sandcastle Volunteers X 

• Arts & Crafts (2) Volunteers X 

• T-shirt Volunteers X 

Social Skills Improvement System (SSIS) 

Campers. Campers completed the first SSIS on three separate occasions: 1 week 

prior to surf camp (pre), immediately following the surf camp (post), and then again 2 

weeks following surf camp (retention). Pre surf camp data were collected prior to 

instruction of the SURF Camp Social Skills for Group Activities at either SD 1 or SD2 

campus. Post surf camp data were collected at the completion of the last surf camp 

activity (T-shirt) in the activity room at surf camp. Retention surf camp data were 

collected 2 weeks following surf camp at either SD 1 or SD2 at the completion of the 

follow-up surf camp family social. On all three occasions, the same certified 

psychologist administered the SSIS. The psychologist read each question aloud to the 
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campers. Upon completion of each survey, surveys were put into a sealed envelope and 

provided to the researcher. 

Parents. Parents completed the SSIS on three separate occasions: 1 week prior to 

surf camp (pre), immediately following the surf camp (post), and then again 2 weeks 

following surf camp (retention). Pre surf camp data were collected prior to instruction of 

the SURF Camp Social Skills for Group Activities at either SD 1 or SD2 campus. Post 

surf camp data were collected at the completion of the last surf camp activity (T-shirt) in 

the activity room at surf camp. Retention surf camp data were collected 2 weeks 

following surf camp at either SD 1 or SD2 at the completion of the follow-up surf camp 

family social. On all three occasions, the same certified psychologist administered the 

SSIS. The psychologist provided parents with an explanation on how to complete the 

survey. Parents then completed the survey independently. Upon completion of each 

survey, surveys were put into a sealed envelope and provided to the researcher. 

Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept Scale, 2nd Edition (PH2) 

The PH2 was provided only to the campers. Administration of the PH2 occurred 

at the completion of the SSIS. The same pre, post, and retention procedures were 

administered following the SSIS. Specifically, the same psychologist administered the 

PH2 and read each question aloud. Upon completion of each survey, surveys were put 

into a sealed envelope and provided to the researcher 
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Parent Perceptions of the Surf Camp Curriculum (PPSCC) 

Parent completed the PPSCC on three separate occasions: 1 week prior to surf 

camp (pre), immediately following the surf camp (post), and then again 2 weeks 

following surf camp (retention). Pre surf camp data were collected prior to instruction of 

the SURF Camp Social Skills for Group Activities at either SD 1 or SD2 campus. Post 

surf camp data were collected at the completion of the last surf camp activity (T-shirt) in 

the activity room at surf camp. Retention surf camp data were collected 2 weeks 

following surf camp at either SD 1 or SD2 at the completion of the follow-up surf camp 

family social. On all three occasions, one of the researchers provided parents with proper 

guidelines for completion of this survey. Parents then completed the survey 

independently. Upon completion of each survey, surveys were put into a sealed envelope 

and provided to the researcher. 

The SURF Steps Checklist 

This checklist was provided to campers by their volunteers at the completion of 

the five targeted surf camp activities during which campers were expected to use their 

SURF Steps. While the camper was completing each activity, his/her volunteers 

monitored their performance based on the SURF Steps Checklist components. At the 

completion of the activity, the volunteers provided their camper with a laminated copy of 

the checklist so their camper could mark their responses with a dry erase marker. The 

volunteers then took the laminated copy and transcribed the results in their camper 

notebook. Volunteers also marked their perceptions of their campers' performance at the 
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completion of each activity. At the completion of camp, volunteers provided the 

researcher with the complete SURF Steps Checklist in a sealed envelope. 

Curriculum Activity Observation Checklist 

This checklist was completed at the end of each targeted surf activity by two 

volunteers at surf camp. The sole purpose of these two volunteers at camp was to 

monitor the activity delivery at both camps. While observing the activities, these two 

volunteers independently used the activity specific checklist to monitor the instructional 

delivery of each activity, ensuring specific tasks were completed. At the completion of 

the activity, these two volunteers debriefed to ensure the designated goals and objectives 

of each activity were achieved. At the completion of camp, volunteers provided the 

researcher with the complete Curriculum Activity Observation Checklists in a sealed 

envelope 

Data Analysis 

The purpose of this study was to determine the outcomes of a two-day surf camp 

curriculum on social competence, social skills, and self-concept changes of children with 

ASD. Quantitative data were analyzed using the SPSS 17.0 statistical software program. 

Data analyzed using SPSS 17 .0 were the SSIS, PH2, and the PPS CC instruments. The 

three open-ended questions on the PPSCC were analyzed using NVivo 8 qualitative 

software package. Lastly the two surf camp checklists were analyzed in Excel. 
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Social Skills Improvement System (SSIS) 

Both the student and parent versions of the SSIS were analyzed through a one

way repeated measures ANOVA at Time 1 (1 week prior to surf camp), Time 2 (directly 

following surf camp), and Time 3 (2 weeks following surf camp). The Wilks' lambda 

multivariate test statistic was used to determine significance, and Scheffe's pairwise 

comparisons were used to determine significance between the three different time 

periods. 

Overall mean changes for each domain and subdomain were calculated using 

Excel at Time 1 (1 week prior to surf camp), Time 2 (directly following surf camp), and 

Time 3 (2 weeks following surf camp). Means and standard deviations at each time 

within each domain and subscale were calculated. 

Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept Scale, 2nd Edition (PH2) 

Similar to the SSIS, data were analyzed through a one-way repeated measures 

ANOVA at Time I (1 week prior to surf camp), Time 2 (directly following surf camp), 

and Time 3 (2 weeks following surf camp). The Wilks' lambda multivariate test was 

used to determine significance, and Scheffe' s pairwise comparisons were used to 

determine significance between the three different time periods. 

Overall mean changes for each domain scale were calculated using Excel at 

Time 1 ( one week prior to surf camp), Time 2 ( directly following surf camp), and Time 3 

(two weeks following surf camp). Means and standard deviations at each time within 

each domain scale were calculated. 
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Parent Perceptions of the Surf Camp Curriculum (PPSCC) 

Quantitative analysis. Similar to both the SSIS and PH2, Likert statement data 

were analyzed through a one-way repeated measures ANOVA at Time 1 (one week prior 

to surf camp), Time 2 ( directly following surf camp), and Time 3 (two weeks following 

surf camp). The Wilks' lambda multivariate test was used to determine significance, and 

Scheffe' s Pairwise Comparisons were used to determine significance between the three 

different time periods for each statement. 

Overall mean changes for each statement were analyzed using Excel at Time 1 

( one week prior to surf camp), Time 2 ( directly following surf camp), and Time 3 (two 

weeks following surf camp). Means and standard deviations at each time within each 

statement were calculated. 

Although one statement was significant, assumptions associated with Mauchly's 

Test of Sphericity were not met. Therefore, conclusions can be made that there were 

significant differences between the co-variance. The F ratio cannot be trusted, as 

Mauchly' s test was significant. Greenhourse-Geisser was used to stabilize the 

assumption not being met for the empathy category (Field, 2009). 

Qualitative analysis. To properly analyze the three open-ended questions of the 

PPSCC, inductive analysis was performed (Thomas, 2003). NVivo 8, a qualitative 

software package was used to assist the researcher in developing the various themes and 

categories derived from the qualitative data (QSR International, 2008). 
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Steps followed for analysis included: (1) gathering the data from the open-ended 

portion of the parent Perceptions of the Surf Camp Curriculum survey; (2) reading 

through the data; (3) transcribing the data word-for-word into Microsoft Word; (4) coding 

the data in NVivo into themes or categories; (5) looking for patterns and/or themes in the 

data presented through tables; ( 6) interpreting the results and formulating 

conclusions/generalizations of the findings; and (7) validating the data and results 

through member checking, disconfirming evidence, and external reviewers (Creswell & 

Plano Clark, 2011; Raeder, 2007). 

These steps were followed as it related to the scope of answering this research 

question. Open-ended results obtained by parents pre, post, and retention were typed and 

organized by each participant. Once data were recorded, the data were clustered by 

question topic ( social competence, social skills, and self-concept), and then by time (pre, 

post, retention). 

The researcher made notes of general meanings within each response. Tree nodes 

were organized and generated based on key themes discovered in participant responses. 

In order to validate the data results several steps were performed. Member

checking, reporting disconfirming evidence, and lastly, asking others to examine the data 

were all used (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011). 

Each parent response was analyzed independently to ensure all nodes were 

formulated and to ensure each participant response resulted in the emergence of new 

nodes. Member checking was performed by one of the surf camp directors. The 
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researcher transcribed the written parent responses word-for-word, and then had one of 

the surf camp directors reviewing what the researcher had transcribed and what was 

written on the parent comments to ensure the transcription was accurate. 

Disconfirming evidence was also reported throughout the data analysis by both 

the researcher and her advisor. One of the research advisors also provided peer 

examination of the coding and analysis of the data generated in NVivo 8. This intercoder 

agreement was used to increase the reliability of the results generated through the coding 

analysis (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011). 

All participants were analyzed and recorded as themes emerged. Through 

guidance of another qualitative researcher at Texas Woman's University, the data were 

further divided by gender for later comparison. 

The SURF Steps Checklist 

The SURF Steps Checklists were calculated in Excel. This checklist was 

calculated in two different ways. First, camper performances of the individual SURF 

Steps were analyzed. Second, each activity was analyzed to determine which activity 

resulted in the greater use of social skills by campers. 

SURF Steps skill analysis. The SURF Steps include: Stay in the Group, Use my 

See Steps, (Sound, Expression, Eye Contact), Remember to Ask Questions, and Form a 

Friendship. Means and standard deviations were calculated for each of these skills. Total 

scores on each skill were calculated to obtain mean and standard deviation values. 

Camper values were then compared to that of the volunteers to determine which skill in 
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the SURF Steps was used most frequently, and to determine any discrepancy between 

perception of performance between campers and their volunteers. 

SURF Steps activity analysis. The SURF Steps were averaged for each activity 

for both the campers and their volunteers. Means and standard deviations were recorded 

and compared between activities. Comparison was done through mean and percentile 

differences between each activity. This allowed the researcher to determine which 

activity generated more social skills use, as well as determine any discrepancy between 

perception of performance between campers and their volunteers. 

SURF Camp Curriculum Activity Observation Checklist 

The SURF Camp Curriculum Activity Observation Checklist was analyzed in 

Excel. Total scores for each activity in the "Yes" or "No" column were summed in Excel. 

Overall percentages of yes and no responses were calculated for each activity and 

compared between the two observers. Results of the first camp were then compared to 

those obtained in the second camp through comparisons of percentage agreement and 

compliance results within both camps for each activity. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

The purpose of this investigation was to determine the benefits and outcomes of a 

two-day surf camp curriculum on social competence, social skills, and self-concept 

changes of campers with ASD. Parents, campers, and surf camp volunteers were 

provided with various instruments to answer the six research study questions. These 

instruments included the Social Skills Improvement System (SSIS), the Piers-Harris 

Children's Self-Concept Scale, 2nd Edition (PH2), the Parent Perceptions of the Surf 

Camp Curriculum (PPSCC), the SURF Steps Checklist, and the SURF Camp Curriculum 

Activity Observation Checklist. Results of these instruments are discussed as they relate 

to each research question. 
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Research Questions 

Question 1: How do Children with ASD and their Parents Perceive Changes in Social 

Competence as a Result of the Child's Participation in the Two-Day Surf Camp 

Curriculum? 

SSIS camper results. The SSIS survey results were used to answer the first 

research question. Analysis of the data collected in the student version of the SSIS 

yielded group means and standard deviations for each of the domains and subdomains 

(see Appendix N: Camper Social Skills Improvement System Results). Table 9 displays 

the means and standard deviation scores for each of the SSIS scales completed pre, post, 

and retention by all 11 campers in this study. 
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Table 9 

Camper Social Skills Improvement System Results (n = 11) 

Domains & Subdomains Mean Standard Deviation 
Social Skills Pre 106.18 11.64 

Post 113.91 14.43 
Retention 115.73 12.41 

♦Problem Behaviors Pre 108.82 22.19 
Post 107.27 23.60 
Retention 105.82 23.57 

Communication Pre 14.36 3.07 
Post 15.73 2.72 
Retention 16.00 2.19 

Cooperation Pre 17.18 1.99 
Post 18.10 2.62 
Retention 18.45 1.97 

Assertion* Pre 15.36 2.98 
Post 16.64 4.59 
Retention 18.36 2.38 

Responsibility* Pre 15.55 3.08 
Post 18.55 2.42 
Retention 19.18 1.83 

Empathy Pre 14.82 2.23 
Post 15.36 3.41 
Retention 14.82 3.84 

Engagement* Pre 15.27 3.69 
Post 16.91 3.08 
Retention 17.00 4.12 

Se lf-Contro I Pre 11.18 2.93 
Post 13.09 4.30 
Retention 13.27 4.73 

♦Externalizing Pre 9.27 8.39 
Post 9.36 9.62 
Retention 8.00 7.77 

♦Bullying Pre 2.82 2.96 
Post 2.82 3.89 
Retention 2.82 3.34 

♦Hyperactivity/Inattention Pre 9.55 6.71 
Post 8.73 6.97 
Retention 9.00 7.51 

♦ Internalizing Pre 12.64 8.27 
Post 12.64 8.55 
Retention 11.63 9.91 

Note:* indicates values that were statistical significant at p < .05 
♦ positive effects for these domains and subdomains is reflected in a decrease in mean values pre, 
post, and retention 
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As reported in Table 9, areas of significance were Assertion, Responsibility, and 

Engagement. A one-way repeated measures ANOV A was conducted to compare 

Assertion scores at Time 1 ( one week prior to surf camp), Time 2 ( directly following surf 

camp), and Time 3 (two weeks following surf camp). The means and standard deviations 

are presented in Table 8. There was a significant effect for the surf camp in the Assertion 

subscale [Wilks' lambda= .010, F(2, 9) = 7.959,p = .010, multivariate partial eta 

squared= .639]. Scheffe's pairwise comparisons of empathy were significant pre to 

retention (p = .013). Assertion was not significant pre to post and post to retention. 

There was also a significant effect for the surf camp in the Responsibility subscale 

category [Wilks' lambda= .023, F(2, 9) = 5.935,p = .023, multivariate partial eta 

squared = .569]. Pairwise comparisons of Responsibility were significant pre to retention 

(p = .015). Responsibility was not significant post to retention. 

Lastly, there was a significant effect for surf camp in the Engagement subscale 

category [Wilks' lambda = .016, F(2, 9) = 6.831, p = .016. Multivariate partial eta 

squared= .603]. Scheffe's pairwise comparisons were significant pre to retention 

(p = .010). Engagement was not significant pre to post and post to retention. For all 

pairwise comparisons, the mean difference significance was set at the .05 level, and 

Bonferroni correction was used for the adjustments for multiple comparisons (Field, 

2008). Although only three of the thirteen subscales produced significant changes, all 

subscales generated mean positive changes or remained the same pre to retention and 
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were all positively affected. Note, scores on problem behaviors, externalizing, bullying, 

hyperactivity/inattention, and internalizing decrease to indicate they were positively 

affected. 

SSIS parent results. Analysis of the data collected in the parent version of the 

SSIS yielded group means and standard deviations for each of the subscales (see 

Appendix 0: Parent Social Skills Improvement System Results). Table 10 displays the 

means and standard deviation scores for each of the SSIS scales completed pre, post, and 

retention by all 18 parents of the campers' in this study. 
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Table 10 

Parent Social Skills Improvement System Results (n = 18) 

Domains and Subdomains Mean Standard Deviation 
Social Skills Pre 79.72 12.12 

Post 82.39 12.66 
Retention 85.22 15.21 

♦Problem Behaviors Pre 126.78 18.90 
Post 125.06 18.49 
Retention 123.33 19.85 

Communication Pre 11.50 3.63 
Post 11.83 2.91 
Retention 12.56 3.35 

Cooperation Pre 10.89 2.59 
Post 11.67 2.59 
Retention 11.67 2.93 

Assertion Pre 10.89 2.94 
Post 10.61 4.43 
Retention 11.89 3.27 

Responsibility Pre 11.22 3.37 
Post 11.78 3.56 
Retention 11.72 3.44 

Empathy Pre 10.72 3.02 
Post 10.67 2.54 
Retention 11.33 3.27 

Engagement Pre 9.61 3.96 
Post 10.17 3.87 
Retention I 1.00 3.82 

Self-Control Pre 7.94 3.10 
Post 9.22 2.58 
Retention 9.39 3.27 

♦Externalizing Pre 13.78 7.06 
Post 13.22 6.60 
Retention 12.44 6.20 

♦Bullying Pre 3.27 2.76 
Post 3.17 2.30 
Retention 2.72 2.14 

♦Hyperactivity/Inattention Pre 10.50 4.54 
Post 9.83 3.81 
Retention 9.94 3.78 

♦ Internalizing Pre 10.33 5.11 
Post 9.39 5.55 
Retention 9.22 5.74 

♦ Autism Spectrum Pre 22.17 4.87 
Post 21.39 4.78 
Retention 20.17 5.88 

Note: ♦ positive effects for these domains and subdomains indicates decrease in mean values pre, post, and 
retention 
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Of these data analyzed, there were no significant effects on any of the subscales 

over time. Similar to the mean results obtained in the student version of the SSIS, most 

subscales generated mean positive changes pre to retention. All but empathy and 

assertion produced positive mean changes pre to post, and then increased to produce 

positive scores pre to retention (see Table 10). 

Question 2: How do Children with ASD Perceive Changes in their Self-Concept as a 

Result of their Participation in the Two-Day Surf Camp Curriculum? 

PH2 camper results. The PH2 survey results were used to answer the second 

research question. Analysis of the data collected in the PH2 yielded group means and 

standard deviations of each of the subscales (see Appendix P: Piers-Harris Children's 

Self-Concept Scale, 2nd Edition Results). Table 11 displays the mean and standard 

deviation scores for each of the subscales completed pre, post retention by all 11 campers 

in this study. 
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Table 11 

Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept Scale, 2nd Edition Results (n = 11) 

Subscale Mean Standard Deviation 
Behavioral Adjustment Pre 49.82 8.66 

Post 53.27 10.11 
Retention 52.27 9.13 

Intellectual and School Pre 47.00 6.91 
Post 48.82 8.10 
Retention 49.73 6.11 

Physical Appearance Pre 48.73 10.40 
Post 50.71 9.84 
Retention 53.71 9.47 

Freedom from Anxiety Pre 46.82 4.79 
Post 46.45 7.87 
Retention 47.27 6.93 

Popularity Pre 44.45 6.40 
Post 47.00 7.81 
Retention 47.27 5.21 

Happiness and Satisfaction Pre 50.27 5.00 
Post 52.82 5.47 
Retention 50.64 4.88 

Of these data analyzed, there were no significant effects on any of the subscales over 

time. T scores for each subscale range from 'high' (greater than 607), 'average' (40Tto 

501), and 'low' (less than 391). On average, participants scored in the 'average' range 

on each subscale (see Table 11). 
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Question 3: How do Children and their Surf Camp Staff/Volunteer Members 

Perceive Changes in Social Skills as a Result of Camper Participation in the Two-Day 

Surf Camp Curriculum? 

SURF Steps skill analysis. The SURF Steps Checklist results were used to 

answer the third research questions. Analysis of the data collected in the SURF Steps 

Checklist yielded group means and standard deviations for each of the skills ( see 

Appendices Q, R, S, & T). Table 12 displays the overall means and standard deviation 

and mean difference scores for each of the SURF Steps completed throughout the five 

surf camp activities. 

Table 12 

Camper and Volunteer Staff Overall Mean and Standard Deviation (SD) Scores for 
Each Component of the SURF Steps Checklists 

SURF Steps Camper 
(n = 11) 

Mean SD 
Stay in the Group 2.9 0.1 
Use my SEE Steps 2.9 0.1 
Sound 3.0 0.1 
Expression 2.9 0.1 
Eye Contact 3.0 0.1 
Remember to Ask Questions 2.6 0.4 
Form a Friendship 2.8 0.3 
Note: Surf Step scale: 3 = Yes, 2 = Sometimes, 1 = No 
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Volunteer Staff 
(n = 24) 

Mean SD 
2.7 0.2 
2.8 0.2 
2.8 0.1 
2.7 0.3 
2.6 0.2 
2.4 0.4 
2.6 0.3 

Difference 

Mean 
0.2 
0.1 
0.2 
0.2 
0.4 
0.2 
0.2 



As found in Table 12, the category with the largest discrepancy was that of 'Eye 

Contact.' Campers perceived they maintained more eye contact throughout the five 

activities in comparison to what their volunteers observed. Mean camper rating for Eye 

Contact (looking into the other person's eyes) was 98.3% (M= 3.0) of the time; while the 

mean volunteer rating was 88% (M = 2.6) of the time; resulting in a difference of 0.4, or 

10.33%. 

The category most similar to campers and volunteers was Sound. Campers self

rated themselves believing they sounded 'just right' (not too loud or too soft) on average 

99.3% (M= 3.0) of the time, whereas volunteers thought on average their campers 

sounded 'just right' 94.3% (M = 2.8) of the time. 

SURF Steps activity analysis. Analysis of the data collected in the SURF Steps 

Checklist yielded group means and standard deviations for each of the activities. Table 

13 displays the overall means and standard deviation and mean difference scores for each 

of the SURF Steps in each of the five surf camp activities. 
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Table 13 

Camper and Volunteer Staff Overall Mean and Standard Deviation (SD) Scores for the 
Five Surf Camp Curriculum Activities 

Surf Camp Camper Volunteer Staff Difference 
(n = 11) (n = 24) 

Curriculum Activity Mean SD Mean SD Mean 
Arts & Crafts (1) 2.7 0.4 2.7 0.3 0.0 
Paddle Relay 2.8 0.4 2.6 0.3 0.2 
Sandcastle 2.9 0.1 2.7 0.3 0.2 
Arts & Crafts (2) 2.9 0.1 2.7 0.4 0.2 
T-shirt 3.0 0.1 2.6 0.5 0.4 

As reported in Table 13, based on camper results, change in overall social skills 

pre to post-camp was an 8% increase from the first arts and crafts activity (M = 2. 7) to 

the T-shirt signing activity (M = 3 .0). In contrast, pre/post volunteer results show a .67% 

decrease from the first to the last activity (M = 2.7 to 2.6). There was an increase in 

social skills reported for each activity by the campers. The greatest increase in social 

skills occurred between the paddle relay and the sandcastle activity with a 4.34% 

increase. 

Volunteer results fluctuated between and within each activity when comparing 

scores to that of the campers. Volunteer and camper scores most similar were recorded in 

the first arts and crafts activity. There was only a 2.34% difference between mean 

outcomes reported by the campers and their volunteers. The greatest difference in scores 

was in the T-shirt activity. Campers rated themselves as having 11 % greater social skills 
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than was perceived by their volunteers (M = 3.0 and 2.6 for camper and volunteer staff 

respectively; see table 13). 

Question 4: What are Participating Parents' Perceptions Relative to the Components 

and Outcomes of the Two-Day Surf Camp Curriculum? 

Demographic data. The Parent Perceptions of the Surf Camp Curriculum 

(PPSCC) survey results were used to answer the fourth research question. Table 14 

displays the descriptive data collected on the demographics section of the PPSCC 

completed by all 18 parents of the campers in this study. 
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Table 14 

Parent Demographics (n = 18) 

Highest Level of 
Partici2ant# Parent Age Gender Ethnicity Education Camp 

1 Mother 50 F Caucasian Undergraduate 1 
2 Father 48 M Hispanic High School 1 

Mother 44 F Caucasian High School I 
3 Mother 38 F Caucasian Undergraduate 1 
4 Mother 39 F Caucasian High School 1 

5 Mother 43 F Caucasian High School 1 

Father 54 M Caucasian High School 1 

6 Mother 52 F Caucasian Undergraduate 1 
7 Mother 42 F Caucasian Undergraduate 2 

Father 48 M American Indian Undergraduate 2 

8 Mother 51 F Caucasian Undergraduate 2 

Father 63 M Caucasian Undergraduate 2 
9 Mother 43 F Caucasian Master's Degree 2 

Father 43 M Caucasian Undergraduate 2 

10 Mother 52 F Caucasian Some College 2 

Father 49 M Caucasian Master's Degree 2 
11 Mother 33 F Hispanic Undergraduate 2 

Father 34 M Caucasian Undergraduate 2 

As reported in Table 14 overall, there were 11 mothers and seven fathers. In 

Camp 1, there were six mothers and two fathers, while there were five mothers and five 

fathers in the second camp. Mean age of parents was 45 years of age, with a standard 

deviation of 7.5 years. The highest represented ethnicity was Caucasians, with 83.33% of 

the parents being Caucasian. Also, 55.55% of the parent indicated that their highest level 

of education was an undergraduate degree. 
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Quantitative results. Analysis of the data collected on the PPSCC yielded group 

means and standard deviations for each of the Likert questions ( see Appendix U: Parent 

Perceptions of the Surf Camp Curriculum Likert Question Results). Table 15 displays 

the means and standard deviation scores for each Likert question on the PPSCC 

completed pre, post, and retention by all eighteen parents of the campers' in this study. 

Table 15 

Parent Perceptions of the Sur/Camp Curriculum Likert Questions Results (n = 18) 

Likert Question Mean Standard Deviation 
Social Competence - Social Skills Improvement System 

Communication Pre 3.89 0.58 
Post 4.00 0.49 
Retention 4.00 0.59 

Cooperation Pre 3.83 0.62 
Post 4.11 0.68 
Retention 4.17 0.62 

Assertion Pre 3.89 0.58 
Post 3.89 0.76 
Retention 3.72 0.83 

Responsibility Pre 3.44 0.86 
Post 3.78 0.73 
Retention 3.72 0.83 

•Empathy Pre 3.61 0.78 
Post 3.56 0.62 
Retention 3.83 0.79 

Engagement Pre 3.94 0.80 
Post 4.28 0.67 
Retention 4.17 0.51 

Se lf-Contro 1 Pre 3.83 0.62 
Post 3.78 0.73 
Retention 3.89 0.83 

Problem Behavior of Internalizing Pre 3.50 0.92 
Post 3.67 0.77 
Retention 3.71 0.85 
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Table 15 Cont. 

Bullying Tendencies Pre 2.94 
Post 3.22 
Retention 3.06 

Hyperactivity/Inattention Pre 3 .28 
Post 3.33 
Retention 3 .17 

Internalizing Pre 3.78 
Post 3.55 
Retention 3.61 

Autism Spectrum Pre 3.83 
Post 3.94 
Retention 4.17 

Social Skills - SURF Steps Activities 
Arts & Crafts Pre 3. 72 

Post 4.39 
Retention 4.28 

Paddle Relay* Pre 3.56 
Post 4.06 
Retention 4.17 

•Sandcastle* Pre 3.67 
Post 4.50 
Retention 4.50 

T-shirt Pre 3.94 
Post 4.29 
Retention 4.22 

Self-Concept - Piers-Harris Self-Concept Scale, 2nd Edition 
Physical Appearance & Attributes Pre 3 .44 

Post 3.94 
Retention 3. 94 

Intellectual & School Status Pre 3.44 
Po~ 3.41 
Retention 3.78 

Happiness & Satisfaction Pre 4.00 
Post 4.18 
Retention 4.06 

Freedom from Anxiety Pre 3 .50 
Post 3.71 
Retention 3.83 

Behavioral Adjustment Pre 3.61 
Post 3.82 
Retention 3.83 

Popularity Pre 3.50 
Post 3.76 
Retention 3 .61 

Note:* indicates values that were statistical significant at p < . 05 
• indicates assumptions associated with Mauchly 's Test of Sphericity were not met 
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0.87 
0.65 
0.42 
1.01 
0.84 
0.86 
0.73 
0.62 
0.70 
0.71 
0.72 
0.38 

0.89 
0.50 
0.57 
1.04 
0.68 
0.71 
0.84 
0.51 
0.51 
0.72 
0.59 
0.73 

0.92 
0.83 
0.64 
0.78 
0.87 
0.88 
0.59 
0.63 
0.64 
0.86 
0.92 
0.79 
0.78 
0.88 
0.79 
0.71 
0.83 
0.98 



As noted in Table 15, areas of significance were social competence in the form of 

Empathy (p = .037) and two of the five social skills: Paddle Relay (p = .015) and the 

Sandcastle activity (p = .002). Although Empathy and the Sandcastle activity were 

significant, assumptions associated with Mauchly's Test of Sphericity were not met. 

Mauchly's Test of Sphericity was significant, therefore conclusions can be made that 

there were significant differences between the co-variances. The F ratio cannot be 

trusted, as Mauchly's test was significant. Greenhourse-Geisser was used to stabilize the 

assumption not being met for the empathy category. The Greenhouse-Geisser correction 

adjusts the degrees of freedom in the ANOV A test, producing a more accurate p value 

(Field, 2009). 

A one-way repeated measures ANOV A was used to compare scores on the parent 

perception of their child's social skills in the Paddle Relay activity at Time 1 (one week 

prior to surf camp), Time 2 ( directly following surf camp), and Time 3 (two weeks 

following surf camp). There was a significant effect for the Paddle Relay activity 

[Wilks' lambda= .015, F(2, 14) = 5.710,p = .015, multivariate partial eta 

squared = .449]. Pairwise comparisons of the Paddle Relay were significant pre to 

retention (p = .010). Paddle Relay was not significant post to retention. 

Secondly, a one-way repeated measures ANOV A was conducted to compare 

scores on the parent perceptions of their child's social skills in the Sandcastle Activity at 

Time 1 ( one week prior to surf camp), Time 2 ( directly following surf camp), and Time 3 

(two weeks following surf camp). There was a significant effect for the Sandcastle 
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Activity [Greenhouse-Geisser = .001, F(l.197) = 15.741,p =. 98, multivariate partial eta 

squared= .481]. Pairwise comparisons were significant pre to post (p = 004), and pre to 

retention (p = .001). The Sandcastle Activity was not significant post to retention. For 

all pairwise comparisons, the mean difference significance was set at the .05 level, and 

Bonferroni was used for the adjustments for multiple comparisons. 

Qualitative results. The final three questions of the Parent Perceptions of the 

Surf Camp Curriculum Survey were open-ended (see Appendix V: Parent Responses to 

the Open-Ended Questions on the Parent Perceptions of the Surf Camp Curriculum 

Instrument). These three questions were: (1) How do you believe the surf camp 

curriculum will impact your child's overall social competence? (2) How do you believe 

the surf camp curriculum will impact your child's overall social skills? and (3) How do 

you believe the surf camp curriculum will impact your child's overall self-concept? 

Social competence question. Social competence was the first question addressed 

in the open-ended portion of the Perceptions of the Surf Camp Curriculum Survey. 

Parents responded pre, post, and retention whether or not their child's social competence 

would be impacted by the surf camp curriculum. Pre-camp themes that emerged were: 

(a) Positive Acceptance, (b) Positive Communication, (c) Positive Confidence, (d) 

Positive Friendship, and ( e) Positive Interaction. Positive interaction was the response 

most common in fathers, while positive acceptance was the most common in mothers in 

the emerging themes of the pre social competence responses (see Table 16). 
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Table 16 

Breakdown of Parent Social Competence Responses on the Open-Ended Portion of the 
Parent Perceptions of the Surf Camp Curriculum Survey (n = 18) 

Pre Post Retention 
Comments Comments Comments 

Themes Mother Father Mother Father Mother Father 
Positive Acceptance 5 0 0 0 0 2 

Positive Communication 1 0 0 0 0 0 

Negative Confidence 0 0 0 0 1 0 

Positive Confidence 1 0 0 0 4 0 

Positive Feelings 0 0 2 0 0 0 

Positive Friendship 2 0 4 1 4 2 

Positive Interaction 4 4 5 1 4 2 

In general, parents were supportive of the Learning Through Sun Sand and SURF, 

with Camper 2' s mother indicating, "I think it will help him in situations with a lot of 

different people and adults that he will have to communicate with and have eye contact 

with. The games and crafts will be good also for the communication." Camper 4' s 

mother wrote, "Being around others like herself and not standing out makes her feel 

good. The interaction with others is great! Thanks." However, there were opposing 

views. No two children are alike, and the father of Camper 4 realized that improving 

social competence is not a quick fix: "I believe the impact will be shown more after surf 
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camp when he talks about it and we discuss how he enjoyed it, how he liked interacting, 

and basically the whole experience." 

Post camp survey themes that emerged from the question "How do you believe 

the surf camp curriculum will impact your child's overall social competence?" were: 

positive feeling, positive friendship, and positive interaction. Camper 4' s mother 

indicated that her child, " .. .learned to wait his turn and had more patience. He also 

learned to ask more questions and for help." Camper 3 's mother said surf camp, "Gave 

him something to feel good about. That he has a skill (surfing) that is considered 'cool' 

or neat. Acquired some boys in __ that he considers his 'buddies.' Every element 

impacting his confidence helps his overall competence." Camper 2' s mother said, "I 

think it gave __ the confidence to maybe come up and talk to someone he doesn't 

know." Similar to the pre camp survey, parents felt positive interaction was affected by 

the surf camp curriculum. 

Lastly, positive friendship and positive interaction were the themes that most 

commonly emerged on the retention survey. Camper 5 's mother indicated her son was, 

" ... able to play/interact with other children without bullying or arguing." Camper 9's 

mother said her son was," ... able to cheer the other peers on during various activities. In 

addition he interacted with teachers and his peers in ways that would never have been 

possible in the school setting." As a result of this retention survey being provided to 

parents two weeks post camp, the mother of Camper 7 even commented on the effect surf 

camp has had on her child since his return: 
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The T-shirt signing really helped because he has to ask people for 

something. I noticed improvement with communication with non-family 

members. He has socialized extremely well with our new neighbors and 

handles the stress of a new environment with NO problem. He was too 

hard on himself one time for a small mistake he thought was stupid but 

was convinced otherwise quickly. 

Similarly, Camper 8's father still continued to see positive effects: "His sharing has 

improved. Empathy skills improving all the time." 

Social skills question. The second open-ended question on the survey addressed 

how social skills would be affected by the surf camp curriculum. Parents responded pre, 

post, and retention whether or not their child's social skills would be impacted by the surf 

camp curriculum. Pre-camp themes that emerged included: (a) Positive Communication, 

(b) Positive Confidence, ( c) Positive Cooperation, ( d) Positive Empathy, ( e) Positive 

Engagement, (t) Positive Friendship, and (g) Positive Interaction. 

All but one of the positive engagement themes emerged in the parent's pre survey 

responses. Positive confidence was the theme most common in father responses, while 

positive interaction was the most common in mother responses (see Table 17). 
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Table 17 

Breakdown of Parent Social Skills Responses on the Open-Ended Portion of the Parent 
Perceptions of the Surf Camp Curriculum Survey (n = 18) 

Pre Post Retention 
Comments Comments Comments 

Themes Mother Father Mother Father Mother Father 
Positive Communication 5 0 0 0 1 0 

Positive Confidence 0 2 3 0 3 0 

Positive Cooperation 3 0 0 0 1 0 

Positive Empathy 1 0 0 0 0 0 

Positive Engagement 0 0 5 1 0 0 

Positive Friendship 1 0 3 0 1 0 

Positive Interaction 7 1 1 1 6 4 

Parents felt that the surf camp curriculum could have positive effects on their 

children's social skills. Camper 3's mother felt," ... the social skills activities in the fun 

and safe setting and environment will help to improve his social skills in a group setting 

when he doesn't really know a lot of the kids." Camper 4's mother hoped surf camp will 

help her daughter interact more with kids and adults and, " ... Bring her out of her box 

and let her see she can make it in the world without mom!" Although most parents 
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indicated positive statements, Camper l0's mother was still hesitant concerning surf 

camp outcomes: "I hope it will help but again at the school setting it is very difficult for 

her." 

Post camp, the themes of positive confidence, positive engagement, positive 

friendship, and positive interaction emerged. The theme most common in responses by 

mothers was positive engagement, while fathers responded equally with positive 

engagement and interaction. Camper 7' s mother wrote that surf camp was, " ... a safe 

place for him to practice the skills. I think there will be many long term benefits!" 

Camper 3 's mother wrote the curriculum, "Helped him to interact and speak up on the 

group activities. He was encouraged to participate." Similarly, Camper S's mother wrote 

that her son, " ... gained more patience and learned to listen to instructions. He also 

learned to take turns and make friends." Understandably, the SURF camp curriculum 

was not intended to be a "quick fix" to social skills. The father of Camper 11 commented 

that he would not be able to see any change right away: "Over time we'll be able to 

determine that it helped." 

Lastly, positive interaction was the theme most common for both mothers and 

fathers in the retention survey. Other themes included positive communication, positive 

confidence, and positive friendship. Camper 7' s mother wrote, "I saw such a level of 

cooperation among all the kids. It was amazing to watch. He became more aware of 
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others and more willing to initiate (and reciprocal) conversation." Camper lO's mother 

wrote that because her daughter was comfortable at surf camp, " ... she was able to let her 

guard down and have fun." 

Self-concept question. The third open-ended question on the survey addressed 

how self-concept would be affected by the surf camp curriculum. Parents responded pre, 

post, and retention whether or not their child's self-concept would be/was impacted by 

the surf camp curriculum. Pre-camp themes that emerged were: (a) Negative Confidence, 

(b) Positive Confidence, ( c) Positive Determination, ( d) Positive Friendship, and ( e) 

Positive Interaction (see Table 18). 

Table 18 

Breakdown of Parent Self-Concept Responses on the Open-Ended Portion of the Parent 
Perceptions of the Sur/Camp Curriculum Survey (n = 18) 

Pre Post Retention 
Comments Comments Comments 

Themes Mother Father Mother Father Mother Father 
Negative Confidence 4 1 0 0 0 1 

Positive Confidence 8 2 6 2 8 1 

Positive Determination 0 0 1 0 0 0 

Positive Friendship 1 0 3 0 2 1 

Positive Interaction 0 0 0 0 2 1 
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Only Negative and Positive Confidence themes emerged from the parent pre 

perception of the surf camp on self-concept. Unlike other camps, this surf camp allowed 

siblings to be present. In general, the presence of sibling differences was apparent in 

some responses. The mother of Camper 8 wrote: "We hope __ will see other children 

like himself. Instead of the comparisons he gets from his twin." Comparisons with other 

children and/or siblings continued as Camper l0's father wrote, "I am hoping she learns 

that she is so special m_different in a positive way." Similarly, Camper 4's mother 

wrote, "Show her it's okay to be different, yet okay to be herself. Make her normal in her 

eyes and have people like her and not make fun of her all the time." The father of camper 

8 wrote that now that his son is older, " ... his self-concept has improved. He still needs 

praise to help him stand taller." 

Post perception themes of self-concept were positive confidence, positive 

determination, and positive friendship. Of these themes, positive confidence was the 

most common for both males and females. While some parents mentioned they might 

not see self-concept changes until later, other parents felt the surf camp curriculum 

greatly impacted their children. "I think this Really helped him see himself in a different 

light and helped him develop more skills." Camper 6' s mother whose husband was 

unable to make it to camp wrote, "He never gave up and for the 1st time he was able to 

stand. He had to call his dad because he was so proud. Making friends made him so 
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happy. He loved it." The mother of Camper 9 wrote that her son was, " ... fearful of 

surfing and did that without a problem. He was so proud of his ability to make a 

sandcastle." 

Lastly, the retention perception question on self-concept produced themes of 

negative confidence, positive confidence, positive friendship, and positive interaction. 

The theme most common in the responses from mothers was that of positive confidence, 

while responses most common in fathers were equal in positive confidence, positive 

friendship, and positive interaction. Similar to the post perception, some parents thought 

this was hard to tell, as the period of time was short in duration (2 weeks). One parent 

even felt that his son, " ... still devalues too many of his skills." Other parents felt a 

lasting impact on self-concept. Camper 10' s father wrote that surf camp has a, "Very 

positive impact on __ self-concept. She really felt like she could do as well as the 

other kids in all activities." The carryover to other activities was also noted by one 

parent, "He was very apprehensive about starting football, but he joined with no 

problem ... He is now excited about going to practices (even in this heat) and feels good 

about himself." Another parent wrote, "Overall I think it helped him feel better about 

himself and his skills and his new 'buddies.' Which does make a big difference about him 

and how he feels about himself." Lastly the mother of Camper 4 wrote that the impact of 

the surf camp curriculum, "Gave her hope!" 
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Question 5: How Consistently are Surf Camp Staff/Volunteer Members Able to 

Follow the Surf Camp Curriculum Protocol that Includes Social Skill Expectations 

for Campers with ASD? 

The SURF Camp Curriculum Activity Observation Checklist results were used to 

answer the fifth research question. Analysis of the data collected in the SURF Camp 

Curriculum Activity Observation Checklist yielded percentage of agreement in each 

activity for both surf camps. There was a 100% agreement between the volunteers for 

each activity at both surf camps. They also agreed that the curriculum execution by the 

activity instructors, other than that of the sandcastle activity, was identical from one camp 

to the other. Table 19 displays percentages of yes and no responses for each curriculum 

activity component presented by an instructor at surf camp. 

Table 19 

Percentage of Yes and No Answers for Each Curriculum Activity Component Presented 
by Two Volunteer Staff at Surf Camp (n = 2) 

Camp I Camp2 

%Yes %No %Yes %No 

Arts & Crafts (I) 100% 0% 100% 0% 

Paddle Relay 100% 0% 100% 0% 

Sandcastle 100% 0% 89% 11% 

Arts & Crafts (2) 100% 0% 100% 0% 

T-Shirt 91% 9% 91% 9% 
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Results in Table 19 show that all but one activity instructor followed his/her 

designated activity protocol. Volunteer staff monitoring the curriculum indicated a no 

response to one question on the sandcastle checklist. 

Question 6: To What Degree do Campers Apply the SURF Camp Social Skills as Part 

of their Surf Camp Curriculum? 

The SURF Steps Checklist was also used to answer the sixth research question. 

Analysis of the data collected in the SURF Steps Checklist yielded group means for each 

of the skills. Figure 1 displays the overall camper mean percentages for each of the 

SURF Steps completed throughout the five surf camp activities (see Figure 1 ). 

100% 
97% 

95% 

90% 

85% 
85% 

80% -+---- -~---..--- - --,-- --- --- ·-,--- - ·- - -- -r--

Stay in the 
Group 

Usemy 
SEE Steps 

Sound Expression Eye Contact Remember Form a 
to Ask Friendship 

Questions 

Figure I. Mean camper activity percentage utilization of the SURF Steps in each activity (n = 11) 
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As indicated in Figure 1, the line graph represents camper percentages on each 

activity when using the SURF Steps. The category with the highest score was that of 

"Sound". Mean camper rating for Sound Gust right) was 99.3% (M= 3.0) of the time. 

The category with the lowest score was that of "Remember to ask Questions". Campers 

scored themselves as completing this on average only 85% of the time (M = 2.6). 

Analysis of the data collected using the SURF Steps for each activity yielded 

group social skills means for each of the activities. Figure 2 displays the overall 

percentage utilization of the SURF Steps for each of the five activities at surf camp. 

100% 
99% 

97.7% 

98% 
97.3% 

95% 

93% 

Arts & Crafts (1) Paddle Relay Sandcastle Arts & Crafts (2) T-Shirt 

Figure 2. Camper overall percentage utilization results for the five surf camp curriculum activities (n = 11) 
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As seen in Figure 2, based on camper results, change in overall social skills pre to 

post camp was an 8% increase from the first arts and crafts activity (M = 2. 7) to the 

T-shirt signing activity (M= 3.0). There is an increase in social skills reported for each 

activity by the campers. The greatest increase in social skills occurred between the 

paddle relay and the sandcastle activity with a 4.3% increase. 

Of the five activities at surf camp, on average, campers reported to use the SURF 

Steps the most in the T-shirt activity. Campers rated themselves as performing these skills 

99% of the time throughout this activity. Only one camper in the first camp, Camper 6, 

gave a rating of2.7; whereas, all other campers gave themselves an overall average rating 

of 3 in this activity. Camper 6 rated himself a score of 1 in the area of "Stay in the Group" 

and scores of 3 in all other areas of the SURF Steps. 

The second activity where campers perceived themselves as using their SURF 

social skills the most was during the second arts and crafts activity. Campers felt they 

used their SURF Steps 97.3 % of the time compared to their volunteers who perceived 

campers to use their social skills only 91 % of the time. Three campers in the first camp 

gave themselves an overall rating of 2.7/3. Two of these campers indicated that they did 

not think they stayed in the group, whereas the other camper indicated he sometimes had 

a good expression and sometimes made a friendship. 
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Summary 

The present study found significant social competence changes in camper 

assertion, responsibility, and engagement based on camper perceptions. Their parents, 

however, did not perceive the same changes 2 weeks following the two-day surf camp. 

Although self-concept was not statistically significant, similar to the SSIS, all scales 

showed improvements pre to retention. 

Outcomes of the SURF Steps indicated that campers felt they improved their 

overall social skills from the first to last activity at camp. Their volunteers, however, felt 

this was not the case, providing campers with lower social skills scores in each activity 

and a decrease in social skills from the first to last activity. The greatest discrepancy in 

social skill opinion was in the SURF category of eye contact, which was part of "Use my 

SEE Steps". Unlike their volunteers, campers felt they maintained eye contact 98.3% of 

the time, while their volunteers only observed campers maintaining eye contact 88% of 

the time. 

The Parent Perceptions of the Surf Camp Curriculum Survey was designed to 

include questions addressing each domain scale in the SSIS, PH2, as well as each activity 

performed at surf camp. Empathy, the paddle relay, and the sandcastle activity were 

statistically significant through analysis using one-way repeated measures ANOVA. 

Qualitatively, parent perceptions indicated positive interactions as the most common 

theme emerging in the social competence question, positive interactions in the social 

skills responses, and 
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positive confidence in the self-concept responses. Lastly, the surf camp curriculum 

protocol was adhered to over 95% of the time in both camps, with only a 2.2% difference 

from one camp to the other. Outcomes of this study are further discussed in Chapter V. 
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CHAPTERV 

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

There is currently no cure for ASD, and in the United States, an average of 1 in 

110 children are born with it each year (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 

2010). Those diagnosed with this spectrum disorder generally demonstrate impairments 

in social, verbal, and nonverbal interactions, in addition to a lowered self-esteem. 

Interventions and/or therapies are available and widely varied depending on the 

severity and need. Some therapies available in school settings include speech and 

language therapy, social skills instruction, and music therapy. Outside of the school 

environment, parents and/or guardians have an assortment of alternative therapies to 

choose from. Some of these include hippotherapy, dolphin therapy, aquatic therapy, and 

surfing therapy. Benefits to these therapies range from increases in social skills, self

esteem, language skills, overall confidence, and decreases in stereotypical behaviors 

(Dingman, 2008). Methods to determine outcomes of these therapies are limited and are 

generally available through website testimonies, as there is little scientific empirical 

research. Although there are many forms of social skill interventions, few children with 

ASD receive adequate social skill curriculum programming. Effective social skill 

interventions are critical to the successful development of social, emotional, and 

cognitive development. A lack of social skill development could lead to a life of social 

isolation or withdrawal (Bellini et al., 2007). 
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Therefore, the purpose of this investigation was to determine the benefits and 

outcomes of a two-day surf camp curriculum on social competence, social skills, and 

self-concept changes of campers with ASD. Information in this chapter related to the 

purpose of this investigation is presented in the following three sections: Discussion, 

Conclusions, and Recommendations. 

Discussion 

The impact of outcomes of the "Leaming Through Sun Sand and SURF" 

curriculum on social competence, social skills, and self-concept were the foci of this 

study. In order to address these outcomes, two standardized instruments (Social Skills 

Improvement System and Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept Scale) were used in 

addition to one instrument created for the purpose of this research (Parent Perceptions of 

the Surf Camp Curriculum), and two curriculum checklists (SURF Camp Curriculum 

Checklist and SURF Steps Checklist). These instruments were implemented at various 

times throughout the surf camp curriculum. Based on the results of this study, the surf 

camp curriculum influenced various subscales within each of these measures. The 

discussion section will first discuss the various aspects of the Learning Through Sun 

Sand and SURF surf camp curriculum, followed by the effects of the two-day surf camp 

curriculum on social competence, social skills, and self-concept. 
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Surf Camp Curriculum 

Bandura's Social Learning Theory (Bandura, 1977) and Michenbaum's 

Self- Regulated Learning Theory (Slavin, 2009) were the theoretical frameworks used to 

guide this research. Bandura's model can be defined simply as how individuals learn by 

observing the behaviors of others; whereas, in Michenbaum's model, individuals observe 

their own behavior through reflecting on each situation differently. Throughout surf 

camp, campers self-monitored their social skills behaviors at the completion of each 

designated activity. In addition to teaching the campers social skills through modeling, 

self-monitoring is helpful to increase the desired behavior, as the individual is required to 

pay attention to his or her own behavior (Loftin, Odom, & Lantz, 2008). Understanding 

these theories and intervention methods for individuals with autism, a group of specialists 

(Special Education professor, Psychologist, and Occupational Therapist) created a 

Learning Through Sun Sand and SURF curriculum to be implemented throughout the 

surf camps. This curriculum was designed to be used for two autism surf camps. 

Prior to the past couple of years, other surf camps like Surfers Healing and 

iMatter Surf Camp did not have a specified curriculum to report. Individuals with ASD 

simply arrived at the camps and were able to surf with a professional or independently. 

There were many positive outcomes reported online, in magazines, as well as in 

newspapers and television networks, but none were able to indicate which component of 

these surf camps generated the positive outcomes. Paskowitrz, the creator of Surfers 

Healing stated the following: "He was out in the water, his bad behavior got a little 
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better ... I know that it balances the kids out. I know it's more than just a fun and extreme 

sport." Surfing might not be a cure for autism, but experiences are benefiting children 

over and over again (Mask, 2008). 

For this reason, the Learning Through Sun Sand and SURF curriculum was 

created for the basis of these surf camps in order to address impaired social interaction 

and feelings one with ASD might express. Stichter, Randolph, Gage, and Schmidt (2007) 

generated a list of 11 key features of effective social competency programs after 

reviewing eight article reviews. Similar to the key features of effective social 

competency programs, Learning Through Sun Sand and SURF had the following 

similarities: (1) specific evaluation/assessment; (2) interactions with adults; (3) 

interactions with peers; ( 4) maintenance of skills; ( 5) generalization of skills; ( 6) targeted 

within natural environments; (7) regulatory challenges; (8) supports for environment, 

target children, and/or typical peers; and (9) family support. The only two components 

lacking were interaction within the community, and individual goals/plans. In addition, 

the National Association of School Psychologists (2002) stated that effective social skill 

programs are comprised of two essential elements. Of these, a teaching process using 

behavioral/social learning approach and a set of steps that facilitates the learning of new 

behavior, both of which the SURF camp curriculum entailed. 

Rather than teaching campers discrete skills, the SURF Steps demonstrated 

critical skills that could lead to new skill development. Proper execution of these skills 
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could also lead to increased social opportunity in inclusionary educational settings (Olley, 

1999). 

Results of the SURF Camp curriculum Activity Observation Checklist revealed 

instructors adhering to the curriculum 98.2% of the time in the first camp, and 95.98% of 

the time in the second camp. Observers of each activity who were monitoring the 

execution of each curricular activity based on the components of the observation 

checklist marked a "No" response in the last task of the last activity of surf camp. This 

statement read, "Preview the next activity for using the SURF Steps?" As this was the 

last activity of camp, this statement was not necessary to include in the last activity 

protocol. By eliminating this question, there was 100% compliance to the curriculum 

implementation in the first camp. The reason for a score of 95. 98% in the second surf 

camp was out of the control of the surf camp. For this activity an outside professional 

came to present sandcastle building to the campers. Due to traffic problems this 

individual was late, and materials were not set up prior to the start of the activity. 

The social skills curriculum was designed to address three foci. These foci 

included social competence, social skills, and self-concept. These will be discussed as 

they relate to each instrument used, highlighting the major findings. 

Social Competence 

The first component to be addressed based on the Learning Through Sun Sand 

and SURF curriculum was that of social competence. The SSIS was used to assess social 

competence. Camper results of the SSIS revealed only assertion (pre to retention, 
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p = .013), responsibility (pre to retention,p = .015), and engagement (pre to retention, 

p = .010) as being significant in the social skills domain, and no statistical significance 

were found in the problem behavior domain. 

The components that were significant for the campers can most likely be 

attributed to the surf camp curriculum. To impact assertion, campers were confident in 

the skills they gained and retained throughout surf camp and continued to carry with 

them. While at surf camp, campers were responsible to complete their SURF Steps 

Checklist at the completion of every activity. Throughout certain activities, campers each 

had roles in order to achieve the final product, and then after surf camp, this structured 

responsibility was no longer present. This could have had an impact on the survey results 

post to retention. One Camper l0's father wrote in his response to his perception 

question that, "I think it helped with her awareness that being 'different' is just fine and 

that it's important to surround yourself with the right people that can identify with you." 

On average, through observing the five surf camp activities, all campers were actively 

engaged in the activities. Parents also verbally reported to both the researchers and surf 

camp directors that most of the campers have remained friends with one another since 

coming home from camp. Camper 7' s mother also mentioned that since coming home 

from camp her son, " ... has socialized extremely well with our new neighbors and handles 

the stress of a new environment with NO problem." 

Parent completion of the SSIS produced no significance in either the social skills 

or problem behavior domains. Although no statistical significance resulted, qualitative 
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data support improvement in their children's social competence resulting from the surf 

camp curriculum. The mother of Camper 5 wrote the following: 

(Pre) - I think he will become more aware of others around him and will 

learn to adjust his behavior accordingly. 

(Post) - He learned to wait his turn and had more patience. He also 

learned to ask more questions and for help. 

(Retention) - He was able to play/interact with other children without 

bullying or arguing. 

The father of Camper 2 also wrote the following in response to the question "How 

do you believe the surf camp curriculum will impact/impacted your child's 

overall social competence?": 

(Pre)- By interacting with others that he doesn't really know or hang out 

with. He has to be with the surf activities one on one which is good for 

social skills. 

(Post) - Being around other kids helped with overall social skills. 

(Retention)- He interacted much better than he usually does. 

Van Horn et al.' s (2007), study suggested that raters likely vary in their 

perception of behaviors. Variation could be due to understanding, experience, and 

situations. This was also apparent while providing the SSIS to parents. For this reason, 

there needs to be another means to assess social competence and social skills through the 

eyes of both the children diagnosed with ASD and their parents. Another instrument 
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needs to be explored and/or created to ensure adequate representation of social 

competence when assessing this population. 

Not all scenarios on the SSIS can be applied to children diagnosed with SSIS. For 

example, individuals with ASD might be sympathetic in nature, but are unable to read 

facial expressions, or understand situations others are in. This instrument was designed 

for individuals without disabilities, and although it is appropriate for those with ASD, 

researchers should be cautious when reporting their findings. 

A few parents approached the principal investigator and surf camp directors with 

concern in using the SSIS. When relating the questions presented on the SSIS to their 

children with autism, there was no definite response. No two situations were the same 

when it comes to their child's social skills and social competence. For example the 

statement, "Takes responsibility for his/her own mistakes" can be answered differently by 

each parent. One mother mentioned that she spends more time with her daughter 

compared to her husband because he works late hours. Once he arrives home, the 

daughter acts differently around him, by following the household rules. Another parent 

mentioned that it was difficult to answer these questions because they are situation 

specific. For example in the statement, "Withdraws from others" was difficult to answer. 

At home, her son is extremely outgoing, but in new environments he feels uncomfortable 

and keeps to himself. Therefore, parents did not believe true indications could be met 

when answering the questions on the SSIS. 
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This could provide support to the lack of statistical significance in the parent 

version of the SSIS. Van Hom et al.'s (2007) research study also found that the SSRS, 

the older version of the SSIS should be refined. In their study, the researchers' note that 

scores are differentially affected by ethnicity. In the case of the present study, gender 

could also be a factor in influencing the generated scores. 

In addition to the statistically significant outcomes on the SSIS, support for 

increased social competence can be found in the Parent Perceptions of the Surf Camp 

Curriculum Survey's first open-ended question: How do you believe the surf camp 

curriculum impacted your child's overall social competence? Camper 2's mother wrote 

that the curriculum, " ... gave __ the confidence to maybe come up and talk to 

someone he doesn't know." Camper 3's mother provided the following for her pre, post, 

and retention responses: 

(Pre) - I think it will help to understand he can make friends and that kids 

will like him, ifhe gives them the opportunity. I don't know that it will 

completely change his overall social competence but I think it will help 

towards that goal. 

It will help his change his social competence over time. 

(Post)- Gave him something to feel good about. That he has a skill 

[ surfing] that is considered "cool" or neat. 

Acquired some boys in __ that he considers "buddies." 

Every element impacting his confidence helps his overall competence. 
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(Retention)- I think it did help his social skills and his ability to confront 

others more confidently. However, I don't know how it will be in school. 

He may still be pretty self-conscious to approach other peers. 

Social competence is difficult to measure as it describes various aspects that are 

needed to be successful in the social society. Individuals with autism have difficulty with 

simply maintaining eye contact and sometimes act inappropriately when they do not 

know otherwise. Camper 5' s mother responded the following on her open-ended 

questions: 

(Pre) - I think he will become more aware of others around him and will 

learn to adjust his behavior accordingly 

(Post)- He learned to wait his tum and had more patience. He also 

learned to ask more questions and for help 

(Retention)- He was able to play/interact with other children without 

bullying or arguing 

Social Skills 

The second component addressed in the purpose was that of social skills. For the 

purpose of this surf camp curriculum, the SURF Steps Checklist was created to evaluate 

the degree to which campers were using the social skills that had previously been taught 

during each activity. In addition, parents of the campers also completed the Parent 

Perceptions of the Surf Camp Curriculum regarding their feelings of the outcomes of the 

Leaming Through Sun Sand and SURF curriculum. 
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Similar to Bock (2007), who used a mnemonic called SODA, this surf camp 

curriculum used the mnemonic SURF. Although the purpose of his study differed, with 

Bock interested in determining whether time spent learning cooperatively, playing 

organized sport games, and visiting during lunch changed, this surf camp had similar 

scenarios. Similar to Bock' s study, participants in the present study benefited from the 

intervention, and increases in skills continued after the completion of the intervention. 

Campers in this surf camp learned cooperatively with their peers, worked and 

played with one another while making the sandcastle, participated in a paddle relay, and 

all campers enjoyed lunch together. Camper 2's father wrote that his son, " .. .loved it in 

the water and building the sandcastle, and playing in the sand. He loved being there with 

the others. He had fun." Similar to the positive cooperation outcome written by the 

previous parent, Camper 7' s mother wrote: "I saw such a level of cooperation among all 

the kids. It was amazing to watch. He became more aware of others and more willing to 

initiate appropriate (and reciprocal) conversation." 

Although this camp was not concerned with the amount of time on task spent as a 

measure of social skills, positive effects were still apparent through the parent 

perceptions of the curriculum in the open-ended questions. Lastly, Camper lO's father 

wrote that the "Well organized curriculum resulted in a great mix of activities that really 

led to great interaction among the kids. You created an environment where the kids 

didn't want to be left out of anything." 
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This surf camp curriculum utilized many of the same interventions as Rogers 

(2000) reviewed to increase socialization. The first intervention used was that of self

management techniques. Rogers commented on a study by Koegel, Koegel, Hurley, and 

Frea (1992) that used wrist counters to tally frequencies of appropriate verbal responses 

to others. Similarly, the Learning Through Sun Sand and SURF curriculum used a 

checklist that was completed by campers at the end of each activity. 

Specifically, campers were aware that at the end of each activity they would be 

required to self-evaluate their performance. While at surf camp, during the sandcastle 

activity, one camper was getting off task. His volunteer reminded him that he was 

required to complete his SURF Steps Checklist at the end of the activity. Once he was 

reminded of this, he rejoined the activity and remained active until the end. Morrison and 

Blackbum (2008) stated that children learned to take responsibility of their own behavior 

if they were aware of their requirements for self-monitoring. Self-monitoring allows 

children to have an ownership of their behavior. Rather than being told what to do and 

left to complete the task, campers were required to not only complete the task, but also 

know that they had a set of outcomes they needed to monitor at the completion of each 

activity. This ownership enabled the campers to be aware of what steps were needed for 

proper execution of social skills designated for this camp. 

The second intervention used by surf camp was called video modeling (Rogers, 

2000). In an effort to teach campers the Learning Through Sun Sand and SURF 

curriculum, videos were created to show campers the non examples and examples for 
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each of the SURF Steps. Charlop and Milstein (1989) used video-modeling to teach 

three boys with autism appropriate conversations. After watching these videos, 15 

months later, these three boys maintained improvements in reciprocal conversational 

speech with other people. Actors in the surf camp video were of the same age as the 

campers attending surf camp with the intent that campers could better relate to those in 

the video. An adult actor was also involved, as campers are required to interact with the 

adult volunteers at surf camp. The directors of the camp felt that an adult actor was 

important to have in the videos because campers not only have to interact with peers and 

adults at surf camp, but in everyday life. The directors wanted to ensure that campers 

understood that the SURF Steps need to be used when interacting with individuals of a 

variety of ages. 

Individualized instruction was also part of the surf camp curriculum. For 

example, each camper was paired with two or three volunteers. This 2 or 3: 1 ratio was 

important for two main reasons: (1) safety of the camper and (2) monitoring of the SURF 

Steps in each activity. Camper 2's father wrote, "It helps with all the one-on-one with the 

counselors, but it is an everyday thing for him to engage with others." 

"Micro-level" social behaviors were also assessed in the SEE steps through the 

SURF Steps Checklist. This was suggested by Macintosh and Dyssanayake (2006). 

Although overall social skills are important and should be analyzed for children with 

high-functioning autism and Asperger's disorder, micro-level social behaviors including 

eye contact, facial expression, and content discourse should be examined through 
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experimental and observational research. Assessments of micro-level behavior were self

monitored while at surf camp, which were a part of the SURF Steps Checklist. 

Interestingly, the largest discrepancy between camper and volunteer results in the 

SEE steps was that of "Eye Contact." Campers felt that they "looked into the other 

person's eyes" 98.3% of the time, while their volunteers felt that overall campers only did 

this 88% of the time. This difference could be due to individuals with autism being 

unable to fully understand how to perform the proper social skills. Individuals with 

autism also may not be able to decipher between how they are acting and what is really 

occurring. A study on self-awareness by Williams (2010) concluded that individuals 

with ASD have impairments in recognizing their own mental states. On the Surf Skill 

checklist, the category most similar was that of "Sound" with a 5% difference between 

campers and their volunteers. 

In relation to applying the social skills to the surf camp activities, campers felt 

they used the components of the SURF Steps 99% of the time in the T-shirt signing 

activity. Their volunteers, on the other hand, scored them 11 % lower. Interestingly, this 

was the activity where both parents and volunteers verbally stated to the surf camp 

directors that their child/camper was tired and had trouble concentrating. This lack of 

focus to the activity could have some impact on their ability to rate themselves. 

Volunteer comments and feedback were the same in the first and second camp indicating 

that their campers were almost too tired to participate in the T-shirt signing activity, 

because they had completed 2 days of surfing and were tired and cold when coming in 
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from outside to an air conditioned activity room. Although the surf camp volunteers felt 

that campers were unable to fulfill the SURF Steps to indicate the use of proper social 

skills, the campers felt like this was their best activity for its use. 

Self-Concept 

Self-concept was the last criteria examined as part of surf camp. To determine its 

effects, the PH2 was provided to campers at three time periods (pre, post, and retention). 

Their parents also completed an open-ended question on the PPSCC: How do you 

believe the surf camp curriculum impacted your child's overall self-concept? 

Similar to Oriel et al., (2008), this study did not find any statistical significance on 

the PH2. However, Oriel and colleagues, indicated parent reports of improvements in 

both self-concept and social skills through qualitative anecdotal data, which were 

similarly reported in the parent perception open-ended section of the survey in the present 

study. For example, the parent of Camper I responded to the retention self-concept 

question by writing that her son: 

... always has very high expectations (of himself) and doesn't allow 

himself a learning curve. So, when he couldn't stand up a few times, he 

started to show frustration. But the great group of volunteers kept 

encouraging him until he got going again ... then you couldn't stop him! 

Similarly, the mother of Camper 9 wrote the following response post camp: "He 

was fearful of surfing and did that without a problem. He was so proud of his 

ability to build a sandcastle." Two weeks post camp, she wrote, "Awareness of 
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his abilities and that he can succeed in ways that he didn't think possible" in 

response to the self-concept question asking: "How do you believe the surf camp 

curriculum impacted your child's overall self-concept?" 

The mother of Camper 2 wrote in response to the retention social skill 

question that, "It helped _ with speaking to other people and also making eye 

contact." The father of Camper 10 related the outcomes of the curriculum by 

writing the following in his retention response: "Well organized curriculum 

resulted in a great mix of activities that really led to great interaction among the 

kids. You created an environment where the kid's won't want to be left out of 

anything." 

In other self-concept studies, Gans et al. (2003) and Cooley and Ayres (1988) 

both examined self-concept between children with LD and those without. Although surf 

camp data collection was not performed while participants were in school, results were 

still positive in this category. Only two camper's scores on the PH2 results decreased pre 

to post, and then increased in retention. One camper's score increased pre to post, and 

then decreased in retention. The remaining number of campers showed positive results or 

remained the same pre to post to retention. Results of self-concept are promising through 

a short intervention such as this. Although there were few campers, analysis of 

individual results show a positive outcome as a result of the surf camp curriculum. This 

curriculum was designed in hopes of transference into the school environment and should 

be continued and monitored for its effectiveness. 
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Although the data analysis of the PH2 demonstrated no significant results, scores 

were already in the "average" range (40Tto 557) for each of the self-concept scales pre, 

post, and retention. There were, however, individual camper scores both above and 

below in various scales, but analysis of these individual scale scores were not in the scope 

of this study. Of the 11 campers, two campers overall total scores decreased pre to post, 

and then increased slightly at retention. Five scores increased pre to post, then remained 

the same to retention or decreased. Lastly, four campers increased in total scores pre to 

post to retention. Through individual examination of the score, there seems to be a 

positive outcome resulting from the surf camp curriculum. Lack of overall significance 

could have resulted from the small sample sizes or that mean results of the campers were 

already in the average range and slight improvement was not significant. 

Both the PH2 and the SSIS were provided to campers in one session. Similar to 

McAndrews ( 1999), providing campers with both assessments in one session may have 

produced a loss of concentration. Surf camp directors, volunteers, and parents reported 

while completing the last T-shirt signing activity of surf camp, and the post PH2 and 

SSIS, that the campers were all exhausted from 2 days of camp. Surfing is draining on 

anyone, especially children. One parent even told the directors that she was not sure how 

well her child would score on the assessments because it looked like he was falling asleep 

while completing them. This could have influenced the results obtained on the student 

version of the SSIS and the PH2. Future research should consider the state of the 
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participants prior to administering surveys of this nature, as concentration and alertness 

are necessary for adequate completion. 

Alternative Therapies 

Surfing is emerging as a popular alternative therapy. Although it can only be 

performed in the ocean, families of children with ASD travel long distances to receive a 

day long intervention. Surfing camps for children with ASD typically last only one day, 

and the time the child spends surfing all depends on the number of individuals that come 

on the given day, and the number of volunteers present. Children can either ride the 

surfboard with a trained volunteer, or the volunteer times the wave and pushes the 

camper so he/she can ride it in independently. 

What makes this study on alternative therapy different than the majority of others 

is the use of a social skills curriculum. Although horse (hippotherapy), dolphin, and 

aquatic therapy indicated increases in both social skills and self-esteem, few supported 

these claims with a structured curriculum and quantitative and/or qualitative research. 

Similar to Cawley et al.'s (1994) hippotherapy research, surf camp used the Piers-Harris 

Children's Self-Concept Scale to measure self-concept, and like the hipportherapy 

research, no statistical significance was observed. The rationale for the lack of 

significance is unknown. Perhaps the PH2 is not suitable for children with ASD, or these 

children are unable to express or realize the outcomes observed by others. 

In another hippotherapy research study, Dingman (2008) reported an increase in 

confidence, patience, and self-esteem resulting from the relationship between horse and 
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rider. Similarly, Vonder Hulls et al. (2006) reported similar outcomes in aquatic therapy. 

If Dingman reported these outcomes due to the relationship between the participant and 

the horse, then how are researchers using different alternative therapy methods ( without a 

horse) able to see similar results? Perhaps it is not the horse that impacts individuals' 

confidence, patience, and self-esteem. There may be other variables influencing these 

factors as well. One of these variables could be the environment in which the therapy is 

occurring. The individual receiving the therapy may possibly feels more comfortable as 

this therapeutic technique differs from the structured techniques he/she is used to. 

In the case of this surf camp, one of the parents approached the principal 

researcher and explained to her that her daughter felt more comfortable. In the past, the 

camper had participated in other summer sports camps but disliked her experiences. 

Rather than engaging in the activities, she withdrew herself. She told her mother that the 

other campers at these camps made fun of her because she was "different." She was 

diagnosed with Asperger's and this lack of social involvement was apparent to the other 

children at the camp. Participating in a positive environment, like that of surf camp 

and/or hippotherapy dolphin, and aquatic therapy might allow the child to accept the 

intervention rather than negating the intervention. 

Water is what parallels dolphin, aquatic, and surfing therapy. One of the major 

benefits of this setting for children with autism is the constant somatosensory input 

through the water's resistance, viscosity, relative buoyancy, and temperature. All of 

these factors combined may benefit the arousal levels of individuals with autism, 
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resulting in a calming effect (Vonder Hulls et al., 2006). One director of a surf camp said 

the following about his son with autism: "Water is the only thing that calms him down." 

(Fields-Meyers & Clark, 2004, p.6) Danielle Paskowitz, the wife of a surf camp director, 

said that children with autism like to be in the water. They " .. .like the way it surrounds 

and hugs them." (Manning, 2005, p. 07d). Anecdotal data such as these should be further 

investigated with similar quantitative/qualitative data in order to determine similarities. 

Additionally, somatosensory input from being in the water should further be examined 

whether this is a beneficial factor influencing arousal levels in alternative therapies. 

Similar to surfing therapy, other therapies see positive outcomes as a result of 

their intervention. The problem continues to exist in finding a way to properly measure 

what is occurring as a result of these alternative therapies. Parents and volunteers can 

report the benefits that they observe, but the challenge lies in analyzing and reporting the 

changes experienced in the children with autism. This seems to be a dilemma for 

researchers worldwide. Although there are standardized measures used to assess social 

competence and self-concept, it is difficult to find a valid assessment for individuals with 

ASD. For this reason, the surf camp directors and some researchers involved in this 

study plan to use the data obtained and create a measurement tool specific for the 

Leaming Through Sun Sand and SURF curriculum. 
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Conclusions 

Although no statistical significance was apparent in the overall outcome scores of 

the standardized measurement tools chosen for analysis, observable change was 

significant in specific sub-domains within the instruments. These sub-domains included 

assertion, responsibility, engagement, interaction, and confidence. Qualitative analysis of 

the surf camp curriculum revealed positive social competence, social skills, and self

concept outcomes. Although campers and their surf camp volunteers did not agree on the 

degree of social skills applied to each activity, breakdown of the SURF Steps allows for 

future analysis of the components necessary for observation and instruction when 

teaching children proper social skills. 

Recommendations 

Based on the results and design of this study, there are numerous 

recommendations for future research: 

1. Use of other standardized measures should be considered to measure social skills, 

social concept, and self-esteem. The SSIS and PH2 are readily used and available 

in the school districts chosen for this study. Other measures should be explored, in 

addition to their relation to one another. 

2. This research was limited to children in two school districts in Texas. Due to 

funding, a small sample size was used. Future research should use larger sample 

sizes to increase power and validity of the results. A larger sample size will also 

allow for division between the groups (i.e., age, gender, ASD diagnosis). 
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3. Parent demographics should be considered. All parents were considered equal in 

this study. The number of years the parent has known the child should be 

considered. Some parents have remarried and may not have known the child for 

that long. There should also be a question on whether the parents are working or 

whether one parent spends more time with the child than the other parent. These 

questions could influence the results obtained. 

4. The use of qualitative methods (i.e., interview, observation, open-ended 

questions) should be explored to determine the pre to post effectiveness of the 

Learning Through Sun Sand and SURF Curriculum. 

5. The timing of the tests should be considered. Parents and volunteer staff reported 

to the surf camp directors that they felt the campers were too tired to concentrate 

while completing the SSIS and the PH2 post camp. 

6. Testing administration should also be considered. For the purpose of this study 

and timing, the surveys were provided to campers and their parents 

simultaneously. Campers were permitted to eat snacks to help them focus while 

taking the surveys. Depending on the child, taking two surveys at one time could 

be too difficult to remain focused. 

7. Timing of day while administering the surveys should be monitored. In the 

future, researchers should attempt to provide the surveys at the same time of day 

to increase the likelihood of a homogeneous atmosphere. 
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8. The testing atmosphere should be considered. For the purpose of this study, all 

campers took the test in the same room at the same time. This could influence 

their results as they could rush through the surveys so they are not the last person 

remaining to complete the surveys. 
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Title: An Exploration of the Effectiveness of a Surf Camp Curriculum on Social Competence, 
Social Skills, and Self-Concept Changes of Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder 

(A Cooperative Venture Between __ Independent School District & Texas Woman's University) 

Purpose of the Research 
The second annual __ Surf Camp for Children and Youth with Autism will be held on July 21-22, 
20 IO in Port Aransas, TX. Comments from both campers and parents from last year's event indicate 
that the __ Surf camp curriculum resulted in positive outcomes in terms of developing surf ski11s, 
self confidence, and peer interactions of campers. While much attention is paid to surfing for 
individuals through the media, there is limited scientific research to support the effectiveness of a surf 
camp curriculum that will transfer across settings where campers are required to demonstrate 
appropriate social, emotional, and adaptive skills. The purpose of this research is to determine the 
change in student social competence, social skills, and self-concept as a result of the two-day __ 
surf camp curriculum. 

Description of the Project 
Students with autism from __ ISO and their families will participate in the two-day surf camp. 
Bob Simons and Sarah Rademacher are co-directors of the camp. Volunteers include teachers, 
occupational, physical, and speech therapist, psychologists, teachers, and TWU university students. In 
addition to surfing, campers will participate in activities that include arts and crafts, relay races, 
sandcastle building, team-building/family involvement events, and a T-shirt signing activity. As part 
of each event, campers will demonstrate social skills. Volunteers will be provided professional 
development on how to effectively deliver the curriculum activities. Lauren Cavanaugh, as TWU 
researcher, will use a checklist to ensure proper curriculum delivery. Four instruments will be used to 
measure the effectiveness of the camp curriculum on student outcomes: The Piers-Harris 2 (PH2) 
Self- Concept Scale; the Social Skills Improvement System (SSIS); and, the __ Surf Camp 
Perception Questionnaire, and the SURF Steps Checklist. Participation in the research study is 
completely voluntary and participants are not obligated to continue or finish if they chose to do so. 

Procedures 
• Parents and students who volunteer for the research will sign a permission to participate in the 

project. 

• A certified psychologist will administer the Piers-Harris 2 (PH2) Self-Concept Scale to each 
camper two weeks before, immediately after surf camp, and then again two weeks post camp to 

measure its retention effects. 

• The certified psychologist will also administer the Social Skills Improvement System (SSIS) to 
students and their parents, two weeks before, immediately after camp, and then again two weeks 

post camp to measure its retention effects. 

• The __ Surf Camp Perception Questionnaire will be administered to parents and surf camp 
staff/volunteers two weeks prior to, at the end of the camp experience, and again two weeks post 

camp to measure transfer of social skills. 

• During surf camp, campers and their surf camp staff/volunteers will complete the SURF Steps 

Checklist at the completion of the five surf camp activities. 
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Title: An Exploration of the Effectiveness of a Surf Camp Curriculum on Social Competence, 
Social Skills, and Self-Concept Changes of Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder 

(A Cooperative Venture Between __ Independent School District & Texas Woman's University) 

Purpose of the Research 
The first __ Surf Camp for Children and Youth with Autism will be held on July 23-24, 20 IO in 
Port Aransas, TX. Comments from both campers and parents from last year's __ Surf Camp event 
indicate that the __ Surf camp curriculum resulted in positive outcomes in terms of developing 
surf skills, self confidence, and peer interactions of campers. While much attention is paid to surfing 
for individuals through the media, there is limited scientific research to support the effectiveness of a 
surf camp curriculum that will transfer across settings where campers are required to demonstrate 
appropriate social, emotional, and adaptive skills. The purpose of this research is to determine the 
change in student social competence, social skills, and self-concept as a result of the two-day __ 
surf camp curriculum. 

Description of the Project 
Students with autism from __ ISO and their families will participate in the two-day surf camp. 
Bob Simons and Sarah Rademacher are co-directors of the camp. Volunteers include teachers, 
occupational, physical, and speech therapist, psychologists, teachers, and TWU university students. In 
addition to surfing, campers will participate in activities that include arts and crafts, relay races, 
sandcastle building, team-building/family involvement events, and a T-shirt signing activity. As part 
of each event, campers will demonstrate social skills. Volunteers will be provided professional 
development on how to effectively deliver the curriculum activities. Lauren Cavanaugh, as TWU 
researcher, will use a checklist to ensure proper curriculum delivery. Four instruments will be used to 
measure the effectiveness of the camp curriculum on student outcomes: The Piers-Harris 2 (PH2) 
Self- Concept Scale; the Social Skills Improvement System (SSIS); and, the __ Surf Camp 
Perception Questionnaire, and the SURF Steps Checklist. Participation in the research study is 
completely voluntary and participants are not obligated to continue or finish if they chose to do so. 

Procedures 
• Parents and students who volunteer for the research will sign a permission to participate in the 

project. 

• A certified psychologist will administer the Piers-Harris 2 (PH2) Self-Concept Scale to each 

camper two weeks before, immediately after surf camp, and then again two weeks post camp to 

measure its retention effects. 

• The certified psychologist will also administer the Social Skills Improvement System (SSIS) to 
students and their parents, two weeks before, immediately after camp, and then again two weeks 

post camp to measure its retention effects. 

• The __ Surf Camp Perception Questionnaire will be administered to parents and surf camp 
staff/volunteers two weeks prior to, at the end of the camp experience, and again two weeks post 

camp to measure transfer of social skills. 

• During surf camp, campers and their surf camp staff/volunteers will complete the SURF Steps 

Checklist at the completion of the five surf camp activities. 
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tndependc.-nt Sthoot District dur,ng Summer 2010 Hl"r re\CJtch •S <•ntitled ·An £ ■ p'orat,on ot tt-e 

ffft>Ctrvenen of J Surf CJ mp Cumcufum on Social Competence. Soc1-al $lulls. Jnd Self-Cerce pt ChJrigcs of 

Children wrth Auti\m Spectrum Disorder -

I underst.-,nd the purpose of this r('~arch 1s to d('termine the chJ1'6C ,n students' soc,.11 competence. 

soc1JI skills, c1nd s.~lf-conccpt .JS J result of the two·dJy surf CJmp for students wrth JuMm to be 

ht'ld on Ju~ 21-22, 2010. Parents Jnd students who volunteer for thl" r('st'.uch w,11 sign., ~rm,1,s,on lettt"r 

10 pJrt,c,p,Ut' 1n the- proJect lht" P,t>rs•tfarm 2 ~elf Concept 5c.1I(', .u wt>!I as the Soct.ll Skills lmprove~nt 

Sy\trm. will tMi- adm,mstered to NCh stud,nt by J c"rt1f1Nl p\-,chologist two ._._.,ek.s bt"fore. ,mmt"d-.lttl·( att,, 

surf ,.,mp; thc.-n .1c.11n two wet>ks poU camp to mea\urt" tht:- rt'tentt0n effects So<1JI sl.,!I perfo,mance by 

~tud('nts dur,ng camp ac1rv•llt'S wrll also bt" gatherc-d through a cht'Cklsst complNc:d by ~tudents and surf 

CJmp staff volunteers 

r-.1s C,l•,JnJugh w,11 US(' thc.-sc resulU . .a'ong with sat,:.f..lct,on dJta co!le<.tcd from part-nt-.. l<.•Jd'l('t\, and -.talf 

members in order lo dt't~rmme the dfrct\ the -.urf c.imp hJ\ on ovr p,,rt•c1p.tttng studt"nts Rc-s('Jrch of this 

n,trurr, h.ls yet to b<' compk-tt"d and could ,,suit ,n tht' d,~co•,erv of outcomes t'•perit'nct"d bv pJrhc,p.itin& 

,tudt-nts 10th(' lwO·d.ly surf CJmp 

Superintendent or the lndepcnd('nt School 011tr,ct 
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To Whom It Ma•, Concern 

I g,ve lauren Katrina Cavanaugh my permission to conduct research with students and parents from 

Independent School District during Summer 2010 Her research is entitled "'An Exploration of the 

EHectivencs~ of;, Surf C.1mp Curriculum on Social Competence, Social Sk1ll1,, and Self-Concept Changes of 

Children with Autism Spectrum 011,ordt!r ." 

I understand the purpose of this research is to determine the change in students' soc,al competence. 

social skills, and self-concept JS a result of lhe two-day surf camp for i.tudents with autism to be 

held on July 23-24, 2010. Parents and studcnu who volunteer for the research will sign a permission letter 
to pc1rtic1pale in the pro,ect. The P,ers-ti,1rris 2 Self Concept Scale, as well as the Social Sk,lfs Improvement 

System, will be admin,stered to each student by J cenif,ed psychologist two weelu ~fore. ,mmediatdy Jfter 

surf cJmp, Jnd then aga,n two weeks post camp to mea~ure the retention effects. Social sk.111 perform.>nct- of 

l,fudents during camp .ictl\llUes will c1lso be t;c1thered through .a checkl,st completed by student!. .and surf 

camp staH volunteers. 

M~ . (-,vanaugh will use these results. along with satisfaction dat.:, collected from parents. teachers, and !.Uff 

membe~ in order to determine the cHects the surf camp has on our p,ut,cip.>ting ~ludenls Research of this 

nature. has yet to be completed .ind could r~i.ult in the discovery of outcomes e.1tperienced by pJrticipating 

i.tudenh in the two-day surf camp. 

Supt!'rin!t-nden! of the Independent School D1~tr1ct 
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OIJIIOI Ull&S HOUSTON 

ln,tiMionol Review Boord 
<:r~ d =~ch o-d »ot"-1-C<td ;,,(¥um• 
PO b .t2S~l9, Oct-ton. n 702').c-~19 
9.tj• .S-18 -j )78 fa• 0.c.0 89',-).c '. 6 
~ ~,.~ ~eo,.," e,6., 

,f?. .. •. .fo £,p!uration of tin· £.fJut1\0./n,u of a SW'j Cam•? Cwrric:J14-m on S,x:14/ C onrp<Ur.i:.,·. s.:,: :...1.' 
S.l1Ur. ,u:J S.,•/fC1,-n::~pl Ch..J.11g.•, ufClu!.lr,m wah ....flJI.Hft S~ftrr.111 DLco,J .. ·r 

The- .i...'1-.c rt'!'t>rcnccd nud)· hi, b:cn r:,..ic"''Cd by t!-.A: TWU lnstitvticn;iJ RC'\·icw Board ()RO) ~nt.! 
.1;,r~ to meet our ~uattmcnts for the P'\"11ection of inJi1wiJL1.11'' righ:1.. 

II .1prhcablc. 1Ji."<'f'IC)' ••rrto\JI !cth~r, mu,t be \t.btnincJ h.) die IRO ur, ... n r«c1pt l'RIOR h) Jn) J.Ha 

~""l~tion :JI th.st :s~(nc)·. A C.:l.1p:, uflhe l.;tpn.n<J Cl."1\('nf focm -.-,th th<' IR8 .tr.,ro-.11 ~am;, :u!J :1 

c:op~ o(tht- ~"lm.:.sl-lin.il n:~'<'t :src rnd"""'1. Pk-.s..~e u..c L'-;.e wn,ienl form ~ith rlu: m()"t f'\."\:~nt .tr;,f,)\;sl 
dite ~3m;:, "~en obt3ini:.s Cl."lnK"n! (rem >t".JT pa1ticip111l~. Th~ ~i~1h.-J ron-,,cnt t"cnru and fin:il f\-pt'ft 

mu-;t ~ ti!.cd '-'l!h the lnititut,cr .. d R~iC\\ D<.~ :ti tJ,( Clv.1tplct,on o(lht ~udy. 

llm onm,,ul i§., .11,J (~c )C-Jr frc,m June :~. 20 IO .. ,~~•)rd,ns: ''°' rc£Ul.itt>t'i(li fn,m the °'-'1'-'rtmcnr ,-!f 
tkalth 1n.J tlumJn x·ni~(,, t111td1cr ,c- .. iC\, b) the )RD 1, required if )\'1ur pnljc-(t ,han:M ,nan~ ~.-}. 
:mJ thf lRB mu..t l~ nl'<if"'11mm-;'11ar-:ly r~,t,uJin~ an) .h1,cnc c.--..:·na If )f•J lu\'c .U'I) quc,~aln~. 
fe<I fn:e t-.• 1.·~U th(" 1WL' ln~ilu(1L'f\1I R~, i""" U(,~d. 

~t'-'t> -U,kl, .. ~. 'vc..u. 
l>r Koth)' l>..-Omcl Lls, (luir 
ln"ti!ution:al Rc-.·icw Oo..u-J • Ocnhm 

-:i:. Or. ctu.r:.:,1:c s~b...,m. O:p:irtr.>:nt of Kinc,;..:lit=)· 
• llr . I ,"TT') ~,··nr,r, lkp1utm..·n1 ,,( K1nci..:,t,l~ 

Gr.."lt.JuJJc S~h.x.,I 
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TEXAS WOM,\N S UNIVERSITY 
Pl,R[Ni CONSENT FO~ MY CHILO TO PARTlCIPATE IN RESEARCH 

T,tle An E.ai:::oratcn or tre Erfect.Neriess ot a Surt Camp Curriculum O:"I Sc,c,31 Ccn-cetenc~ . Sec\~ Slr.1l!s 
.tntJ Self-Con:ept Char9~s of CNdren ,,,tn Aut;SIT'l Spectrum D1s0<~e, 

trvott~a~or 
Ad'llSC~ 

l~uror" C:i•,~n:i;_,;h MS 
Terry Scrrw, PhD 
J ·:,.,-co R accn-.aci-o, Pl" D 

l~•,:if'!:t~l'-,@twu edu 
tSCr\"'(?-~t°t,V odu 

1radoma&or~t'NU odu 

Your ci",ld 1:s be1n; :a:ked to ::-,rtiop.lle 1n:, res.e~rch stud~ for Ms C:Jv:t!'!.:sugh's d,$Sert~t en .:11 Tex~s 
Wcff'~ s Ur-,-..-crs,ty T~ pJi;:os.e ct l!"'e r~~rch 11 to detcrm!no the ch~ge ,n student sooal compo:onco. 
soc.;al sk,ts and self-<:~~~ =>s a rC'$u?t cl 3 two•d~ s..rl amp f0t studer:ts -,..rth .>u~-n spcdnJm di1ordcr 
v,:,,_,.,, -:r,,d "'11 b~" ;1,.,~•-' ,~ p;,rt.i;i~.-tq " thit ,,,_.-:,y Woil'"'-1~ h~,·1~ \~,11 t\l? rr.•-:•r,·tti,-,g ,,, tM Surf 
CarrponJv·,21-22 2010 

Ag a par.,opant r, t"'1s s:I.Xly your cr,ld 'Nt!s be aske-d to comple':e tn.e Social Sk.:Js lmpt"o-.-ement S;·stem (SSIS) 
asscnme~t based en the pc1"~too& of your cJ'I Id·, soc.,al comw.ence. Yo.;r child "''a ai~o ccmp~e ttw: 
Pi~rt Ham9 2 (PH2) 5~lf H~Pf'"" an.(l-St~t Bet,, o1 tr-.e-s.e s~~)'I w,11 te admr.1s~ere-:2 to yotr. cnJd bt a 
ps,.cro1001st n tho cooc:~rative Tho ps~crolog~t. Mr Simens. 'M'l verbalize tho! g;.1-!f!hnes re, c,,c1=~r 
coiipleton cl. the as~~snonts to )'OJf cMd and be pre,en1 whte you ch1-:l ,rx:,.•.-ldually t.ake-1 the svr.~y. or 
read eaeh Queston a'.oud to h .nvher. Compiet,on of tx:tn s\irve.,., st')C>"Jd take l'\O more tr--3n 20 minutes eacn 
fOf a total of 40 m ,~~!es ~er ~!t1•CY\ 

Your c'1£a ,,,11 t:e asked to compl~e these asseuments tt',o w1::eks Cflor tot~ sur1 C3mp. 1mmed1ately 
f Ol:O\W~ tr.e surt car,p, and thee, aga,n :v.-o \.\~ks for,cwng surt camp. M1.t:1p·~ corr~etons of the 
au~nment prc ... ·-=os t""o re!'Jarc.hor, wrth ,f'lform~t~ on ltle char~os yoor cht<S m,ght e.:P!flenc.e based en 
tne surf C.Jmp cum=ulum, a, ~"i!II 39 t!"@ carry O\'@-' eff~ct t rtas "' d~eroent envlfo-vnen~s . 

Du11n~ SJrf camp at lt'e Ce>'np·et,on r/ eac."t o~ the 5 de5•'1na!ed act1t•lt1es )'Ou" ctiild ..-,11 com,:!lete a SURF 
Soc,.i' Sk.r a cl"~J..J1a.t . Th!S c!"'~cHst ccnais!s of a seoes of 7 quest.ens to CW.ermine , .. ttet.ner r-e,"she was Jtfe 
to \..t1lz@ !ht- SURF Sidi! cuno~ tt'~ .Jct11J'!y 

CoMplot en of ~ho SSIS ao:i tro PH2 are pa,1 ct "'o c•1st1nc !>~ C31TP c.um0.Jfum Fi'l,ng out trese 
a~,e~sr"'er.t, .:2re ~ n:irm:11 p.,rt of !he s-...rf e.3,rp e11:~encw: P:1~1os;:~t<:n.., the rc~;arc"" cor's;oncnt of :.t .. dy 

,s coT1pto101·1 ..,oluntary Grrtf"Q p,onr s11on fo, the rosoarct,or to r~OIVO rosua o' t~ ()9!-e~!lmer.t9 w :f not 

tes-sen !he s .. rl c.1mp c•perencc )"Ou!' cti,ld 

C
-:-··--·; -- 7 

• I ¥ ; 
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.A e<:t~:,al nsk in this st1,;dy is :os.s of ccnfdentta 1:y. Conf..oe,n:ialrt( \\~H be proteciod ~o the extent tr.at 1s 
allo~ed by law U~ complellon. all surveys wll bo put in a scaled m:19:,z..ne envelope by the ~$YC. ... .Qlog1st 
and pro1JIded to the pnrcIpa1 .,,._,,a,-t1g31or An ID l\'!t.Jmber -.,.111 be assigr,ed to your ch1'd. and no one ~t the 

1nvos~•~i1tor a.no the P$ychoh:,gist "A•JI k.no,.., th'J ID numbers o~ i?ach participant Once co11p~1ed. a!i sur~ys 
..-,Ill be store-cf in :a '<:eked cat:llnet n tho rcsc:arct-«s :advi~ office , and <X,fy the researcher .;ind rer il'dvi!$o< 

w,11 ~a·.-e aoces~ to tnem The SLl'le)'S will be shreoo-:!d wl tnIn 5 ~-ears after the comple-11on or tne !ludy The 

resul~ of the sruay 'N il be ro~rted thro~h a do~orai dissertation. a professional ;<>Jmal and/or magazine 
ar1ic·c ;md conforon:c J::re~cnt:1hon1 T-·c na.-nes ;ar-,d tln)I' ether p~rtciPc,r-st 1dc:nM~ng 1nformil1ion \\".I not be 

t."JClude-d in an'/ publication. There ts a potent:al Mk of ms of confidenMhty " all email do,'wnloao~g. aM 
,rt0mo11ransactions 

f he rt!e.earchtH9 w.J try to pra~nt an)' problems tn3C could happen ~ause cl thl!I research You should let 
tho n:,sc::archers kncMI .at or.cc if thore is a problem and they 'NIii halp you However. TWU does not provide 
medical servlO:!-s or flnarcl.31 a~slstar..ce te< injur ,e9 tha~ might h.appen teca-.ise you are taking pi11 ,n this 

•~~uer.1,;li. 

Coe<oon 1s anOf.her pot-!nbal nsk. ~., a part1apant in th-s ~~udy. )'Otr child s p.11t1iopahon is co-np'ct~y ·rolunl.>ry 

and you may wr.hdraw r1rr,1hc:r 'rem res.earth at any time v.ithout penalty 

Partc1pa11on and Benefits 

Your Cht'<f9 ,n'/Of'l-eme-1"11 ,n 1h19 study J:, canple-tely volunt;:,ry :and 'JOU m:,y "ithd.·~11 your chiki frcm t!".,o s1udy 
at any tiwc- If you Ilk.~ results of thrs !ludy .. ,111 be provided lo you through a summary repo:1 once, tho c:1il1~ •~ 
analyzed.• 

Y<:1.J will bo givon :a oopy of t..tiis ~ncd :m:1 d-'1ed con~ont form to kcop. If you havo any qua&r.cm; abo .. 1 tt-o 

re-search &ludy )'OU shou·d as.; the re-sea,d'.ers. their phone nurnber5 are at U1e too of this form If you ha"~ 
quiesiior-5 about :,our nghl, ~, a p:1?1icip~l ,n lrus rese.1rch or lhc way this ~ucfy ~ t;oon corduc.ted you miJ~• 

contact the Te)..811 'Ncman's Unlveirsity Offica ct Research and Spof!SO<ed Pr~r.am!J a1 940-89B-l37B or 111a e
m;3il ."It IR8@t--,,u edu. 

Narne ol Partic1p3ting Sur. Camp Camper 

Signature of Parent Date 

•r, ~ou would llk-3 to knew the res .. lta ct t"',s study tell us "here 'f<::A.J want tnem to be aent 

Address 

·•;i,:•• ,, . ,, SJ 
l.111 .·••·" / , ',., ...,.•~• .. I .• .. •,.•.··• I \ "' ' . · · , ~I.I•,, •· • ·" ·' · ;t . r , 

I~ ~ -. ,A'__i_ I ( ' 
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TEXAS 'NOVA~-s UNrVERSITY 

PARENT CONSENT FOR MY CHILO TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH 

T1te An EY~oraton cl C-4 Effea,.,CJnO$S cf a Surf C.1mp C1,.~c1.o\,m on S:>:i.al Ccm;,e!onco Soc:...;ai $i<1ll1 
ard Seit-Concept Cha~-;Jes of CMj:en v,1tr1 Ar..tism Sp,eetrum Drsordcr 

:nvos~,;;~or· L:aure"'I C:ao.r.2n~L>;h. MS 
Ad'ol'sor-5 T cny Serv-o PhD 

JO)"CO Raden-~chct PtiD 

l:-.1v~n3ud"-~~1,u ~du 
tsen~@~hu edu 

Jr.:a:,,e.mx~•~twu ~du 

Your C."''i 'd rs t01~ as.kod to part~•pato ,n a re,o.arch stud:, for Ms Ca-van.a<ugh·s d<SS(Jrta!t01'\ at Toxas 
·,•,~Y'l·s u-.-.-c~,fy I ho p~~<,,o of tho rosoarch •~ to d~ormmc trio ch~-go 1n st~<font soc al compc1cnco 
soc,a: s.k,I :~. a~ solf-<:Ol"JCO'P< ,15 ,1 ros..;t of a two-~y 5-Urf camo for ~1vder-ts wrth autism spectrum d isoroor 
You~ cr,r<J r-.3s be,e,r, agf(ed to partic·:>ate ,n th-s s~udy eocauw r"lelsno Wll be pa-:,opat-rg \., me Surf 
Carrp on J\.fy 23-24 201 O 

A1 a pa~Iopan1 ,., t111s s:ui:r, your cM:l ,,,11 te a~ke<:J to complete the Sooal Skils lmptovement System (SSIS) 
aue&sn-~nt basod on ~he porcoptJons o' )'04.Jr ch,kj s ~oc,a: comcotenoe Your child ....,J also co-np·.-e~e t.r-ie 
Pe<., HMn~ 2 (PH2) ~etf esteeM a~sessment Both of t,.es.e suf\'eys "•" t,e admr.~te,ed to your cti,ld ty a 
P1yC""~lcg1s.t ,n the c:oo~at1ve The psrcho\c,gist Mr Smon,. ·",u ,.e,baltie the gu1dei,nes for proper 
completion ol t~ :ns~~sments ro your d'\:'.d ard ~ p,e~t wtu~ fC1.J child 100,•ieua;ly tates the s...Jrvey or 
•e.:1d e~ quest-on aloud to h1mrr.er Comc4et()('I cl t:otrt surveys should take no more tha.., 20 minutes eacn 
for 3 tot.11 of 40 mf"u!es f:<er se-ssion 

Ycur ch1•j ~,II t,e asl(ed to CO<T';::ifl'te those assessments t\\-.:> he-t~j(s pr-=< to thie surf camp ,~1at~) 
•:,t1C-1u·"19 tre surf camp. and then aga1., f'.A~J ,..,oek& fc~IO'Wln~ surl carno Mut,ple comp'~t•o"1 of the 
.usessment p-c~des t~e rese¥che<'& ,,,th ,nformat,oo on the cn~~os rovr ch•'-' m,ght oxper,ence bas.,d en 
the &urf C3n"'P curnculum _ aa wou as tho~, ovor oHoct rt NS ,n drt'orc~ orvironmcnts 

D .. r:na surl camp at v-o complot,on of oa,ch of tho 5 oos':4natod ac:,vit~s. }1ou:r cn,ld wf! ccmcloto a SURF 
Sooal Siun, ct-ic-cld1st This chc:k ,st co'\'Srsts cf ,1 !.<:'res of 7 q,-.0$:10~ :o dc:r.,rM1n0 \.\1'"-ethe:' t-~.'sho -.,·,n at'o 
to utltzo tho SURF sk,lls dJ"ng tho .1ctr.,1ty 

Ccm:-'oto,, of !ho SSIS .1nd the PH2 .1ro p.1r1 of. t--e cx,str.g surf c,:n,p c1..mc,..!um F1t,ng O'.J~ t~c~ 

,uses~ts ire a ncrna.: pa.rt cf tre surt camp e•.:::enerict Part<;1P3t10~ ,n tre reseairch cOT~ne-nt c1 study 

,, co~i;lotet, "clunt.1r1 Gr.a~in; pcrm,n<:n for l'"e rese,11c"•er to rece, .. e re~u~s of !he . .u~cnf1"cnts w 11 not 

ieu~(I tr,e swr ump ~•p~r~r-c@ '(Our ct'I ·.:, 

[ - .. ....... .... ] 
' ' .. ,.,. " .... ,. · .. ., . 

'• f • #, /, 
>f ., ... , , . _ ........ ,..,. . . ... ~~ ---- · ·-
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,\ poton1ial n:Jk ,n this :st\.dy is lo,s of con~denh.:ihly Con1iden11ahly ,,.111 te pic~ected lo !he ~xte"'lt that Is 
3J,o,,ved by !:,,w. Upon comple~cn. all sur\'eys .,,,II t:e pu~ 1n a sealed n,agazme en•~lope by ttte psycr-0log1st 

ar\'.J ~C• ..:e-.1 to the prir-c1P-!I mveatiga1or .A,n 10 number ,,,11 be t1nigncd to 1-cur chila. ond no enc bout t~c: 
,nv~,hg:itor ;ind Uie ~ychologist \\111 Imo"' th~ ID numt::era of each paniapant On~ completed. all sur,~y9 

will be stored ,n a IC<:ked c~net 1n ~he researdler·s advisors c,tfce. and cnly the researct-Er a"d he.r aa\'1sor 
·mll I 1dv~ cf\.U!bb lu I! ,u, 11 Tl'" bUI ''111)~ 11ill lJ0 ~,, euuc-LI ,,;u fr 1 :; ,e.11, ..ine, l' e 1.u111iJr.llu11 u< I' " '1I Uu'J Tl re 
r~ur?, of the stud)' wu: be reported thro1.gh a dXlornl dlssenaton. a profession~ Jourr.al andfe< maga.zin~ 

ar.tcle. ara conrerence c<esentauons Tre rarr"'!s and any other particu,ant 1den1if)'1rg 1nfomal1on 'Nil nDt ~ 
IncIuiM ;n c1ny cut,11:.aflon r,-,e,., is 3 po1en11;,1 r1S)( or 10,s or ccntidenll:.1llty In :111 ern:111 dC\\Ttlo:u:stng :and 
,nremer rransachons 

Tt-wt r1H:n.arr.hnrt .,.,,; try to pr,wnnt .an)' prnhr.m!ll 1h:a1 c:nuld happt!n ~CaL.-S" or lhi~ rl'!~r..1rc:h Y-~, l!.hnuld 11'!1 
the researctler!l Imai,, al once I there la a pr~em alY.l !tie'.,· n1II help )'OU Ho-,,ever. l'NU doe-s rc« p<0v1de 

rrooical ser.~ccs er fina~•aJ a:ssistarcc fer r1urios that might hawon because yQu ;ro taking part in this 
r~~.-;ir,:-t, 

Cocrc1:>n t3 another po,tentr.;al n~ As a ~r1icipant in this study, your chikh participa~'°" .:s c.omplmoly ,•ctunlar, 
and vo,j ma" with~w hm.•~r rrorn re~arch al Yi'( time .,.,,h:,tJt p~allv 

Pi1!1•cipat1on trd Oc;nen, 

Y¼r child's rvo~·cmont n thi$ $!Udy 3 c-:;,mpctc)' vclunt;r,- and ·,-oo may 'f,ithdraw your c..,,ld from the study 
.11 ;ui•1 tm41 If you hke rnsults o~ th11; ~ludy will be prov,dod to yoo throvg~ tt summary rei:ort orice cr,-,e da1a s 
.t"'.Jl'(ZCd • 

Qu_oi;iQn.a..Bo~il:Qina the S~uqy 

You ",II be given a COO)' of thi9 !,\)nod ard dato-d con:s.cf1t form to ~cop If you ha\'9 any Que~tion-s abo~ tho 
reg~arch study you shou\:l a!ik tr-e re-searchers. u,e11 phxie r.uni~rs a~e at the t~ of thcS rorm tr you h3~-e 
r,tn,r::nong ~t>:ut ,cur "gtns ~s ;3 p;:a"ta.::lp:int In thts resc:arcti O.' tro w:~y trtls ~ua,, ri:a~ t,c,cn c.on:,.ic,r.u:,, you m:iy 
coot.le! uie Tex.as Woma·rs UnNe..rsrty Orhce o1 Research ard Sporscred Programs at 940-6'98-3378 or Via~
"' .111 ;:at IR P,;;; ~.•,, 1 nr111 

Nan-~ of Paroc1pe1ing Surf Camp Camper 

Date 

'If }'Ou would ilk~ to knc,N tt·~ results or tt11! sti.-:i·,- tell u~ w"'t3re ~•ou want tnerr to oo gent 

t.,, ;u•.ul :. , '•I 
- . ii••~·,•; , Ir :,., • . "' ·.11il .--.ti t/ 
Hit ;Jl o'Jli' · • · I ~- •.,·•" _ _...,~ 'tf1 
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Dear potential participant, 

I will be conducting a study titled "An Exploration of the Effectiveness of a Surf Camp 
Curriculum on Social Competence, Social Skills, and Self-Concept Changes of Children 
with Autism Spectrum Disorder." The purpose of this study is to measure the effects of 
the surf camp curriculum on social competence, social skills, and self-concept changes. 
As part of the existing surf camp curriculum you will be asked to complete various 
assessments two weeks before surf camp, immediately following the two-day surf camp, 
then again two weeks after surf camp. I am asking your approval to be part of this 
research study. 

As part of the surf camp you will complete various assessments and questionnaires. 
Filling out these assessments are a normal part of the existing surf camp curriculum. For 
my research, I am asking your approval to collect and analyze these results in order to 
determine the effectiveness of the curriculum on social competence, social skills, and 
self-concept. Participating in this research component is completely voluntary. Granting 
permission for me to receive results of the assessments will not lessen the surf camp 
experience for you, your child, and/or the volunteers and staff. 

Due to the limited time prior to surf camp, I am emailing you an informational packet 
with a brief outline of the research along with your permission form. If you agree to be a 
part of this research, you can print out a copy and bring it with you to the student 
orientation on either July 8 or 9. If you have any questions concerning the research 
component you can email or call me at the email address and number provided in the 
consent form. I am also available if you wish to schedule a face-to-face meeting. I will 
also arrive two hours prior to the surf camp orientation and you may arrive early to ask 
any questions at this time. 

If you have any questions you may contact me at _____ , or 
lcavanaugh(i_,1twu.cdu. I would be more than happy to explain my research project further 
on the phone, through email, or can schedule a face-to-face meeting. 

See you all at the student orientation, 

Lauren Cavanaugh 
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TEXAS V'IOP.tAN S UNJVERSITY 

PARENT CONSENT TO PARTlCIPATE IN RESEARCH 

Tite An Eip:-Or:a!10"I o1 tr.e Etfec:ttveneiss of a Surf Ca.'Tlp ~mca·um on Soc.JJ Com~etene-e Soc.3J Sii<1ils. 
and Soif-Ccn~ Cr-.an;,es of Ch:drcn w!h Autism Sp~ctnrn O110,dt>r 

!n"o,~•gator Laur-on C.:a·,.1nm,g'i MS 
Ad-.·;-sor9 Terry Sonne. PhD 

Joyce Raoem~r. PhD 

lc.;1v.1naugh~1',·J edu 
tscnno@twJ odu 

,rad.ttma::hor@twv odu 

You aro l)e,i•11 .tskcd to ~rtic::•~!e ,n .:1 rese:»rch s!uc:ty for r,(s C:»v~n3ugn s d1sserUtoo :1t Tex:ls Wom~n s 
Uni•cr1rty Tho pr.,rpoie of the research :.s to dctetm1nc U-,e :h.m;e ,n studer,1 soc.al competence, soci..al s.i(1lls 
.and \0:1.corecpt .:as :a rcsutt of .:a t1,0-day s..rl camp fet sh..dents w,th :au!:sm spccinrn disorder You have teen 
al;i:Od to particp..a~o ,n ,~,s stud·1 b...-c.ausc 'fO'J :are tho p..1rcrt cl .:a c.1mpcr -''!!h .iuttsm 'ffho ,,,!I be pe>rticp~t,n; 
,n th9 Surf C'il"'"f:' ,;,n ),.Jl'f 2'-22. 20'◊ 

As a parent ~•c1pan! ,n the !ti..d'f vou wt be a~td to comp\eto the Sooal Slots lmprO\'ement Sy~em (SSIS) 
asse-ss~nt case-don uio percept,ons o-' yoor child s soc,a: corrc,etexe You ·11111 be as.<~d to com:,i·ete tl'\s 
,.ame .uses~nt ~o "'-eeks pr.or to the 5U'f camp. tmmt!date~ fot,owrg ~e surf camp and l"!en a,ga,n tw•o 
11eek~ tolk1111~ •~ CllT'P ~JJltr~,e compi.etions ot t!"''l a1seum,ent ~ovldei the res.earchers ·,,iv-, ,nform4tt.on 
on th! changes your cn,ld rr,ght erper:ence based on tne su1 camp CU'Tcu~m. as v,el' as the CMrf over effe-ct 
tt h,H tn dtfe<ent en_.1,ontTe-nt1 The ~-sycnolog,st v, S,mcn, wll e•pl,M U--e gutd,e-'lne, for proper 
ccrrc,et!On or the sJf\-ey It erouk2 take ~cu a01=,ox1mate!y 20 mnute-s to ccmp~e each ot tr~.ese 
:l'SS~'S~tS 

tn .l(!cJl!oi ro the SSIS, you '"II te a~.;ed to ccmciete a Surf Camp PerceptJon Questionnaire 
S,m,l:lr to the ssis )'OU wd ~ asked to cetnp!,e,te t'°':.ls questionna,.re l\\o ,'leeks rx-,c, to ~e surf comp, 
mmcd,alcty foto .. ,,,,g thi! surf catr'p and then agam t,,o weeks folk>'N1"'9 wrf camp The Quest;O(Vi.aue 
;::<o-.·ccc. the rose:uchor11A~th perce~1ons on h<:IN wrl camp l"'.1s impacted ywr child ,n relation to thf!or 10C1a1 
competence, so:,al ~<•l•s ~d se?f-concept a sho..ld take yo.J approi:rnatoly 10 to 15 m;nutes to ccmc,.'t;?te 
each of these Qu~tionn.aues 

Co'T'lp\t>hon of the- SSIS ard the ~rcep~1on questonnare a;re part of the e1,st1,~ SJ...rl camp cum:ulum Fd:1ng 

u\Jl tl1uw J:i.~4.r•~"'-"" :h, .,, u., 1•u11".al i.;Jal ur tire w,f 1..Jwµ ctµe, ·e,u.c F~1L'-1µatiun 111 l! c ,ee.a 1..11 \.v,11µv11c11t 

or stud)' r, completely vo\..nt31)' Granting i:,orm1is•on for thoe rosoarcho" to ro:o,~o resu~s o'. the ossessments 
\\·ii ~::.c 'c~scn 1ho surf c~np cc:;:cricrv.:c )'OJ )'OU' child and/or the •10lunteers :md st:a'l 

/-,."' ,,~ . '. ' . ~, 
. • f: " f : • ' • ~ f ';/', ,. •. ' 

.l't,,,. ... '. ,, , . 
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f:oliental Rlslics 

A potenti::.I ris$c: in this s~udy is lo-ss of confdenba!tty Conf det'l!iaMy ,rw1II be protec1ed to the e:..1en1 that ,s 

allo.,_e-d b:, I8\'f All 9uf'lle~s "''" be provide::S to ye~ by the ps)1cholog1st m a nagaztte em~lope. An ID number 
will be ass.'q:-ed to you, and r,o ore but the researcher aod tho psyche>\cgi$l v-ill l<not, the ID nurnbors of et1<:h 

particp.,nt Once completed, 311 9urvey, :ind q"'eslionn.ai•es w1l be stored ,n a loc~e:, c-abi~ ,n the 

res.earc"ler's ado,,1sor:1 office ar-d ~,y the researcher and t'.-e, aav,scr v.111 have access to them. At as!essments 
and quost,on"'airos 1,\1II be 5hredded within 5 years aftor the corrp'ction of tho stvcty The r~ull:. of tho stvjy 

""'" be repot1ed throi..,gh a doctcral dis$ert.:1t10n .a profess.,cr:al JOLSr.31 aoo'or magazir-e a.'11cle, 3M conference 

presentattar1. The names and any other partcIpart .dentt'•1tnQ ;nformat<on will not be included in any 
pubtw:alion There 1s a polent,al rslt o-f r~ of confiden1ialily in all em.1il, do'Nnlo;1,cfr·g .md in1cmc1 

trans.actions 

The roscarchors will try to prevent any problems tnat could h.aopon because of this rcse.>rch You &hould ~t 
lhe researchers li<now a! once d there Is a probl~m and they 'NIU help you Hawe•~r. T\'VU does not provtde 

modical sorv1~ or financial ;assistance for injur~ tha1 m~rt happon tocauso you aro taking part in this 

re-se:uch 

Coerc()l"I ,'S an01her p01en:1a1 "~ As a partiopant ,n ths ~udy. yovr p3rt-::;1pat!CC'l 15 con:::fetely voluntar,. and 
you may wllhdra-11 rrom this research at art)· hme .-,llhout ~enaly 

P t1'1icipation ard Ber-ef~! 

Y <XJr .-wolvement in this srudy is completely voluntary and yoo may v,1t1·<1raw from the stud)' at any time 
rt you hke. results of tnIs sti>Jy \11111 oe provided to you througn a ~11T1mar1 report once tne d;ata 1!1 a.n3lyzed. • 

You \\111 be Ql'ten a copy of this sgned and dated oonsent form ro k~ep. If you Mo,,e any quesbons a!Xlut tne 
rosc.:uch study you should :ssk tt·.c rese.an::t-crs. their ~one numbers ;re ;ii I.tie top of this form If yo;; havr, 

questions abou, )'OUr ~N! a, s pamcIpant in 1111a research o< ttie way tn,a study ha9 been ocnductt?d. )'Ou may 
cx::.nt:sd the Tc.,,:31 W0m:2n·~ Univet'Sity Office cf Rese:rch :ind Spo~$eted Programs -rt 940-89B-JJ78 or via e• 

m.aJI at I~ B@:1t'-'IJ -e-1u 

Narr.g of Pa.'11c1pant 

S~ratu!e of P~icipant Data 

·1t yo.; would hke to ~now the results of t'"rS s~udy p'ea6'3 1r,a;.cate where tney st-,,ou1d te sent 

Address: __________________ _ 

P:ige 2 o' 2 

I 
-- ---:;;;::-:: ,- -:-:-

- ... ,,;,. •t•, 1· ... ,.f• 
~ •• ! •• ,._' ., 1 ,, ••• i1 • 1 .. , 

_---...:..:.:::_.~. ;~L I{ 
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TEXAS ',','OMAN'S UNJVERSiTY 

PARENT CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESE.AACH 

T;tltJ An Eip(cr,11:cn cf the Ef'cd1v-,nl'.tss of a Surf C.itnp Ct..mc"'fum on Sooal Com~enco Soc,.al Skills. 
and Setf-Cor.:ept Ch~""'ge, of Ch11¢cn Nith A\.t1sm Spcctn.m 0:1ordcr 

1,west.9ator Lauren Cav;a-augh. MS 
Adv,scr, T My Serv,o, PhD 

Jo)·Ce Rademach~t. PhD 

l:avanaugh@t\\\J t"d'\J 
tsonno@t-,\J Od\J 

Jrad~.acher-g;~u edu 

Yo.; ;aro toing .1s.c:ed lo c~rtiop.110 1n ~ resc3teh s.~u:1y fo,:, Ms C3v:.1 .. .3..w;n s d1su-~:1bon :al Toi~s WCff'~n s 
Univor~~Y Tho puf"PO$e r:I tt·c researO' •s to detc,m,nc tt-e char.;<: 1n s1udel"",t soc,.al ccrepctc-cc. s.e>c1;:1I ~l.:;lls 
.ind s.olf <onccpt ~, :1 rC$-Ull of :1 MO·d~y ,url c~np fO" sh.dents \,,th .>ut,,m $pectt\Jm d .,order You havo been 
~sk(!(J to par-t1c1p.1ro ,n thl". Cujy boc~uso you .aro tho ,::.:aror-t ol a c.ampor wth aut $.m w~o ·,ml! bo partcpa~iniJ 
n tro Surf Ca~p on July 23-2-'. 2010 

A\ a p,:vent ~,..:1rtcpant 1n fho S:u,:j-1 ,cu wJ bo .1s.ked to corrplieto tr-c Soc,~1 Skills lm;,ro·~t Sy~tem (SSIS) 
a~sos.5mort b.1scd on tho perception, o' y:A)r ch,~.:rs soc..at com~tcnco You wil bo asked to compie~e this 
iamo asSO$Srront M'O 11e-ck.1 pnor to tho surl C«WT'IP :rrn--ec,ate{y foclO\w,g the sl..rl camp. and then ag31n f\.\'O 
~,~l(s fotlo,,~rg surf c.amp Muit~o compJ.ot10n1 o! tho tlS50J$mon1 prov<:~ tro rosoa,rch"""5 "'th 1nf or~a?1on 
on tho ch.1ngo-s )'Cur chid rT--.;Jht owpc,ronco b.110:1 on tno su-f c.:amp cvmc-Jum. as woll as t,..o carry c•10e ot'oc.t 
rt has in d1fforont cnwon"l"lerts The p,yc.hclog11t v..- Simons "'"" o.,p'.a n t.l'lo gu,dolros t0< p•c~or 
ccmplct1on of the survey It ~hoold take ycu a~<oiomatel·1 20 minutes to com~lotc each of thoso 
assenments 

In aci::1.,on to the SSJS you wll tio at,i(od to o:mp'otc an ~rl C~p Pcrcopt,on Quo1tonnat•c 
S1"'11lar :o tho SSIS you "'II bo asked to complelo t~s queslionn.arc two ·...-oe~s poor to the M.rl c.1mp 
1~irTic-dr.:a!cly foHaMng the '-Urf c.:,mp :snd then .>;.:sin tno ,,-eeks fo?CA•.ng surf c.amp Tt-.e Q;.)CStionn.lro 
P"OV•dos tho rcsc.,c~-ors -~h porcophons en ho-N surf ~mp h,u imp.:acted your chrd ,'("', relation to thcr' soc,:at 
corrpetenco scc-.;al skills and sntf-concept II sho1.id f.1\e )-OU .aDPOllll"..a!efy 10 fo 15 m,.n .... ~es to cx::mp'ete 
c.ch of t"'esc, Qucst<:nnares 

Complctcti of the SSIS .lrid the perception que~()nn:sre :tte p:srt of the cx~tng surf C3'T\P o.,.mculum F,·,ng 
~t thoso 2ssor.smorf.s ::w-o a ~~rm.-al p.:art o1 ~ho -.,...rl c:amp c•;:encnco P.ir11op.1ticn n ttio research component 

of study ,s corrr>ete-,y \/Olwrt3.!)'. Gran:1ng permiss-cn for tr-e re~earcr-.e< to rece,,...,·e results or tt\e J!.Se-1s.-nen1s 

wd not lest.en t.-c ~U"f ump c,pc,1cocc )'OU )'O.;.r ch1'd :;ar.:.'or t!"'c vol.,r"\tecrs ::and st:aff 

,,·•" · ·•· • 

, • . .:.: : ; I t£~ 
,,_,,..--·· . ...-.---·· ·"'. ·•'"' - ' 
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A po1ential nsl-. in tt'JS ~uj·,- is bss of confidentiality. ConfidentJalil)' \,, 11 bo protectod ~o tt-o extent that is 
~llowcd by law Ji;! :sur-1cys \\1II te pt"O\"idicd to you by t.he psychclogi$1 :i :i milg.>tre erwel.c~c An ID nurrbcr 
w1!J be o:>:»igncd to )OU . and ro Of1C b-.Jt the rc:icorchcr ond tt~= pl)·chologct .'11II ,no--. the 10 number:> of coch 
carticipar;t Once comple1ed. all surveys and quo:-tt>or-.!'laires v.illl bo stored n a lockod C3binot ·n the 
•~"'°'!',trr;~·, ~,;tv;,,;,,, ,.,_4r.,...,.. "'1ri r;-,nly th~ '~"!':11'1'.' h~r "ru;t h,:r "ljvi~1 \'Wlll t-..:w~ .tc-t:'~,~ tf;\ lh"!'m A,ll ~iff1'1rrtt'nt-; 

and que!>tlonnaire-5 wll be shredded w11hln 5 years aft-:r the ccmpet1on at tre stv:ly. The results or the slu<1)' 

wd bp roported throt,;h a doctoral dissertation. a professional joum;:ai and'or maigazir.in artide. and c.onf-:!<ti!f'1Ce 
~r~S-eflf ~iOM I ~ rt1!MS ana ar.y cthef p;.l11i1tit,JrH 1d~t't1,ly1f.9 11\10fr'tt3l6' will r\6( M 1rit).;dcd 1n .any 

publlcaton There 1s a po1ent1al ns.)( ot los.s at oonr dent.allry ,n a:1 email. downloac1:r-.9 . and 1ntern£:-I 
, r ar.s:achc:t,~ 

Tr-e researcnera w1II uy to pr8'lo•en1 an•( proeiiems that cou~~ hapi:En t>acause of thrs res.e.ardl . You s.Muld ~ 
the researchers know .u once rf trcro is ,1 p·ob'em .ind they ..-.ill help you However l\i\lU dco5 no, i;<o•.roe 
m':!d1cal ser,i.:es or fnanc,al assstanoo for ,r1unes that might h.eppen tecai..se yoo are t.ak.t"lg part in thiS 
rcscarcn 

Coomon 1s anotner p01on1ia1 nsk As a parucipaf"t in this study. your part-c1pa~oo ~ comcietely \'O'unt~r, and 
yau m.ty ,,,trdrnw frorn lhi, research .11 any lime wlhout pe1'1.Jlly 

P?rtiocat9fl and Benefr1!& 

Vour 1nvolv1:1rr~ 1n 1his study rs comp~;9ty volvn~ary and you may wlth<lraw trom the st1.:<J)' 3t ar,y t,me 
1r you :,.;I!, r!l!ult! of ttlt! al\JdJ nill ti! cron:ed to ,·ou ttlroujh a 5ll1lrnar, r@!'p.-)1 GflC'!' the IJ~ta i ~ -1n.Jly2.l!'d • 

You ,wl oe grven a copy of thrs e1gned a.,d dated corsent fom, to k1Jep. It you have any qu~hons about the 
r!l!U!::Uctl !l:ttny ~,:JU ,:t,aulrJ ~n:k IJIB ll!:!~:JrL11t:!r!I , lPlt!II pl,one rumt:ef! :ve :It 1t1e !DP cf this fOTTn If yt:IU f\;\10 

queet--0ns about yolJ! ng:w~ ai a partcio,ant in 1his res.earth or tre way ttus s1u:t)• ras t>ee-n ccndrxted. you m:1y 
cOt'toct t~ Tex3s Womans Ur.-.iers.ry or1ee or R.esesrch 3/ld SpD1$0t'ed Progr.:irrs :it 940-898-3378 Cf'" via c 

rra1f at IRB(c)lwu n:fo 

Sgn.ature at Part1opant Dale 

/

' 1 t/ l ' , •: 
', ! 1·'- ' t ' . .. ~. ,. : 

~ .... ' ~ ; . ~ 
L _ ::_::., ~· i - , t. 
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Dear potential participant, 

I will be conducting a study titled "An Exploration of the Effectiveness of a Surf Camp 
Curriculum on Social Competence, Social Skills, and Self-Concept Changes of Children 
with Autism Spectrum Disorder." The purpose of this study is to measure the effects of 
the surf camp curriculum on social competence, social skills, and self-concept changes. 
As part of the existing surf camp curriculum you will be asked to complete a social skills 
checklist with your camper at the completion of each of the five activities at surf camp. I 
am asking your approval to be part of this research study. 

As part of the surf camp you will complete the SURF Steps Checklist to rate your camper 
on his/her performance. Filling out these checklists are a normal part of the existing surf 
camp curriculum. For my research, I am asking your approval to collect and analyze 
these results in order to determine the effectiveness of the curriculum on social skills. 
Participating in this research component is completely voluntary. Granting permission for 
me to receive results of the assessments will not lessen the surf camp experience for you 
and your camper. 

Due to the limited time prior to surf camp, I am emailing you an informational packet 
with a brief outline of the research along with your permission form. If you agree to be a 
part of this research, you can print out a copy and bring it with you to the surf camp 
volunteer orientation on July 20. If you have any questions concerning the research 
component you can email or call me at the email address and number provided in the 
consent form. I am also available if you wish to schedule a face-to-face meeting. I will 
also arrive two hours prior to the volunteer orientation and you may arrive early to ask 
any questions at this time. 

If you have any questions you may contact me at -----~ or 
lcavanaugh@1),twu.edu. I would be more than happy to explain my research project further 
on the phone, through email, or can schedule a face-to-face meeting. 

See you all at the volunteer orientation, 

Lauren Cavanaugh 
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TEXAS WO'AA.N S UNfVERSITY 

SURF CAMP STAfFNOLUNTEER CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE !N RESEARCH 

Tit-e An E•p'e<aton r:I. t~ Erfech·eness ~ a Sur1 C:lrnp Cumcu}..tm c<1 Socia.' Ccrr~renc~ Sod.JI $1(1[1 

.rd Seif-Concept Cn.1r-;e, r:I C"'i!drcn \\,th ALt.1,rn Specirum O110rder 

ln'l'OS!~~or Lauren Ca·.-ana~r,, MS 
.-\cvrsors Terry Sonr<t Pt-O 

Joyce Rct~rrad'or. PhD 

IC-a\'i.""<"H;gh@tN";J cdu 
twrno@twu odu 

1rc1dcmac.hor@tNJ odu 

Ycu :are be,ng :a~~ed to p.srtc•P-!te an a res.earci., study for Ms Ca·,anaugh·s C.$Sert.a!ion at Texas WoMan·s 
Unrver,,ty Tho purpose of the resc~rch •S to de-!e-rm,r,e lhe cr-~nge in st1..dent soc-3:! competence scc.ai skills 
3rd sclf-c.or,cep( :.s a resui: ct a t'H::>-Qy surf c..:smo for $!ude""ts w,th :iuhsm s~ecuum dis.o<dcr Yc\J r-..1vc t:ecn 
.;asli:od to part,cs:ato 1!"'! tr1s study bec.J;,;se )OU :,re ~ st.;aff,\-ot...neeer who wJl be p~rtc,::.:atr-g an tho Surf 
C',.,.,~ on J•Jy 21.22. 2010 

As a S.:aff/'/Cluntccr p;artc::~~nt in I.no study curing s.yrf c.i,n,p you will bo rcqUtrod to com~loto tho SURF Soc1a1 
Sk,~!s Ct-ockhst based on lt-c:, porfcrmc1ncc cl )"CY' camper ,n 5 v.r.-O.Js S,!...rl c.-np actrvrt1os Tt--., chockhst \\\II 
bo firied at tho oorn.:::lct-:n cf Cil<:h do1,gni1tod ae!rvrty dunng surf camp 

Ccrrp'ctoi of tho SURF C.amp Seo.al Skits CJ-ec.idrsts .aro p;art d !he cxist,n; s~ c.a'T'P C\..mtulum F lH"Q ov. 
11"e~ as~ume-nts are a normal part cl t."-! surl camp ex,:~neoce Partt::.apaton in ltle research component of 

Sh>:fy ,s corp(Ht',"y vountary Grantr9 pcrrr~s1on fci- tho rescarchor lo ,.,cc,-.-o result$ of tho ""o,nmon-.s \\~II 

n:>~ ~uen the surf camp elr:,ene•nO! you. your cJ'\ld. a~or the vo1>.xit~ and $lat1 

A potent.ti r3k. ,n this study .s lou of confid~n!talrty Coofident;allty wll ~ pro!e~ed to the eden! !hat rs 

a rewed tyy 1aw All SvrYO)'S w,t be prov~ to you by tho ps~ho'cg,st 11"1 :a mao.1Tno cnw-nlopo >'11 10 numtcr 
w,11 be .u,•goed ro )'Ou, and no one b.-1 the resea•~r a..-d the PS)'ChO~<''St v,111 knc,N t"ie ID numbe-, of eac~ 

cart~Ipa~t Or,,c.o rompotod a1 surw1~$ an.:1 Questionn;arcs \'1111 t::c stcred ,n a locked ~b11"1Ct in the 

res.,e.1tcr-.e-ts .Jd"1sc,s or:ee a"'d only v,e researct-ier and ~er ad'liSO< .... ,11 na .. -e acetts to them A:t aue~srrents 
,mll (~lJO!a!IUIIIW.lU1, .-111! be 1J11,rr)Jc,J ,.,,thin j )'C.tl$ .ar.e1 11 C u.>111µ'e':rua ur Ure ~,~u, Tl C l~U't$ ur the S.IUlJy 
w.1 be repo"ted through a docte<al d1sser:atJon. a pro'css.ona! J0umal arid.'or rN1~a~no artiele ard conferenUl 
,uascnt~hons The n::tmcs .ind :,ny ether p.1t1•c1p:1nt ,dent.i,-.,·i~ ,n'orm:,Lon w1l! not be 1nclude-:, ,n :my 
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APPENDIXG 

SURF Steps Checklist 
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Stay in the group 

Use my SEE steps 
• Sound 
• Expression 
• Eye Contact 

Remember to ask questions 

form a friendship 
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APPENDIXH 

SURF Camp Social Skills for Group Activities Presentation Protocol 
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THE SURF CAMP SOCIAL SKILLS FOR GROUP ACTIVITIES 

Presentation Protocol 

Goals: Present the SEE Steps for Body Language 
Present the SURF Camp Social Skill Steps 
Conduct Verbal Practice of the SURF Camp Steps 
Present the SURF Skill Book Mark 
Explain the SURF Skill Checklist 

Materials: Power Point Slides: 

#1 
#2 
#3-5 
#6-7 
#8-9 
#10 
#11 
#12-13 
#14 
#15-17 
#18-22 
#23-24 

Title Page 
Cue Card # 1: The SEE Steps 
Sound 
Expression 
Eye Contact 
Using My SEE Steps 
Cue Card #2: The SURF Steps 
Stay in the Group 
Use My SEE Steps 
Remember to Ask Questions 
Form a Friendship 
SURF Steps 

Camper Folders (1 per person) 
Pencils (1 per person) 
Highlighters (1 per person) 
Camper Handouts: 

Cue Card #1. The SEE Steps 
SEE Step Checklist 
Cue Card #2. The SURF Steps 
SURF Steps Bookmark 
SURF Steps Checklist 

Preparation: Assemble Folders 
Review the Presentation Protocol 
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Part I: Present the SEE Steps 

A. Give an Advance Organizer 

1. State the purpose of today's group. "Today you are going to learn a set of 'SURF 
Camp Social Skills for Group Activities'." 

2. 2. State your expectations. "You will need to listen carefully and participate in the 
discussion on how to learn these skills so you can use them during surf camp." 
Distribute the camper's folders. Explain to the students that inside the folders are cue 
cards and handouts that will help them learn the skills and use them at surf camp. 

B. Introduce and Describe "Social Skills" 

1. Define "social skills." "Social skills are skills you use when you talk, play, and work 
with people. Good Social skills help you get along with your friends, classmates, 
parents, teachers, and other adults." 

2. 2. Explain parts of social skills. "Social skills are divided into two parts. The first 
part includes how we sound and look when we speak. The second part includes the 
words we use when we speak." 

C. Describe the SEE Steps 

Show Slide #2 (Cue Card 1). Prompt students to open their folder and look at their copy 
of Cue Card 1. 

1. Define body language. "The first part of a social skill includes the way we sound and 

look when we speak. This is called body language." 

2. Introduce the SEE Steps. "To help you remember how to use good body language 

when you speak, you can think of the word, 'SEE'." 

"Let's look at Cue Card I. You will see that 'S' stands for sound. This is how your 
voice sounds when you speak at surf camp. Your voice can be too loud, too soft, or 
just right." 
"The first 'E' in SEE stands for expression. This is how your face looks when you 
are working or playing with someone at surf camp. Your face can look unfriendly or 
friendly." 
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D. 

"The second 'E' in SEE stands for eye contact. If you are not using eye contact, you 
are looking away while a friend is speaking to you. If you are using eye contact, you 
are looking into your friend's eyes to listen or to speak." 

Show Live Models of the SEE Steps 

Display Slide # 3-5 (Sound) and refer campers to the SEE Step Checklist in their folders. 

1. Review "Sound" and show model video clips #1-#3 (slides 3-5) as students mark 
the "Sound" section of their SEE Step Checklist. 
"Let's talk about sound. How can our voices sound when we speak?" (students 
repeat "too loud, too soft, or just right'') 
"Good. Now, let's look at three surf campers to see if we can identify the sound of 
their voices as they speak. One camper will show a "too loud" voice, one a "too soft" 
voice, and one a voice that is ''just right". You can mark which voice is which on 
your checklist." 
Review and discuss student responses on the checklist to see if they have marked the 
correct choice. 
Display Slide # 6 (Expression) and refer campers to the SEE Step Checklist in their 
folders. 

2. Show model video clips #4 and #5 (slides 6-7) as students mark the "Expression" 
section of their SEE Step Checklist. 
"Now let's think about expression. How can the expression on our faces be when we 
speak?" (students repeat "unfriendly, friendly") 
"Good. Now, let's look at two campers to see if we can identify the expression on 
their faces as they speak. One camper will show us an "unfriendly face" and another 
camper will show us a "friendly" face. You can mark which face is which on your 
checklist." 
Review and discuss student responses on the checklist to see if they have marked the 
correct choice. 
Display Slide# 8 (Eye contact) and refer campers to the SEE Step Checklist in their 
folders. 

3. Show model video clips #6 and #7 (slides 8, 9) as students mark the "Eye 
contact" section of their SEE Step Checklist. 
"Finally, let's think about eye contact. Where can our eyes be looking when we listen 
or speak to someone?" (students repeat "looking at the person, looking away'') 
"Now, let's look at two campers to see if we can identify which one is using eye 
contact. The camper not using eye contact will look away as he speaks to us. The 
camper using contact will look at us when he speaks." 
Review and discuss student responses on the checklist to see if they have marked the 
correct choice. 
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4. Review the SEE Steps (slide 10). Refer students again to Cue Card 1 in their 
folders and ask them: 
"What does the "S" stand for?" (students should state "sound'') 
"How do you think our voices should sound at surf camp?" (students should state 
"just right"). 
Correct. Our voices should sound just right? Tell campers to circle the words "just 
right" on their cue cards. 
"What does the first "E" stand for?" (students should state "expression'') 
"How do you think our faces should look at surf camp?" (students should state 
''friendly"). 
"Correct. Our faces should look friendly?" Tell campers to circle the word 
''friendly" on their cue cards. 
"What does the second "E" stand for? (students should state "eye contact") 
"Where do you think our eyes should be doing when we listen or speak to a friend at 
surf camp ? (students should state "looking at the person"). 
Correct. Our eyes should be looking in our friends' eyes when we listen or speak to 
them. Tell campers to circle the word "looking" on their cue cards. 

Show model video clips #8 (slidel0) for review 

Part II: Present the SURF Steps 

A. Give an Advance Organizer 

1. Review previous learning. "You just learned the SEE steps and how to use them 
when you are listening and speaking to a friend." 

2. State the purpose of this part of the group. "Now you will learn four social skills 
that are important to use during surf camp so that you can have fun and make new 
friends." 

3. State your expectations. "You will need to listen carefully and participate in the 
discussion on how to learn these skills so you can use them during surf camp." 
Show Slide #11 (Cue Card 2). Prompt students to open their folder and look at their 
copy of Cue Card 2. 
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B. Describe the SURF Steps 

1. Present the "SURF Steps" "The four skills to use during surf are: Stay in the group; 
Use your SEE steps; Remember to ask questions; and Form a friendship." 
"Can you tell me what the first letter in each step spells?" (students reply "Surf'') 
"Correct. The word SURF will remind us of what to say and do while we work and 
play in groups at surf camp." 
Display Slide # 12 (Stay in the Group) 

2. Define "Stay in the Group". "The first step in SURF is to stay in the group. What do 
you think it means to stay in a group?" Elicit student responses. 
"Let's watch a video of Gavin, a camper participating in morning yoga to see whether 
or not he stays in the group." 
Play video clip #9 (slides 12). "Was Gavin staying and participating in the group?" 
Play the second video (slide 13). "Was Gavin in the group and participating?" 
Display Slide #14 (I'he SEE Steps) 

3. Define "Use my SEE steps" "The second step in SURF is to use your SEE steps. 
We just finished learning these so now let's watch them in action. 
Play video clip #11. "Did Brody use his SEE steps to talk to Callie?" 

"What did Callie do as she talked to Brody?" 
Display Slide # 15 (Remember to ask questions). Prompt students to open their folder 
and look at their copy of the Friendly 5 cue card. 

4. Define "Remember to ask questions". "The third step SURF Step is remember to 
ask questions. It is important to ask questions when working and playing with other 
campers and volunteers at surf camp." 

5. To help us remember to ask questions we will remember something called the 
'Friendly 5.' The Friendly 5 are 'who, what, why, when, and where.' We will use 
these words to ask questions in surf camp. 
"Let's now watch videos of campers building sandcastles at surf camp." 
Display Slide # 18 (Form a friendship) 

Define "Form a Friendship" "The last step in the SURF Steps is to form a friendship. A 
friend is someone you like to hang out with, talk to, and have fun with. We will use the 
SURF social skills steps to help us make new friends at surf camp." 
"Lets now watch videos of campers signing T-shirts at the last day of surf camp." 
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Part III: Conduct Verbal Practice of the SURF Steps 

A. Give an Advance Organizer 

1. Review previous learning. "You just learned the SURF Steps and how to use them 
when you are listening and speaking to a friend." 
"Now let's listen to campers review them one more time." Slides 23 & 24 

2. State the purpose of this part of the group. "Now let's practice rehearsing them so 
we will remember how to use them at surf camp. 

3. State your expectations. "You will need to listen and have fun as we learn them." 

B. Conduct Rapid Fire Rehearsal Drill 
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Learning Through Sun Sand and SURF Camper Folders 
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Sfay In ·the group 
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- · Remember to ask questions/-,; 
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Sound 
HOW YOUR VOICE SOUNDS 

• Too loud 
• Too soft 
• Just right 

Expression 
HOW YOUR FACE LOOKS 

• Unfriendly 
• Friendly 

Eye contact 
LOOKING INTO THE OTHER PERSON'S EYES 

• Not looking at the person 
• Looking at the person 
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The SEE Steps Checklist 

SOUND 
Too Loud Too Soft Just Right 

Slide #3 ~ ~ ~ 
Slide #4 ~ ~ ~ 
Slide #5 ~ ~ ~ 

EXPRESSION 
Unfriendly Friendly 

Slide #6 - -
~) g g 

~ 

-

Slide #7 - -i i g g 
~ ~ 

......._ ..,,.,, 

EYE CONTACT 
Not Looking at the Looking at the 

Person Person 
Slide #8 ~ @@) 
Slide #9 ~ @@) 
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Stay in the group 

Use my SEE steps 
• Sound 
• Expression 
• Eye Contact 

Remember to ask questions 

form a friendship 
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Friendly 5 
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Name 

Activity ________ _ 

The SURF Ste -

3 2 1 
Did I: Yes Sometimes No 
Stay in the group? 
Use my SEE steps? 

• Sound 
• Eye contact 
• Expression 

Remember to ask 
questions? 
Form a friendship? 

Total 
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Surf Camp Social Skills Video Scripts 
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THE SURF CAMP SOCIAL SKILLS 
VIDEO SCRIPT 

CLIPS 1 -3 {SEE Steps - Sound) 

Narrator: "Remember, when you talk, the sound of your voice can be too loud, too soft, 
or just right." 
"Let's watch Brody to see if the sound of his voice is too loud, too soft, or just right." 

#1 
Too Loud Voice (Actor 1): "I am really excited about surf camp." 

#2 
Too Soft Voice (Actor 1): "I am really excited about surf camp." 

#3 
Just Right Voice (Actor 1): "I am really excited about surf camp." 

CLIPS 4-5 {SEE Steps - Expression) 

Narrator: "Remember, when you talk, your expression can be unfriendly or 
friendly." 
"Let's look at Brody's expressions of unfriendly and friendly." 

#4 
Unfriendly Expression (Actor 1): "I am really excited about surf camp." 

#5 
Friendly Expression (Actor 1): "I am really excited about surf camp." 

CLIPS 6 - 7 {SEE Steps - Eye Contact) 

Narrator: "It is important to use good eye contact when you are talking or listening 
to someone. Eye contact means to look into the other person's eyes and not look away." 

"Let's look at Brody's eye contact and see ifhe looks away or ifhe looks at us." 

#6 
Look Away (Actor 1): Look at the floor and say, "I am really excited about surf 

camp." 
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#7 
Look into Eyes (Actor 1): Look at the camera and say, "I am really excited about surf 

camp." 

CLIP 8 (SEE Steps - SEE) 

Narrator: "The SEE steps remind us of how to use good body language." 

"S stands for the sound of our voice. Our voice sound should be just right." 

"The first E stands for the expression on our face. Our expression should be friendly." 

"The second E stands for eye contact. This means we look into the person's eyes when 
talking or listening." 

"Let's look at how Brody uses all three of his SEE steps to tell Callie he is excited about 
surf camp." 

#8 
Brody (Actor 1 ): 

Callie (Actor 2): 

Walk up to Callie, look at her and say, "Callie, how are you? I 
am really excited about going to surf camp." 

Look at Brody and say, "Hi, Brody, I'm just fine. I went to 
surf camp last year and it was a blast." 

CLIPS 9 - 10 (Stay in the group) 

Narrator: "Here is a group activity scene from surf camp. Let's look to see if Callie is 
staying in the group." 

#9 
Callie not in the group (Actor 3): Leave the yoga group, and begin playing in the sand 

Callie in the group (Actor 3): Participate in yoga pose with the rest of the group. 

CLIP 11 (Use your SEE Steps} 

Narrator: "You already know how to use the SEE Steps. Let's review those steps 
and see how to use them in an arts and crafts activity." 
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#11 
Everyone Using SEE Steps (Actors 1, 4, 5): 

Everyone, pretend to be painting.frames at the arts and crafts table. 

Actor 1 and Partner: 

Actor 1 (Actor 1): at table uses just right sound of voice, friendly expression, and eye 
contact and says to partner, "I like the shells you found to put on your frame." 

Partner uses just right sound of voice, friendly expression, and eye contact and says to 
Actor l, "Thank you. I like your frame, too." 

CLIPS 12-14 (Remember to Ask Questions) 

Narrator: Remembering to ask questions is an important social skill when working 
and playing together at surf camp. Let's look at three questions that begin with some of 
the words of the Friendly 5 questions. 

Everyone: Participate in a sand castle building activity. 

#12 
"Would you like to play with me?" Actor 4 and Partner: 

Actor 1 is building a sand castle. Partner approaches the group and watches everyone. 

Actor 4 looks at partner and says, "I'm building a sand castle. Would you like to play 
with me?" 

Partner says, "Yes, that really looks like fun." 

#13 
"Where should I put this bucket of sand?" Actor 2 and Partner: 

Actor 2 looks at partner and says, "Where should I put this bucket of sand?" 

Partner points on the ground and replies, "How about over there." 

#14 
"What else do we need?" Actor 3 and Partner: 
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Actor 3 says to a person in the group, "What else do we need?" 

Partner replies "How about a moat?" 

Actor 3 replies with, "Okay! Can you help me build a moat?" 

CLIP 15 (Form a Friendship) 

Narrator: "Using the SURF Steps will help you make new friends. A friend is someone 
you like to hang out with, talk to, and have fun with. Let's watch some campers as they 
use their SURF Steps in a T-shirt signing party right before they go home. 

Everyone: Sign T-shirts and talk among one another by staying in the group, 
using the SEE steps, and remembering to ask the "Friendly 5" questions. 

#15 
Actor 1 and Adult: Actor 1 says, "Why are we getting our T-shirts signed?" 

#16 
Actor 2 and Partner: 

#17 
Actor 3 and Partner: 

#18 
Actor 4 and Partner: 

Adult 1 says, "So we can remember everyone we met at 
surf camp." 

Actor 2 says, "Where would you like me to sign my name 
on your shirt? 

Partner 2 points to place on shirt and says, "I think this 
would be a good place." 

Actor 3 shows his partner different color sharpies and says, 
"What color marker would you like me to use? 

Partner 3 points to the blue marker and says "I like the 
blue one" 

Actor 4 says, "Would you like to hang out with me when 
we get back from surf camp?" 

Partner 4 says "Yes, I would. I'll give you my phone 
number so we can get together. 
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#19 
Actor 5 and Adult: Actor 5 says, "When do I get to see everyone again?" 

Adult 5 says "In two weeks when we watch the surf camp 
video." 

CLIP 16 {Review and Verbal Practice of the SURF Steps) 

Narrator: "Wow! You have learned a lot today. The SURF Steps are very 
important to know. Let's review them one more time. 

#16 
Actor 1: 

Actor 2: 

Actor 3: 

Actor 4: 

Hold up an Sand say, "The S step reminds me to stay in the 
group". When I use the 'S' step, I am in the group and thinking about what 
is going on at all times." 

Hold up a U and say, "The U step reminds me to use my SEE Steps. 
When I use the SEE steps, the sound of my voice is just right, my 
expression is friendly, and I use eye contact when I am talking or 
listening to others." 

Hold up an Rand say, "The R step reminds me to ask questions that begin 
with the 'Friendly 5', such as "What is your name? Would you like to play 
with me? When are we having lunch? Where is my sunscreen?" "Why 

can't we stay longer?" 

Hold up an F and say, "The F step reminds me to form a friendship 
while I am at surf camp. My surf camp social skills will help me 
make new friends." 
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APPENDIXK 

Surf Camp Activity Lesson Protocols 
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Lesson Protocol for Surf Camp SURF Social Skills Review 

GOAL ➔ To review the SEE steps and SURF Steps prior to beginning surf camp 
activities 

MATERIALS ➔ individual surf camp camper folders 

Give an Advance Organizer 
1. State the purpose of the activity. "During surf camp we will be participating in 

5 activities where we will need to use our SURF Steps. Before coming to surf 
camp, we learned the SURF Steps and how to use our checklists, and now we will 
briefly review this again." 

2. State your expectations. "You'll need to listen while we review the steps so we 
know how to properly use them during each activity. When we are finished with 
each activity, you will use your SURF Steps Checklist to rate yourself." 
Distribute camper folders 

Give Directions 
1. Review the SURF Steps and conduct rapid fire rehearsal drill 
2. Review the SEE Steps and conduct rapid fire rehearsal drill 

• Have campers give examples of each step (similar to the video) 

3. Recite the Friendly 5, and come up with questions beginning with each word. 
4. Present the camper copy of the checklist and review how to grade themselves. 

Give a Post-Organizer 
1. Review the purpose of the SURF Camp Social Skills Review. "We just 

reviewed our SURF Steps Checklist and now you are ready to use them in our 
surf camp activities." 
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Lesson Protocol for Surf Camp Picture Frame Activity (1) 

GOAL ➔ To create a picture frame for a surf camp picture to share with others. 

MATERIALS ➔ Paint, paint brushes, blank picture frames, seashells, stickers ... 

Give an Advance Organizer 
1. State the purpose of the activity. "Today you're going to create your own 

picture frame. We will be taking lots of pictures during surf camp. You can 
choose your favorite picture to put into your picture frame. When you get back 
home, you can show your framed picture to your friends and family." 

2. State your expectations. "You'll need to listen and follow directions on how to 
make your frame. When we are all finished, you will use your SURF Steps 
Checklist to see how you did when making your frame." 
"The materials you will need to make your frame are in front of you on the table" 

Give Directions 
1. Paint most of your frame blue 
2. While your frame is drying pick your favorite seashells and stickers you want to 

put on your frame 

Monitor Work 
Observe campers as they work and offer needed assistance until everyone has painted 
their frame. 

Give a Post-Organizer 
1. Review the purpose of the picture frame. "Today you each painted your 

picture frame. You can put your favorite surf camp picture in your frame and 
share it with your friends and family. Tomorrow we will decorate our picture 
frames when they are dry." 

2. Ask campers to complete the SURF Steps Self-Checklist. "Good job! This has 
been a really fun activity and I like the way each of you worked really hard and 
painted your frames. Now, you can use your SURF Steps Checklist to see how 
well you think you used each of the skills." 
Distribute the checklist and have campers complete it. 

3. Preview the next activity for using the SURF Steps. "You did a great job 
following direction and using your SURF social skills. After participating in the 
paddle relay this afternoon you will have another chance to complete your 
checklist." 
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Lesson Protocol for Surf Camp Paddle Relay Activity 

GOAL ➔ To work together with other surf camp campers to participate in a paddle relay 

MATERIALS ➔ Red surfboard 

Give an Advance Organizer 
1. State the purpose of the activity. "Today we are going to participate in a paddle 

relay activity. You will need to work together with you team so that everyone can 
finish the relay race." 

2. State your expectations. "You'll need to listen and follow directions on whose 
turn it is to go in line. When you are not paddling, you need to cheer on the rest of 
your teammates. You need to listen and pay attention to me so you know which 
team you are on." 

Give Directions 
1. Line up one behind the other behind the surfboard 
2. One at a time, paddle to the volunteer standing in the water. When you reach 

him/her, turn around and paddle back to your team. 
3. While watching your teammates, cheer the rest of your team on. 

Monitor Work 
Observe campers as they paddle and wait their turn. 

Give a Post-Organizer 
1. Review the purpose of the picture frame. "Today you each participated in a 

paddle relay. You all worked together so everyone on your team could finish the 
relay." 

2. Ask campers to complete the SURF Steps Self-Checklist. "Good job! This has 
been a really fun activity and I like the way each of you worked really hard to 
finish the relay. Now, you can use your SURF Steps Checklist to see how well 
you think you used each of the skills." 

Distribute the checklist and have campers complete it. 

3. Preview the next activity for using the SURF Steps. "You did a great job 
following direction and using your SURF social skills. After participating in the 
sandcastle activity this evening you will have another chance to complete your 
checklist." 
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Lesson Protocol for Surf Camp Sandcastle Activity 

GOAL 
• To listen carefully to the instructor and learn how to make a sandcastle 

MATERIALS 
• Shovels, pales, seashells ... 

Give an Advance Organizer 
1. State the purpose of the activity. "Today you're going to listen to a sandcastle 

building activity. You will have a change to make sandcastles while at surf camp, 
and the next time you go to the beach with your friends and family." 

2. State your expectations. "You'll need to listen and follow directions on how to 
make sandcastles. When the presentation is done, you will use your SURF Steps 
Checklist." 

Sandcastle presentation 

Give a Post-Organizer 
1. Review the purpose of the picture frame. "Today you each observed and 

participated in a sandcastle building presentation." 

2. Ask campers to complete the SURF Steps Self-Checklist. "That was a great 
presentation! This has been really fun to learn how to make sandcastles. Now, you 
can use your SURF Self-Checklist to see how well you think you used each of the 
skills." 

Distribute the checklist and have campers complete it. 

3. Preview the next activity for using the SURF Steps. "You did a great job 
observing /participating and using your SURF social skills. After participating in 
arts and crafts tomorrow you will have another chance to complete your checklist. 
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Lesson Protocol for Surf Camp Picture Frame Activity (2) 

GOAL 
• To finish the picture frame for a surf camp picture to share with others. 

MATERIALS 
• seashells, sand, stickers, glue ... 

Give an Advance Organizer 
1. State the purpose of the activity. "Today you're going to finish your own 

picture frame. We will be taking lots of pictures during surf camp. You can 
choose your favorite picture to put into your picture frame. When you get back 
home, you can show your framed picture to your friends and family." 

2. State your expectations. "You'll need to listen and follow directions on how to 
finish your frame. When we are all finished, you will use your SURF Steps to 
talk about the frame you have made." 
"The materials you will need to make your frame are in front of you on the table" 

Give Directions 
1. Pick your favorite seashells and stickers you want to put on your frame 
2. Decide where you want to put your seashells and stickers on your frame. Then 

come see me and I will help you glue them on your frame 

Monitor Work 
Observe campers as they work and offer needed assistance until everyone has 
completed their frame. 

Give a Post-Organizer 
1. Review the purpose of the picture frame. "Today you each finished your 

picture frames. You can put your favorite surf camp picture in your frame and 
share it with your friends and family." 

2. Ask campers to share their completed frames with one another. "Your frames 
look great. Let's take turns showing and talking our frames. Show your frame 
and tell us what kind of picture you would like to put in your frame. Also, tell us 
who you will share it with when you get home. 

3. Ask campers to complete the SURF Steps Self-Checklist. "Good job! This has 
a been a really fun activity and I like the way each of you talked about your frame 
and who you will be sharing it with. Now, you can use your SURF Self-Checklist 
to see how well you think you used each of the skills." 
Distribute the checklist and have campers complete it. 

4. Preview the next activity for using the SURF Steps. "You did a great job 
following direction and using your SURF social skills. After participating in the 
T-shirt signing activity you will have another chance to complete your checklist. 
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Lesson Protocol for Surf Camp T-Shirt Signing Activity 

GOAL 
• To have your surf camp friends sign a surf camp T-shirt so we can remember 

everyone we met at camp. 

MATERIALS 
• T-shirts, permanent markers 

Give an Advance Organizer 
1. State the purpose of the activity. "Today you're going to have the friends you 

met at surf camp sign your T-shirt." 
2. State your expectations. "You'll need to ask your friends to sign your T-shirt. 

Remember to use your SURF and SEE steps when asking your friends. When we 
are all finished, you will use your SURF Steps to talk about the friends you asked 
who signed your T-shirt." 
Distribute markers and T-shirts to surf camp participants 

Give Directions 
1. Pick your favorite permanent marker to have people sign your shirt 
2. Use your SURF Steps to ask surf camp members to sign your shirt 

Monitor Work 
Observe campers as they work and offer needed assistance until everyone has had their 
shirts signed 
Give a Post-Organizer 
1. Review the purpose of the picture frame. "Today you each asked your new 

friends to sign your shirts. You can wear these shirts after surf camp and show 
them to your friends and family." 

2. Ask campers to share their completed frames with one another. "Your T
shirts look great. Let's take turns showing and talking about our T-shirts. 

3. Ask campers to complete the SURF Skill Steps-Checklist. "Good job! This has 
a been a really fun activity and I like the way each of you talked about your T
shirts and who you will be sharing it with. Now, you can use your SURF Self
Checklist to see how well you think you used each of the skills." 
Distribute the checklist and have campers complete it. 

4. Preview the next activity for using the SURF Steps. "You did a great job 
following direction and using your SURF social skills. This is our last activity. 
We hope you all continue to use your SURF Steps after camp at home and at 
school. 
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Volunteer's Name Observer -------- --------

Total Time Observed ----- Date ____ _ Camp I 2 

Surf Camp Social Skills Review 

Did the volunteer: Yes No 
State the purpose of the activity? 
State the activity expectations? 
Give appropriate directions? 

• Review the SEE Steps and conduct rapid fire 
rehearsal 

• Review the SURF Steps and conduct rapid fire 
rehearsal 

• Review the Friendly 5 and come up with questions 

• Present the camper's copy of the checklist and review 
how to grade themselves 

Review the purpose of the Surf Camp Social Skills Review 

Comments: 
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Volunteer's Name Observer -------- --------

Total Time Observed ----- Date ____ _ Camp 1 2 

Surf Camp Picture Frame Curriculum Activity Observation Checklist (1) 

Did the volunteer: Yes No 
Have all materials in place prior to beginning the activity? 
State the purpose of the activity? 
State the activity expectations? 
Give appropriate directions? 

• Paint most of your frame blue 

• While your frame is drying pick your favorite 
seashells and stickers you want to put on your frame 

Monitor camper progress? 
Offer camper assistance as needed? 
Review the purpose of the activity? 
Ask the campers to complete the SURF Steps self-checklist? 
Preview the next activity for using the SURF Steps? 

Comments: 
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Volunteer's Name Observer -------- --------

Total Time Observed ----- Date ----- Camp 1 2 

Surf Camp Paddle Relay Curriculum Activity Observation Checklist 

Did the volunteer: Yes No 
Have all materials in place prior to beginning the activity? 
State the purpose of the activity? 
State the activity expectations? 
Give appropriate directions? 

• Line up behind your team's surfboard 

• Paddle to the volunteer standing in the water, the tum 
around and paddle back to your team 

• Cheer on your teammates 
Monitor camper progress? 
Offer camper assistance as needed? 
Review the purpose of the activity? 
Ask the campers to complete the SURF Steps self-checklist? 
Preview the next activity for using the SURF Steps? 

Comments: 
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Volunteer's N rune Observer -------- --------

Total Time Observed ----- Date ----- Crunp 1 2 

Surf Camp Sandcastle Curriculum Activity Observation Checklist 

Did the volunteer: Yes No 
Have all materials in place prior to beginning the activity? 
State the purpose of the activity? 
State the activity expectations? 
Monitor camper progress? 
Offer camper assistance as needed? 
Review the purpose of the activity? 
Ask the campers to share their work with one another? 
Ask the students to complete the SURF Step self-checklist? 
Preview the next activity for using the SURF Steps? 

Comments: 
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Volunteer's N rune Observer -------- --------

Total Time Observed ----- Date ____ _ Camp 1 2 

Surf Camp Picture Frame Curriculum Activity Observation Checklist (2) 

Did the volunteer: Yes No 
Have all materials in place prior to beginning the activity? 
State the purpose of the activity? 
State the activity expectations? 
Give appropriate directions? 

• Pick seashells and stickers to put on your frame 

• Decide where you want to put your seashells and 
stickers and get help putting them on the frames 

Monitor camper progress? 
Offer camper assistance as needed? 
Review the purpose of the activity? 
Ask the campers to complete the SURF Step self-checklist? 
Preview the next activity for using the SURF Steps? 

Comments: 
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Volunteer's Name Observer -------- --------

Total Time Observed ----- Date ----- Camp 1 2 

Surf Camp T-Shirt Signing Curriculum Activity Observation Checklist 

Did the volunteer: Yes No 
inning the activit ? 

expectations? 

• Pick a permanent marker 

Comments: 
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Parent Pre Perceptions of the Surf Camp Curriculum 

Participant ID _______ _ Age:__ Date _______ _ 

Gender: 

Male 
Female 

Highest Level of Education Attained: 
GED 

_ High School 
_ Undergraduate 
_ Master's Degree 
_ Master's plus post Master's Hours 
_ Doctoral Degree 

Other: 

Ethnicity: 

Caucasian 
_Hispanic 

African American 
Asian 
Other: ---------

Years of experience with individuals with Autism Spectrum Disorder: __ 

The purpose of this survey is to determine your opinion of your child's social 
competence, social skills, and self-concept in relation to the upcoming two-day surf 
camp curriculum. These findings could result in the discovery of outcomes experienced 
by participating campers in the two-day __ surf camp. 

Answer each question by circling the appropriate level of agreement as shown on the 
following 5-point scale: 

I= Strongly Disagree, 2= Disagree, 3= Neither Agree or Disagree, 4= Agree, 5= Strongly 
Agree 
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Social Competence. Social Competence includes using appropriate social skills to interact with 

others and maintain friendships. It refers to a person's ability to decide where, when, and with whom 
to use the correct social skills. 

1. I think surf camp will improve my child's communication skills. 

1 2 3 4 5 
Strongly Disagree Neither Agree Strong1y 
Disagree Disagree or Agree 

Agree 

2. I think surf camp will improve my child's cooperation skills. 

2 3 4 5 
Strongly Disagree Neither Agree Strongly 
Disagree Disagree or Agree 

Agree 

3. I think surf camp will improve my child's assertion skills. 

2 3 4 5 
Strongly Disagree Neither Agree Strongly 
Disagree Disagree or Agree 

Agree 

4. I think surf camp will improve my child's responsibility skills. 

2 3 4 5 
Strongly Disagree Neither Agree Strongly 
Disagree Disagree or Agree 

Agree 

5. I think surf camp will improve my child's empathy skills. 

1 2 3 4 5 
Strongly Disagree Neither Agree Strongly 
Disagree Disagree or Agree 

Agree 

6. I think surf camp will improve my child's engagement skills. 

2 3 4 5 
Strongly Disagree Neither Agree Strongly 
Disagree Disagree or Agree 

Agree 
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7. I think surf camp will improve my child's self-control skills. 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neither 

Disagree or 
Agree 

4 
Agree 

8. I think surf camp will reduce my child's problem behaviors of internalizing. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neither 

Disagree or 
Agree 

9. I think surf camp will reduce my child's bullying tendencies. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neither 

Disagree or 
Agree 

4 
Agree 

4 
Agree 

10. I think surf camp will reduce my child's hyperactivity/inattentive tendencies. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neither 

Disagree or 
Agree 

4 
Agree 

11. I think surf camp will reduce my child's internalizing tendencies. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neither 

Disagree or 
Agree 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 

Agree 

5 
Strongly 

Agree 

5 
Strongly 

Agree 

12. I think surf camp will reduce my child's autism spectrum tendencies while at surf camp. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neither 

Disagree or 
Agree 
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Surf Camp Curriculum Activities 

The "Learning through Sun, Sand and Surf' is a two-day surf camp curriculum in which your 
child will participate in during surf camp. In addition, to surfing your child will have an 
opportunity to use appropriate social skills during five camp activities designed for that purpose. 
Following is a list of each activity and its purpose: 

Activity Purpose 
Arts and Crafts To create a picture frame for a surf camp picture that could be shared with 

others 
Relay Race To work with other surf camp campers to succeed in a relay race against the 

siblings who also came to surf camp. 
Sandcastle To work as a group and build a sandcastle through individual tasks. 
Building 
Bonfire Group To allow campers the opportunities to play various games and communicate 
Games with one another. 
T-shirt Signing To ask for signatures of all campers and/or surf camp staff/volunteers on 

surf camp shirts 
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SURF Camp Social Skills. SURF camp social skills are acceptable learned behaviors used to 
promote positive interactions with others during surf camp activities 

13. I think my child will use good social skills during the arts and crafts activity. 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neither 

Disagree or 
Agree 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly Agree 

14. I think my child will use good social skills during the relay race activity. 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neither 

Disagree or 
Agree 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly Agree 

15. I think my child will use good social skills during the bonfire games activity. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neither 

Disagree or 
Agree 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly Agree 

16. I think my child will use good social skills during the group sandcastle activity. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neither 

Disagree or 
Agree 

4 
Agree 

17. I think my child will use good social skills during the T-shirt activity. 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neither 

Disagree or 
Agree 
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Self-Concept. Self-concept is the way your child feels about him/herself. 

18. I think surf camp will increase my child's positive perception about his/her physical 
appearance and attributes. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neither 

Disagree or 
Agree 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 

Agree 

19. I think surf camp will increase my child's positive perceptions about his/her intellectual and 
school status. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neither 

Disagree or 
Agree 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 

Agree 

20. I think surf camp will increase my child's positive perception about his/her overall 
happiness and satisfaction. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neither 

Disagree or 
Agree 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 

Agree 

21. I think surf camp will increase my child's positive perception about his/her freedom from 
anxiety. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neither 

Disagree or 
Agree 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 

Agree 

22. I think surf camp will increase my child's positive perception about his/her behavioral 
adjustment. 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neither 

Disagree or 
Agree 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 

Agree 

23. I think surf camp will increase my child's positive perception about his/her popularity. 

1 2 3 4 5 
Strongly Disagree Neither Agree Strongly 
Disagree Disagree or Agree 

Agree 
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1) How do you believe the surf camp curriculum will impact your child's overall 
social competence? 

2) How do you believe the surf camp curriculum will impact your child's overall 
social skills? 

3) How do you believe the surf camp curriculum will impact your child's overall 
self-concept? 
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Parent Post/Retention Perceptions of the Surf Camp Curriculum 

Participant ID _______ _ Age:__ Date _______ _ 

Gender: 

Male 
Female 

Highest Level of Education Attained: 
GED 

_ High School 
_ Undergraduate 
_ Master's Degree 
_ Master's plus post Master's Hours 
_ Doctoral Degree 

Other: 

Ethnicity: 

Caucasian 
_Hispanic 

African American 
Asian 
Other: ---------

Years of experience with individuals with Autism Spectrum Disorder: __ 

The purpose of this survey is to determine your opinion of your child's social 
competence, social skills, and self-concept in relation to the completed two-day surf 
camp curriculum. These findings could result in the discovery of outcomes experienced 
by participating campers in the two-day __ surf camp. 

Answer each question by circling the appropriate level of agreement as shown on the 
following 5-point scale: 

1 = Strongly Disagree, 2= Disagree, 3= Neither Agree or Disagree, 4= Agree, 5= Strongly 
Agree 
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Social Competence. Social Competence includes using appropriate social skills to 
interact with others and maintain friendships. It refers to a person's ability to decide 
where, when, and with whom to use the correct social skills. 

1. I think surf camp improved my child's communication skills. 

2 3 4 5 
Strongly Disagree Neither Agree Strongly 
Disagree Disagree or Agree 

Agree 

2. I think surf camp improved my child's cooperation skills. 

2 3 4 5 
Strongly Disagree Neither Agree Strongly 
Disagree Disagree or Agree 

Agree 

3. I think surf camp improved my child's assertion skills. 

2 3 4 5 
Strongly Disagree Neither Agree Strongly 
Disagree Disagree or Agree 

Agree 

4. I think surf camp improved my child's responsibility skills. 

1 2 3 4 5 
Strongly Disagree Neither Agree Strongly 
Disagree Disagree or Agree 

Agree 

5. I think surf camp improved my child's empathy skills. 

2 3 4 5 
Strongly Disagree Neither Agree Strongly 
Disagree Disagree or Agree 

Agree 

6. I think surf camp improved my child's engagement skills. 

1 2 3 4 5 
Strongly Disagree Neither Agree Strongly 
Disagree Disagree or Agree 

Agree 
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7. I think surf camp improved my child's self-control skills. 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neither 

Disagree or 
Agree 

4 
Agree 

8. I think surf camp reduced my child's problem behaviors of internalizing. 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neither 

Disagree or 
Agree 

9. I think surf camp reduced my child's bullying tendencies. 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neither 

Disagree or 
Agree 

4 
Agree 

4 
Agree 

10. I think surf camp reduced my child's hyperactivity/inattentive tendencies. 

I 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neither 

Disagree or 
Agree 

11. I think surf camp reduced my child's internalizing tendencies. 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neither 

Disagree or 
Agree 

4 
Agree 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 

Agree 

5 
Strongly 

Agree 

5 
Strongly 

Agree 

5 
Strongly 

Agree 

5 
Strongly 

Agree 

12. I think surf camp reduced my child's autism spectrum tendencies while at surf camp. 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neither 

Disagree or 
Agree 
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Surf Camp Curriculum Activities 

The "Leaming through Sun, Sand and Surf' is a two-day surf camp curriculum in which 
your child participated in during surf camp. In addition, to surfing your child had an 
opportunity to use appropriate social skills during five camp activities designed for that 
purpose. Following is a list of each activity and its purpose: 

Activity Purpose 
Arts and Crafts To create a picture frame for a surf camp picture that could be shared 

with others 
Relay Race To work with other surf camp campers to succeed in a relay race 

against the siblings who also came to surf camp. 
Sandcastle To work as a group and build a sandcastle through individual tasks. 
Building 
Bonfire Group To allow campers the opportunities to play various games and 
Games communicate with one another. 
T-shirt Signing To ask for signatures of all campers and/or surf camp staff/volunteers 

on surf camp shirts 
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SURF Camp Social Skills. SURF camp social skills are acceptable learned behaviors 
used to promote positive interactions with others during surf camp activities 

13. I think my child used good social skills during the arts and crafts activity. 

I 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neither 

Disagree or 
Agree 

4 
Agree 

14. I think my child used good social skills during the relay race activity. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neither 

Disagree or 
Agree 

4 
Agree 

15. I think my child used good social skills during the bonfire games activity. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neither 

Disagree or 
Agree 

4 
Agree 

16. I think my child used good social skills during the group sandcastle activity. 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neither 

Disagree or 
Agree 

4 
Agree 

17. I think my child used good social skills during the T-shirt activity. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neither 

Disagree or 
Agree 
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Strongly 

Agree 

5 
Strongly 

Agree 

5 
Strongly 

Agree 

5 
Strongly 

Agree 

5 
Strongly 

Agree 



Self-Concept. Self-concept is the way your child feels about him/herself. 

18. I think surf camp increased my child's positive perception about his/her physical 
appearance and attributes. 

I 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neither 

Disagree or 
Agree 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 

Agree 

19. I think surf camp increased my child's positive perceptions about his/her intellectual and 
school status. 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neither 

Disagree or 
Agree 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 

Agree 

20. I think surf camp increased my child's positive perception about his/her overall happiness 
and satisfaction. 

I 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neither 

Disagree or 
Agree 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 

Agree 

21. I think surf camp increased my child's positive perception about his/her freedom from 
anxiety. 

I 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neither 

Disagree or 
Agree 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 

Agree 

22. I think surf camp increased my child's positive perception about his/her behavioral 

adjustment. 

1 
Strongly 
Disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Neither 

Disagree or 
Agree 

4 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 

Agree 

23. I think surf camp increased my child's positive perception about his/her popularity. 

1 2 3 4 5 
Strongly Disagree Neither Agree Strongly 
Disagree Disagree or Agree 

Agree 
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1) How do you believe the surf camp curriculum impacted your child's overall social 
competence? 

2) How do you believe the surf camp curriculum impacted your child's overall social 
skills? 

3) How do you believe the surf camp curriculum impacted your child's overall self
concept? 
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Camper Social Skills Improvement System 

Social Skills Problem Behaviors Communication 

Participant Pre Post Retention Pre Post Retention Pre Post Retention 

1 117 99 110 94 97 90 18 14 15 

2 90 82 100 98 122 121 10 10 13 

3 98 112 94 108 111 112 14 15 12 

4 95 124 127 143 120 122 10 18 18 -N 

5 114 127 129 80 80 78 18 18 18 
N 

6 128 133 133 129 134 131 17 18 18 

7 111 125 125 95 94 94 13 17 17 

8 100 108 114 86 89 88 12 12 17 

9 116 117 120 141 156 153 18 17 18 

10 100 117 114 97 92 90 15 16 16 

11 99 109 107 126 85 85 13 18 14 



Camper Social Skills Improvement System Continued 

Cooperation Assertion Responsibility 

Participant Pre Post Retention Pre Post Retention Pre Post Retention 

1 19 15 17 18 14 15 18 14 16 

2 14 13 18 9 5 14 12 16 20 

3 18 20 16 13 18 17 15 20 17 

4 16 20 21 13 19 19 10 18 20 
N 
N 

5 18 21 21 17 19 21 18 21 21 
N 

6 20 20 20 18 21 21 21 21 21 

7 19 18 18 18 21 21 17 21 21 

8 16 18 21 14 16 18 15 18 18 

9 18 20 16 18 15 18 14 17 20 

10 17 19 18 14 20 20 17 21 20 

11 14 15 17 17 15 18 14 17 17 



Camper Social Skills Improvement System Continued 

Empathy Engagement Self-Control 

Participant Pre Post Retention Pre Post Retention Pre Post Retention 

1 17 14 15 18 13 18 8 8 11 

2 12 7 6 11 12 12 12 6 10 

3 14 17 12 11 16 12 9 8 2 

4 13 18 17 15 18 20 12 18 18 
M 
N 

5 15 18 18 18 20 21 12 18 18 
N 

6 16 18 18 20 21 21 18 18 18 

7 17 18 18 19 21 21 10 16 16 

8 14 13 14 14 17 17 11 13 12 

9 16 16 16 18 18 20 13 13 12 

10 18 17 18 9 14 10 7 12 14 

11 11 13 11 15 16 15 11 14 15 



Camper Social Skills Improvement System Continued 

Externalizing Bullying Hyperactivity /Inattention 

Participant Pre Post Retention Pre Post Retention Pre Post Retention 

1 5 6 3 0 3 1 5 5 5 

2 3 15 7 0 2 3 8 13 19 

3 11 15 13 4 4 5 8 9 8 

4 26 13 14 6 2 2 20 16 18 
-q-
N 

5 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 
N 

6 14 18 15 6 6 6 19 17 18 

7 4 3 3 1 1 1 4 6 6 

8 1 1 3 0 0 1 3 3 4 

9 20 30 25 7 13 11 19 21 17 

10 3 1 4 1 0 1 7 3 4 

11 14 1 1 6 0 0 10 3 0 



Camper Social Skills Improvement System Continued 

Internalizing 

Participant Pre Post Retention 

1 5 5 2 

2 9 19 18 

3 15 15 15 

4 21 15 14 
lr) 

N 

5 0 2 0 
N 

6 20 27 26 

7 11 9 9 

8 3 8 5 

9 23 26 30 

10 9 9 5 

11 23 4 4 
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Parent Social Skills Improvement System Results 

Participant Social Skills Problem Behaviors Communication 

Pre Post Retention Pre Post Retention Pre Post Retention 

l's Mother 100 101 98 121 122 122 17 16 16 

2's Father 69 79 80 106 106 104 5 8 10 

2's Mother 80 73 75 128 112 121 10 8 8 

3's Mother 68 69 76 144 141 136 12 9 13 

4's Mother 69 62 74 160 155 160 9 11 10 

S's Mother 72 77 64 128 128 129 14 12 13 

S's Father 59 97 71 141 131 131 5 11 8 
r---. 

6's Mother 82 82 79 152 139 135 13 14 11 N 
N 

Ts Mother 102 107 126 113 103 95 18 16 20 

Ts Father 74 90 102 102 94 93 10 14 16 

S's Mother 96 96 100 108 97 99 14 14 16 

8's Father 91 79 88 126 128 119 9 8 10 

9's Mother 73 76 79 138 138 135 10 14 14 

9's Father 79 73 84 132 132 130 13 8 12 

l0's Mother 70 67 70 143 152 152 9 9 8 

lO's Father 77 77 78 139 144 148 13 14 12 

11 's Mother 82 82 90 112 122 104 10 12 13 

11 's Father 92 96 100 89 107 107 16 15 16 



Parent Social Skills Improvement System Results Continued 

Cooperation Assertion Responsibility 

Participant Pre Post Retention Pre Post Retention Pre Post Retention 

1 's Mother 16 16 15 16 17 15 16 18 16 

2's Father 12 15 15 4 4 6 15 17 17 

2's Mother 12 12 12 11 8 8 13 12 12 

3's Mother 10 9 10 10 10 11 8 9 12 

4's Mother 7 7 9 13 8 14 5 7 6 

S's Mother 7 9 6 8 14 9 10 9 6 

S's Father 7 12 10 10 18 11 7 16 9 
00 

6's Mother 10 10 9 14 12 12 12 12 11 N 
N 

7's Mother 14 16 17 13 14 18 15 13 17 

Ts Father 9 12 15 10 15 17 15 14 14 

8's Mother 13 12 13 12 12 14 14 14 12 

8's Father 9 7 10 15 12 12 11 10 11 

9's Mother 11 10 11 8 7 9 10 8 10 

9's Father 10 11 12 8 9 11 8 7 10 

l0's Mother 10 10 11 10 0 7 6 7 7 

l0's Father 12 12 11 9 9 13 11 11 12 

11 's Mother 13 13 13 12 10 13 12 12 13 

11 's Father 14 17 16 13 12 14 14 16 16 



Parent Social Skills Improvement System Results Continued 

Empathy Engagement Self Control 

Participant Pre Post Retention Pre Post Retention Pre Post Retention 

1 's Mother 10 12 11 13 12 14 11 10 10 

2's Father 6 9 7 3 6 6 13 12 12 

2's Mother 9 7 10 8 7 8 10 9 8 

3's Mother 8 8 7 6 7 7 3 7 7 

4's Mother 14 14 15 5 5 7 12 4 10 

S's Mother 11 9 10 9 12 6 3 4 3 

S's Father 5 10 8 7 14 10 5 12 5 

°" 6's Mother 13 12 13 7 8 9 6 8 7 N 
N 

7's Mother 15 15 18 15 17 20 9 14 18 

7's Father 13 15 15 5 6 12 3 8 10 

8's Mother 13 11 12 16 19 17 9 10 13 

8's Father 16 14 17 17 12 13 8 8 9 

9's Mother 8 9 8 10 10 12 7 9 7 

9's Father 8 7 9 13 11 14 10 10 10 

l0's Mother 11 9 11 10 10 11 9 10 10 

l0's Father 10 10 9 9 7 8 11 12 11 

11 's Mother 12 11 12 9 8 12 6 9 8 

11 's Father 11 10 12 11 12 12 8 10 11 



Parent Social Skills Improvement System Results Continued 

Externalizing Bullying Tendencies Hyperactivity/Inattention 

Participant Pre Post Retentio Pre Post Retentio Pre Post Retentio 

l's Mother 10 11 9 2 4 3 10 8 10 

2's Father 3 4 5 0 0 0 6 5 5 

2's Mother 12 8 11 3 0 1 13 8 10 

3's Mother 21 17 16 5 3 3 16 14 14 

4's Mother 23 22 22 7 3 2 16 17 16 

S's Mother 18 21 18 1 6 4 16 12 14 

S's Father 28 24 23 10 7 6 17 15 13 
0 

6's Mother 20 19 17 7 6 6 16 14 14 M 
N 

7's Mother 8 5 4 2 0 1 7 7 5 

7's Father 4 2 3 1 0 1 3 3 3 

S's Mother 9 7 8 0 1 0 8 6 8 

S's Father 11 11 10 1 2 0 12 12 13 

9's Mother 20 19 18 3 6 5 11 12 12 

9's Father 16 13 12 6 5 4 10 8 10 

I O's Mother 17 19 19 3 4 6 9 11 10 

lO's Father 13 14 14 4 4 4 8 10 10 

11 's Mother 11 13 6 3 3 1 9 9 5 

11 's Father 4 9 9 1 3 2 2 6 7 



Parent Social Skills Improvement System Results Continued 

Internalizing Autism Spectrum 

Participant Pre Post Retention Pre Post Retention 

1 's Mother 11 10 11 17 20 18 

2's Father 6 4 5 28 23 21 

2's Mother 9 5 IO 25 26 25 

3's Mother 16 18 17 24 26 22 

4's Mother 20 15 18 28 23 29 

5's Mother 8 5 8 20 20 23 

5's Father 4 2 5 27 21 23 

-6's Mother 18 14 12 26 22 24 ~ 
N 

7's Mother 9 7 2 15 11 6 

7's Father 7 4 1 25 16 11 

8's Mother 9 4 2 15 11 11 

8's Father 12 12 9 21 22 19 

9's Mother 12 13 12 29 22 20 

9's Father 10 12 11 24 28 22 

l0's Mother 14 17 17 21 27 26 

lO's Father 16 18 18 21 22 26 

11 's Mother 4 6 4 20 25 19 

11 's Father 1 3 4 13 20 18 
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Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept Scale, 2nd Edition 

Behavioral Adjustment Intellectual & School Physical Appearance 

Participant Pre Post Retention Pre Post Retention Pre Post Retention 

1 49 49 49 44 46 46 40 40 42 

2 62 43 46 44 40 42 52 52 58 

3 49 54 41 46 48 54 42 38 42 

4 33 62 62 32 38 42 42 42 45 
M 
M 

5 54 62 62 51 54 54 35 46 65 
N 

6 43 43 46 51 48 48 58 58 58 

7 54 62 62 51 51 51 52 58 58 

8 45 54 54 42 42 46 40 42 48 

9 43 33 37 46 46 46 65 65 58 

10 62 62 62 51 65 59 45 52 65 

11 54 62 54 59 59 59 65 65 65 



Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept Scale, 2nd Edition Continued 

Freedom from Anxiety Popularity Happiness and Satisfaction 

Participant Pre Post Retention Pre Post Retention Pre Post Retention 

1 48 51 51 50 50 54 47 47 47 

2 46 46 46 39 44 47 51 51 47 

3 39 41 46 29 31 36 43 43 47 

4 39 46 43 44 47 47 51 59 59 
-.::::t" 
~ 

5 51 58 58 44 54 50 47 51 51 
N 

6 51 41 37 47 50 47 59 59 51 

7 48 54 54 44 47 47 59 59 59 

8 48 51 48 47 44 50 47 51 51 

9 43 33 35 47 39 41 51 51 43 

10 48 58 51 44 50 47 47 59 51 

11 54 54 51 54 61 54 51 51 51 
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Participant Stay in Use My Sound Expression Eye Remember to Form a 

the Group SEE Contact Ask Questions Friendship 

1 2.80 2.80 2.80 2.80 2.80 2.20 2.60 

2 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 1.80 3.00 

3 3.00 3.00 3.00 2.80 3.00 2.80 2.80 

4 3.00 2.80 3.00 3.00 3.00 2.60 3.00 

5 2.80 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 1,0 
M 
N 

6 3.00 2.80 3.00 2.80 3.00 1.80 3.00 

7 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 2.60 

8 2.80 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 2.80 3.00 

9 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 2.60 2.60 

10 2.80 3.00 3.00 2.60 2.60 2.60 2.20 

11 2.80 2.80 3.00 3.00 3.00 2.80 2.80 
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Volunteers Stay in Use My Sound Expression Eye Remember to Form a 

of Camper the Group SEE Contact Ask Questions Friendship 

1 2.80 2.88 2.90 2.60 2.30 1.80 2.50 

2 2.61 2.42 2.61 2.46 2.46 1.92 2.84 

3 2.56 2.78 2.78 2.67 2.78 2.44 2.67 

4 2.67 2.75 2.78 2.67 2.67 2.00 2.33 

5 3.00 2.80 2.80 2.90 2.40 2.20 3.00 00 
~ 
N 

6 2.60 2.44 2.80 2.10 2.80 2.10 2.20 

7 2.80 2.90 2.70 3.00 2.80 2.90 2.60 

8 2.88 2.88 3.00 3.00 3.00 2.88 3.00 

9 2.78 2.89 3.00 2.89 2.89 2.33 2.33 

10 2.56 2.62 2.77 2.56 2.44 2.44 2.11 

11 2.90 3.00 3.00 2.70 2.50 3.00 2.70 
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Participant Arts & Crafts ( 1) Paddle Relay Sandcastle Arts & Crafts (2) T-Shirt 

1 2.71 1.86 2.86 3.00 3.00 

2 3.00 2.71 2.71 2.71 3.00 

3 2.86 3.00 3.00 2.71 3.00 

4 2.57 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 

5 3.00 3.00 2.86 3.00 3.00 

0 
~ 

6 2.71 3.00 2.71 2.71 2.71 
N 

7 3.00 2.71 3.00 3.00 3.00 

8 2.86 3.00 2.86 3.00 3.00 

9 3.00 2.43 3.00 3.00 3.00 

10 1.86 2.71 2.86 3.00 3.00 

11 2.43 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 
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Participant Arts & Crafts ( 1) Paddle Relay Sandcastle Arts & Crafts (2) T-Shirt 

1 2.93 2.29 2.44 2.07 2.86 

2 2.24 2.38 2.53 2.64 2.62 

3 3.00 2.93 2.71 2.93 1.79 

4 2.44 2.72 3.00 3.00 1.81 

5 2.29 2.50 3.00 2.85 3.00 

N 
-q-

6 2.86 2.43 2.50 2.00 2.37 
N 

7 3.00 2.93 2.57 2.93 2.64 

8 2.86 3.00 3.00 2.93 3.00 

9 3.00 2.21 2.50 3.00 3.00 

10 2.14 2.71 2.22 2.71 3.00 

11 2.52 2.59 2.93 3.00 3.00 
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Parent Perceptions of the Surf Camp Curriculum Likert Questions 

Participant Age Ethnicity Highest Level of Years Communication 

Education Experienc Pre Post Retentio 

1 's Mother 50 Caucasian Undergraduate 7 3 4 4 

2's Father 48 Hispanic High School 6 4 4 4 

2's Mother 44 Caucasian High School 6 5 3 3 

3's Mother 38 Caucasian Undergraduate 10 4 4 4 

4's Mother 39 Caucasian High School 14 4 4 4 

S's Mother 43 Caucasian High School 9 4 4 4 

S's Father 54 Caucasian High School 4 4 3 3 
~ 

6's Mother 52 Caucasian Undergraduate 16 4 4 4 ~ 
N 

7's Mother 42 Caucasian Undergraduate 11 3 4 4 

7's Father 48 American Indian Undergraduate 11 3 4 5 

8's Mother 51 Caucasian Undergraduate 11 4 4 3 

8's Father 63 Caucasian Undergraduate 11 4 4 3 

9's Mother 43 Caucasian Master's Degree 12 5 3 5 

9's Father 43 Caucasian Undergraduate 14 4 4 4 

l0's Mother 52 Caucasian Some College 15 4 4 4 

l0's Father 49 Caucasian Master's Degree 15 4 4 4 

11 's Mother 33 Hispanic Undergraduate 10 3 4 4 

11 's Father 34 Caucasian Undergraduate 12 4 3 4 



Parent Perceptions of the Surf Camp Curriculum Likert Questions Continued 

Cooperation Assertion Responsibility 

Participant Pre Post Retentio Pre Post Retentio Pre Post Retentio 

1 's Mother 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 

2's Father 4 4 5 5 4 4 5 4 4 

2's Mother 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 

3's Mother 4 4 4 4 3 4 3 3 2 

4's Mother 3 3 4 4 3 3 4 3 4 

S' s Mother s s s 3 3 4 4 4 4 

S's Father 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 
V) 

6's Mother 4 s 4 4 4 3 3 4 4 ~ 
N 

7's Mother 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 

7's Father 4 4 5 4 5 5 3 3 s 
8's Mother 4 4 3 4 4 4 3 3 3 

8's Father 3 4 4 4 3 4 3 4 3 

9's Mother 4 5 5 4 5 5 4 5 5 

9's Father 3 4 4 3 3 2 2 3 3 

lO's Mother 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 3 

lO's Father 4 5 4 4 5 4 4 5 4 

11 's Mother 3 4 4 3 4 4 3 4 4 

11 's Father 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 



Parent Perceptions of the Surf Camp Curriculum Likert Questions Continued 

Empathy Engagement Self-Control 

Participant Pre Post Retention Pre Post Retention Pre Post Retention 

1 's Mother 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 

2's Father 5 4 4 3 5 3 4 3 3 

2's Mother 5 5 s s s -s s s s 
3's Mother 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 3 4 

4's Mother 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 3 4 

S's Mother 4 3 4 5 4 5 5 3 4 

S's Father 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 3 3 

"° 6's Mother 3 3 3 3 5 4 3 5 5 -.::t" 
N 

Ts Mother 3 4 s s s 4 3 5 4 

7's Father 3 4 5 4 5 s 4 4 5 

S's Mother 4 3 3 3 4 4 3 3 3 

8's Father 2 3 4 4 3 4 3 3 3 

9's Mother 4 4 5 5 s s 4 4 s 
9's Father 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 2 

lO's Mother 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 

lO's Father 4 4 4 4 s 4 4 4 4 

11 's Mother 3 4 4 3 4 4 3 4 4 

11 's Father 4 3 3 s 4 4 4 4 4 



Parent Perceptions of the Surf Camp Curriculum Likert Questions Continued 

Problem Behaviors Bullying Tendencies Hyperactivity/Inattentive 

Participant Pre Post Retention Pre Post Retention Pre Post Retention 

1 's Mother 4 4 4 3 3 3 4 4 4 

2's Father 1 3 3 5 3 3 3 3 3 

2's Mother 5 5 5 4 4 4 5 5 5 

3's Mother 4 4 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 

4's Mother 3 3 2 3 4 3 4 3 2 

S's Mother 3 3 4 4 3 3 4 3 2 

S's Father 3 3 3 2 2 2 3 2 3 r---
,q-

6's Mother 3 3 4 3 3 4 4 3 4 N 

7's Mother 4 4 4 1 3 3 1 3 3 

7's Father 4 4 5 2 3 3 3 3 3 

S's Mother 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 

S's Father 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 3 

9's Mother 5 5 5 3 4 3 5 5 4 

9's Father 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 2 

lO's Mother 4 3 4 3 3 3 4 4 4 

lO's Father 4 5 3 3 5 3 3 4 4 

11 's Mother 3 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 

11 's Father 3 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 



Parent Perceptions of the Surf Camp Curriculum Likert Questions Continued 

Internalizing Autism Spectrum Arts & Crafts 

Participant Pre Post Retention Pre Post Retention Pre Post Retention 

l's Mother 4 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 

2's Father 5 4 4 3 3 4 5 5 5 

2's Mother 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 s 
3's Mother 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 

4's Mother 3 3 3 4 4 4 3 4 4 

S's Mother 3 3 3 s 4 4 3 5 4 

S's Father 3 3 3 4 4 4 3 s 4 
00 

6's Mother 
-.:::t" 

3 3 3 3 5 4 1 s 5 N 

7's Mother 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 

7's Father 4 3 3 4 3 4 4 5 5 

S's Mother 3 3 3 4 5 4 4 4 4 

S's Father 4 3 3 4 3 4 4 4 4 

9's Mother 5 4 5 5 5 5 3 4 5 

9's Father 4 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 

lO's Mother 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 

lO's Father 3 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 3 

11 's Mother 3 4 4 3 4 4 4 5 5 

11 's Father 4 4 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 



Parent Perceptions of the Surf Camp Curriculum Likert Questions Continued 

Relay Sandcastle T-Shirt 

Participant Pre Post Retention Pre Post Retention Pre Post Retention 

1 's Mother 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 

2's Father 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 

2's Mother 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 

3's Mother 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 

4's Mother 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 2 

S's Mother 2 4 4 2 5 5 2 4 4 

5's Father 2 4 4 4 5 5 4 5 4 
°' "'1" 

6's Mother 1 3 3 2 5 4 4 3 4 N 

Ts Mother 4 4 5 4 5 5 4 4 4 

Ts Father 4 5 5 4 5 5 3 5 5 

8's Mother 3 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 5 

S's Father 4 3 4 4 5 5 5 4 4 

9's Mother 4 5 5 4 5 5 4 5 5 

9's Father 3 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 

lO's Mother 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 

lO's Father 3 4 3 3 4 4 3 4 4 

11 's Mother 4 5 5 4 4 4 4 5 5 

11 's Father 4 5 4 3 4 4 4 5 4 



Parent Perceptions of the Surf Camp Curriculum Likert Questions Continued 

Physical Appearance Intellectual & School Status Happiness & Satisfaction 

Participant Pre Post Retention Pre Post Retention Pre Post Retention 

l's Mother 4 4 4 3 3 3 4 4 4 

2's Father s s 4 4 3 3 s s 4 

2's Mother s s s s s s 
3's Mother 2 4 4 2 2 2 4 4 4 

4's Mother 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 3 4 

S's Mother 4 4 4 3 3 4 s 4 4 

S's Father 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
0 
tr) 

6's Mother 2 4 4 3 3 4 4 4 s N 

7's Mother 3 5 s 4 4 5 4 s s 
Ts Father 4 5 s 4 s 5 4 5 4 

S's Mother 3 s 4 4 3 3 4 4 4 

S's Father 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 5 3 

9's Mother 4 5 4 3 5 5 4 4 5 

9's Father 2 3 3 2 3 4 4 4 3 

I O's Mother 3 3 4 3 3 4 3 4 4 

lO's Father 4 4 4 4 s 4 3 5 4 

11 's Mother 4 3 3 4 3 3 4 4 4 

11 's Father 3 3 4 3 3 3 4 4 4 



Parent Perceptions of the Surf Camp Curriculum Likert Questions Continued 

Freedom from Anxiety Behavioral Adjustment Popularity 

Participant Pre Post Retention Pre Post Retention Pre Post Retention 

1 's Mother 3 4 4 3 3 3 4 3 3 

2's Father 5 4 4 5 5 4 3 4 4 

2's Mother 5 5 5 5 5 5 

3's Mother 2 2 2 2 2 3 4 4 2 

4's Mother 4 3 3 4 3 3 4 3 4 

S's Mother 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 

5's Father 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 ..... 
V) 

6's Mother 4 3 4 3 4 5 3 5 5 N 

Ts Mother 3 5 5 4 4 5 4 5 5 

Ts Father 4 5 4 4 5 4 4 5 5 

S's Mother 2 3 3 4 3 3 3 4 3 

S's Father 3 3 4 3 4 3 4 4 3 

9's Mother 4 5 5 4 5 5 3 4 4 

9's Father 4 3 4 3 3 3 2 3 2 

lO's Mother 3 4 4 3 4 4 3 3 4 

lO's Father 3 5 4 3 5 4 3 5 3 

11 's Mother 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 

11 's Father 3 4 3 4 4 4 3 3 3 
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1) How do you believe the surf camp curriculum impacted your child's overall social 
competence? 
2) How do you believe the surf camp curriculum impacted your child's overall social 
skills? 
3) How do you believe the surf camp curriculum impacted your child's overall self
concept? 

Camper 1 's Mother 
1. Pre - By being in a small group, without threat of failing - he may feel more 

acceptance. 
Post - He did well meeting new kids and interacting in activities. 
Retention - He was able to meet and play with a group of very tolerant non 
judgmental people who all 'got it!' 

2. Pre - Hopefully, he will be part of a group that accepts his uniqueness. He might 
learn cooperation, support skills, and empathy towards others. 

Post - Same as above! 
Retention-He got to meet new friends! 

3. Pre - __ has trouble believing in himself. He may be slow to try something 
new for fear that he may fail. By trying to surf, and mastering it(!) or even 
standing up, he will have another "win." 
Post-He got frustrated when he couldn't surf right away, but when he made it to 
his feet- WOW couldn't stop him! 
Retention - He was very proud that he learned to surfl He always has very high 
expectations ( of himself) and doesn't allow himself a learning curve. So, when he 
couldn't stand up a few times, he started to show frustration. But the great group 
of volunteers kept encouraging him until he got going again ... then you couldn't 
stop him! 

Camper 2's Father 
1. Pre - By interacting with others that he doesn't really know or hanging out with. 

He has to be with the surf activities one on one which is good for social skills. 
Post - Being around other kids helped with overall social skills. 
Retention - He interacted much better than he usually does. 

2. Pre - It will help but it has to be a continuous things throughout his life. 
Post - It helps with all the one on one with the counselors, but it is a everyday 
things for him to engage with others. 
Retention - He loved it in the water and building the sandcastle, and playing in 
the sand. He loved being there with the others. He had fun. 
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3. Pre - it will help because surfing is real hard and if he can achieve it, his self 

outlook will be a plus. 
Post - His overall concept is always improving but this is one on one which is 
great, too bad it doesn't happen twice a year. 
Retention -That is something that is hard to say, because he doesn't express his 
feelings very well, but he enjoyed being there. I know he wants to go back. 

Camper 2' s Mother 
1. Pre - I think it will help him in situations with a lot of different people and adults 

that he will have to communicate with and have eye contact with. The games and 
crafts will be good also for the communication. 
Post - I think it gave __ the confidence to maybe come up and talk to 
someone he doesn't know. 
Retention - I think it helped __ interact with __ and __ and his friends 

and --
2. Pre - __ will be able to see the friends he made last year and make new 

friends. He will have his helpers helping him surf that he will have to 

communicate with. 
Post - I think it helped __ making friends and having to talk with other kids. 
Retention - It helped __ him with speaking to other people and also making 
eye contact. 

3. Pre - I think it will make __ feel good about himself, being able to try and 
surf again and do all the activities will be such an accomplishment, it will really 

help his self-esteem. He is looking forward to going back to __ . 
Post - I think __ really had a good time. He learned a lot and has made some 
really good friends. He has come over to our house. 
Retention - I think it gave __ confidence to do things (like surf) that he 
doesn't usually do. 

Camper 3 's Mother 
I. Pre - I think it will help to understand he can make friends and that kids will like 

him, ifhe gives them the opportunity. I don't know that it will completely change 

his overall social competence but I think it will help towards that goal. 
It will help him change his social competence over time. 
Post - Gave him something to feel good about. That he has a skill ( surfing) that is 
considered "cool" or neat. 
Acquired some boys in __ that he considers "buddies." 
Every element impacting his confidence helps his overall competence. 
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Retention - I think it did help his social skills and his ability to confront others 
more confidently. However, I don't know how it will be in school. He may still be 
pretty self conscious to approach other peers. 

2. Pre- I believe the social skills activities in the fun and safe setting and 

environment will help to improve his social skills in a group setting when he 

doesn't know a lot of the kids. 

Post - Helped him to interact and speak up on the group activities. He was 
encouraged to participate. 
Retention - The extra short learning experiences were good. They directly related 
to issues __ has with his social skills. But in a short enough (and fun) setting 
that it was effective. 

3. Pre - I believe it will help his overall self-concept to some extent, to where 
maybe he will learn over time that he is just as good or "ok" as other kids in his 

peer group, even when outside the "safe" environment. 

Post - Same as #1 answer. 
Retention - Overall I think it helped him feel better about himself and his skills 
and his new "buddies." Which does make a big difference about him and how he 
feels about himself. 

Camper 4' s Mother 
1. Pre - Being around others like herself and not standing out makes her feel so 

good. The interaction with others is great! Thanks. 

Post - She made friends while at camp and had a great time! 
Retention - __ loves helping younger kids and she loved being with __ . 
She did talk and interact more this time! 

2. Pre - While at camp I hope she will interact more with kids and adults - Bring 

her out of her box and let her see she can make it in the work without mom! 

Post - Not really any change. 
Retention - She came out of her shell and enjoyed everything! 

3. Pre - Show her it's okay to be different, yet okay to be herself. Make her be 

normal in her eyes and have people like her and not make fun of her all the time. 

Post - She feels better about herself. 
Retention - Gave her hope! 

Camper 5 's Mother 
1. Pre - I think he will become more aware of others around him and will learn to 

adjust his behavior accordingly. 

Post - He learned to wait his turn and had more patience. He also learned to ask 
more questions and for help. 
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Retention - He was able to play/interact with other children without bullying or 
arguing. 

2. Pre - I think he will develop more self control and will learn to share and wait his 

turn from the relay race, sandcastle building and t-shirt signing activities. 

Post - He gained more patience and learned to listen to instructions. He also 
learned to take turns and make friends. 
Retention - He learned to take turns and listen to others and follow rules. 

3. Pre - I think he will learn he can do more for himself than he thinks he can. 

Post - He learned that he would do more on his own and could make friends. 
Retention - He was more aware of how his behavior impacted others. 

Camper 5 's Father 
1. Pre - He will learn to interact with other children. 

Post-blank 
Retention - He made friends. 

2. Pre - blank 
Post-blank 
Retention - He interacted with other children. 

3. Pre-blank 
Post-blank 
Retention - blank 

Camper 6's Mother 
1. Pre - He loves going to surf camp. I am hoping this year he will be able to 

participate in the activities instead of going off on his own and not feeling like no 

one likes him. 
Post - __ participated so much more than last year. He hung in there even 
when things were hard. I was very proud of him. 
Retention - I love the social skills this year. It really helped out. 

2. Pre- I believe this year he will grow from the social skills he's been working on 

all year. I hope surf camp will be able to put everything together for him. 

Post - He was able to work on the social skills he needs to learn in a safe and 
loving environment. When things got tough, volunteers worked hard to help him 
understand. 
Retention - It was great. He understood the SURF and I think it helped him. 

3. Pre - I hope his confidence will improve by him being successful this year 

socially. Last year he felt bad because he acted so bad. 

Post - He never gave up and for the 1st time he was able to stand. He had to call 
his dad because he was so proud. Making friends made him so happy. He loved it. 
Thank you for everything and all your hard work! 
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Retention - It helped his concept because he made friends and he was able to 
control his temper this year. 
I want to thank you, you did a fabulous job. __ did a great job with his temper 
this year. 
You paired him with the perfect buddy. He made a big difference in surf camp 
for 

Camper 7' s Mother 
1. Pre - I think this is a fabulous opportunity to meet other kids in the district that 

share his diagnosis and perhaps struggle with the same or similar issues. By 
identifying some of these kids ( and siblings) it should open doors to forming 
relationships and help him find his unique place in __ . He knows his teachers 
love it but feels the students are primarily ambivalent toward him. This should 
really increase his confidence socially. 
Post - He seemed so comfortable with everyone and willing to share of himself. 
Retention - The t-shirt signing really helped because he has to ask people for 
something. I noticed improvement with communication with non-family 
members. He has socialized extremely well with our new neighbors and handles 
the stress of a new environment with NO problem. He was too hard on himself 
one time for a small mistake he thought was stupid but was convinced otherwise 
quickly. 

2. Pre - This will be a safe place for him to practice his skills. I will be especially 
interested in observing his interaction with the sand castle activity. I know he will 
try his hardest at the relay and will cheer others on. However it will be interesting 
to observe his involvement with the building ifhe thinks his ideas are better. 
Post - It was a safe place for him to practice the skills. I think there will be many 
long term benefits! 
Retention - I saw such a level of cooperation among all the kids. It was amazing 
to watch. He became more aware of others and more willing to initiate 
appropriate (and reciprocal) conversation. 

3. Pre - It depends on how he chooses to measure it. He has poor trunk strength so 
he may not feel "successful" at surfing itself. However if we can direct him to 
measure the social side instead of the physical he should feel like a "champ!" 

Post - I think this Really helped him see himself in a different light and helped 
him develop more skills. 
Retention - He was very apprehensive about starting football, but he joined with 
no problem. He knew __ and __ from surf camp and felt much more 
confident about his physical ability. He is now excited about going to practices 
( even in this heat) and feels good about himself. 
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Camper 7's Father 
1. Pre - I think he will improve. 

Post - I feel it was great for him! 
Retention - blank 

2. Pre - I think he will improve. 
Post - It was great. He really enjoyed it. 
Retention - blank 

3. Pre - I think he will improve. 
Post - He feels better about himself. 
Retention - blank 

Camper 8' s Mother 
1. Pre - Hopefully he will see ways to handle situations. 

Post - He practices his social skills various ways with various groups/people. 
Retention - Continual reminding and modeling. 

2. Pre - Proper skills being modeled will help __ see how to do them. 

Post - More self assured. 
Retention - __ is more positive about himself. 

3. Pre - We hope __ will see other children like himself. Instead of the 
comparisons he gets from his twin. 
Post - He learned something new and was able to excel at it. He was able to surf 
independently and be successful. 
Retention - Tried something new and was successful! 

Camper 8' s Father 
1. Pre - Interaction with others; He learns he can become better at activities he 

usually struggles with competing or cooperating. 
Post - All the volunteers praise towards all the individual campers. The help and 
one-on -one attention was great. 
Retention - His sharing has improved. Empathy skills improving all the time. 

2. Pre - Hopefully he gains more confidence in his abilities. 
Post - keep them engaged so there was little time for mistakes. 
Retention -Working with others toward a common goal. 

3. Pre-Now that he's older, his self-concept has improved. He still needs praise to 
help him stand taller. 
Post - All succeeded at all the events so everyone became a winner. 
Retention-__ still devalues too many of his skills. 
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Camper 9's Mother 
1. Pre - Improve his self esteem and help him to develop friendships on a deeper 

level. Hopefully he will develop a deeper awareness of others and their success. 
Post - Tremendously! He grew in his ability to view others and cheer them on. 
He worked with others on the sand castle. 
Retention -He was able to cheer the other peers on during various activities. In 
addition he interacted with teachers and peers in ways that would never have been 
possible in the school setting. 

2. Pre - Increase positive interactions with others. Pride in doing something that is 

difficult. Awareness of eye contact with peers and adults, and volume control. 
Post - He developed and strengthened many friendships with others. 
Retention - Interaction with peers and adults. Understanding and working with 
others building sand castles. 

3. Pre - Create a more positive self-concept through a higher self esteem. Creating 

new friendships and learning to surf. 
Post - He was fearful of surfing and did that without a problem. He was so proud 
of his ability to build a sandcastle. 
Retention - Awareness of his abilities and that he can succeed in ways that he 
didn't think possible. 

Camper 9' s Father 
1. Pre - We are hopeful __ gets to learn more about being on a team. We are also 

excited that he will get to experience something new. 
Post - He loved to interact with his peers and the instructors. I wished he would 
have done more surfing, sand castles were very exciting. 
Retention - Being with children in his same situation helped him feel normal. 

2. Pre - More interaction from his peers and volunteers help him become more 

socially appropriate. 
Post - Regular interaction with his peers and playing the sand. I wish he would 
have blank 
Retention - Improved his social skills when he is not stressed and can relax. He 
was very relaxed. 

3. Pre - When __ has a chance to be successful at anything, his self-esteem and 

confidence improves. 
Post - It helped to have a routine each day. 
Thank you for having us. We were blessed as a family!! 
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Camper 10' s Mother 
1. Pre - I think in a small setting she will improve. She is much more comfortable 

with children in a younger age group. It will be a test to go back to school with 

her peers to see if she will use these skills at school. 
Post - I think it greatly helped that the helpers were so nice and open to __ 
She has become very shy about her peers and are afraid to even approach them. 
This gives her more confidence. 
Retention - I think __ felt comfortable with the kids involved that she was 
not being judged and felt relaxed. 

2. Pre- I hope it will help but again at the school setting it is very difficult for her. 
Post - It helped her overcome some fear of rejection. 
Retention - I think since she was comfortable she was able to let her guard down 
and have fun. 

3. Pre - I hope it will help. 
Post - It was awesome and she wants to come back! 
Retention - It is hard to tell. 

Camper 10' s Father 
1. Pre - It should have a positive impact by building her confidence and helping her 

be more comfortable in the company of others. 

Post-blank 
Retention - I think it helped with her awareness that being "different" is just fine 
and that it's important to surround yourself with the right people that can identify 
with you. 

2. Pre - I hope it will have a positive impact and enable her to feel more 

comfortable in social situations. 

Post-blank 
Retention - Well organized curriculum resulted in a great mix of activities that 
really led to great interaction among the kids. You created an environment where 
the kids didn't want to be left out of anything. 

3. Pre- I am hoping she learns that she is so special m different in a positive way 

Post-blank 
Retention - Very positive impact on __ ' s self-concept. She really felt like she 
could do just as well as the other kids in all activities. 

Camper 11 's Mother 
1. Pre - We always try to provide as many opportunities as possible for him to 

practice his social skills. This will hopefully provide us with a memory to look 

back for examples of other appropriate or inappropriate social behaviors. 

Referencing helps us in future social settings. 
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Post - Definitely gave him many opportunities to use his social skills. Saw him 
focus well on activities and listen to instruction very well with little or no 
transition time. 
Retention - I believe it really helped him feel more confident about initiating 
conversation and greetings. 

2. Pre - It will be a great opportunity to practice his communication and patience 
Post - Hopefully he will be able to remember the SURF Steps! 
Retention - He just appears very relaxed and confident. 

3. Pre - I hope it will be a positive one. 
Post-He has a pretty good self-concept but we won't be able to tell till later. 
Retention - I believe it helped improve his self-concept because he says he really 
enjoyed camp and that he was really proud of himself for swimming in the ocean 
so much. 

Camper 11 's Father 
1. Pre - I believe the impact will be shown more after surf camp when he talks 

about it and we discuss how he enjoyed it, how he liked interacting, and basically 
the whole experience. 
Post - It provided a different atmosphere to learn from so it drew him in from 
doing other activities that he typically would do elsewhere. 
Retention - Any event like this that forces social interaction always helps. __ 
did a great job getting involved and has spoken about it since. 

2. Pre - Every opportunity he has to interact, be involved, and share moments like 
surf camp help him in his growth and development as he grows up. 
Post- It won't be noticed right away. Over time we'll be able to determine that it 
helped. 
Retention - It helped him try something different that's not something he's done 
at all. I know now he'll be looking forward to doing it again. 

3. Pre - It's hard to say, cause he's already pretty confident. 
Post- Once again we won't notice till a little later. Things and events like this 
take time with __ to show up, but they always do. 
Retention - I don't really know yet. Time will tell. 
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